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Preface 

This research aims to reconstruct the history of Dangur Wtirtida From 1905 to 1991. For the 

study of this thesis both primary and secondary sources have been used. In dealing with the 

major developments of Dangur Wtirtida, the thesis is divided into five chapters. The flrst chapter 

deals with the physical and historical background of the study area. Especially under the 

historical background part it gives explanation about the slave raiding by different Christian 

kings, incorporation of Dangur to the central state, as well as the population settlement in Dangur 

wtirtida. 

Chapter two also deals with the method of the administration and slave raiding in the study area 

during the period under discussion. It tries to investigate the hunting and trade activities in the 

study area from 1905-1935. Significantly this Chapter explains about the circumstances ofItalian 

occupation period in Dangur wtirtida. Chapter three deals regarding the administration, taxation, 

security, land tenure, economic activity and the introduction of Christianity and Islam during the 

Imperial period in this Wtirtida. 

Chapter Four investigates and explains about the major improvements and changes that the study 

area experienced after the 1974 Revolution. This chapter tries to illuminate the changes and 

developments of the Darg programs like administration, land reform, peasant associations, 

villagization, resettlement program, as well as the establishment of agricultural service 

cooperatives. Besides, it explains about the ethnic interaction and integration in the wtirtida and 

their institutions of conflict resolution. The last, but not least, Chapter deals with the 

development of infrastructure in Dangur wtirtida during the period under discussion. This 
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Chapter attempts to explain briefly about the development of infrastructure like education, 

health, road, grain mill, police station, office of agriculture, court as well as finance office. 

I have faced different challenges when I was gathering information for this thesis. The main 

challenge was the difficulty of gathering primary sources and archival materials. There was not 

any archival material in Dangur wiiriida as well as in Mattakal zone archives. This was because 

these materials were burnt during the military regime. Besides, the shift of the administrative 

center of this Wiiriida from one area to another contributed to the destruction of archival sources. 

However, some sources are found at the Monastery of Daqa Estifanos Daqa Maryam Church 

which have been preserved by the clergymen. The center of archival sources that contributed to 

my study Dabra Marqos University is far away from my working place and resident area created 

another difficulty in collecting archival sources. 

However, to solve the problems of these archival sources, the former center of Gojjam province, 

Dabra Marqos was found to be important. I went to Dabra Marqos University archival center and 

got some archival sources. Besides, I have also used some archival sources which I got in the 

National Archive and Library Agency in Addis Ababa. Moreover, this study used archives, 

receipts of personal accounts, informants and secondary sources in preparing this thesis, which 

deals with the history of Dangur Wiiriida from the fust decades of the 20th century up to the 

beginning of the last decade of the 20th century. 
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Abstract 

The study reconstructs the history of Dangur Warada from 1905-1991. Therefore, this study aims to fill 

the gap that exists on the history of this Warada. My study began in 1905, that is because beginning 

from this year onwards the study area became an important center for trade, hunting and slavery along 

both sides of the Agiiwmedir ofGoJiam on one side and the Ethio-Sudan border on the other. Thejinal 

date 1991,on the other hand, has been chosen because it marked the end of the military regime. Attempt 

has been made to synthesize of the comprehensive history of the Warada after liberation period. 

Postwar period was the turning point in the history of the area. Among other things, the period 

witnessed the establishment of the Warada and its political center, the restoration of the imperial rule, 

new administrative structures and developments and introduction of different infrastructures. The 

relation of the central government with the Gumuz of Dangur Warada has been characterized by 

peacefol interactions and integration. 

The study also tried to notice developments that the Warada had experienced during the Derg 

regime. The new regime introduced several polices and took measures at national level which 

has its own repercussions and consequences in the socio-economic and political life of the 

People of the Warada. Such issues are the major areas of emphasis for my study. Finally, the 

study has tried to show issues in the infrastructural developments in the Warada, a periphery in 

relation to the Ethiopian state, during the 1mperial and the Darg regime. 
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Chapter One 

General Background 

1.1. Physical setting 

It is important to provide an overview about the geographical and physical setting of the study 

area, Benisangul Gumuz Regional State. It is one of the nine Federal States of Ethiopia which 

emerged after the downfall of Darg. t This regional state was formally established in 1995 by 

combining the previous Mlittlikiil awrajja of Gojjam Province, located in the northern side of the 

Blue Nile River with Assosa awrajja in the previous Wlillliga Province to the South of Blue 

Nile. 2 The total area of the regional state is about 50,380 sq.kms. The administration of this 

region is divided into three zones and the zones are further divided into 19 wiiriidas, and one 

special wiiriida of Mao-Komo. The three zones are Assosa, Mlittliklil, and Kamas. Each of them 

has eight, seven and five wiiriidas respectively.3 The current study area of Dangur wiiriida is one 

of the seven wiiriidas of Mattlikiil Zone. It is located at a distance of 742 kms east of Assosa 

town, the capital city of the regional state, and 550 kms to the northwest of Addis Ababa. The 

administrative center of Dangur wiiriida is Manbuk town.4 Dangur is bordered by the Amhara 

Regional state in the north, Bulan wiiriida in the south, Pawi wiiriida in the east, Mandura 

wiiriida in the southeast, Wanbara wiiriida in the south west, and the Sudan in the West.s 

I Mebratu Alemu, "Assessment on the Implementation of District Level Decentralization in Benisangul 
Gumuz Region: The Case of Assosa and Menge Wiiriidas," (MA Thesis in Institute of Regional and Local 
Development Studies, Addis Ababa University, July 2008), p. 32 . 

. 2 John Markakis, Ethiopian: The Last Two Frontiers. Eastern African Studies, (Oxford: James Curry, 
2011), p. 348; Beni sangu l Gumuz Government Commun ication Affairs Bureau, Facts Aboul Beniiiangul GUlI1uz. (Assosa: 
AB GET Printing Press, 2012), p. 2. 

3 Benisangul Gumuuz Government Communication Affairs Bureau, p. 2. 
4 Cala~aw Amsalu, "A History of Dangur Wiiriida ( 1941-1974)," (BA Thesis, Department of History, Bahr Dar 

University, 20 14), p. I. 
5 Ahadu Bezabih, "The Monastery of Daqa Estifa Doqa Maryam from its Foundation to 2003," (BA Thesis, 

Department of History, Bahir Dar University, 2005), p. 2. 
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Map. I. The Map of Dangur Wardda 

Source: Ethio-GIS 2016. 
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Based on different sources, the name of Dangur warada is derived from the Dangur ranges of 

highlands which lie to the southwest of the highlands, west of lake Tana.6 Other sources also 

indicate that the name Dangur is derived from the place in Guba warada of the Sinasa people 

inhabited area known as Mangurgur or Deoguro. Due to their cruel leader named Sheikh Abusok, 

6 Calataw, p. I. 
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the Sinasa people left the area and settled in the Dangur highlands. Then, they named their new 

settlement area Dangur by combining the names of the range of Dangur Mountains with their 

former Guba area of Mangurgur highland. Still other sources claim that the name Dangur is 

taken from the Agaw term "dingury" which means "big,,7 

Dangur has the largest area coverage and fertile lands compared with other waradas of 

Mattakal. It covers about 448,960 hectares of land, of which about 16,724 hectares are under 

cultivation, 15,200 hectares are used for grazing, 72,904 hectares are barren land and 338,332 

hectares are covered by forests . The remaining 5,800 hectares are estimated to be useful for 

cultivation. Based on the types of soil distribution about 76% is black, 19% red and 5% is 

sandy.S Topographically, most of the landmass of this warada is plain and it is located in the 

lowland areas. Altitude is the main factor which causes the variation of different climatic 

conditions in Ethiopia. Hence, Dangur warada is featured by the three agro ecological zones, 

consisting of 75% kalla, 20% daga, and 5% waina daga. The highest amount of rainfall is 

recorded in the rainy months of July and August. Contrarily, the lowest amount of rainfall is also 

recorded in the months of June and September. The highest temperature is also recorded during 

the dry season during the months from February to May. However, the lowest and moderate 

temperature is also recorded in the period from October to January9 

This climatic condition contributes a lot to the production of different crops, for breeding of 

livestock, for irrigation and hydro-electric power generation. The known highlands of Balaya 

which is 2,731 meters above sea level (masl) and Dangur 2,488masl are found in Dangur 

7 Ibid. ; Infonnants: Sergeant Adama Babi~o, Ala Iyasu Gaga and AIO Hailu zagaya. 
8 So lomon Ase fa," Ye Dal7gur Warada AII/lisaranil A,ir Tal'ik," Oangur, 1996 E.C. p. I. 
9 Ibid. . p. 2; Calat aw, p. 1. 
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wdrdda. These mountainous areas are the largest in the northwestern Ethiopian region. Due to 

these highlands, the climatic conditions of Dangur and Balaya highlands are ddga. lo 

In Dangur, there are various natural resources such as minerals ( like gold and marble), water 

bodies, plants and different animal species. Among the water bodies, rivers and streams are the 

main ones. Burz, Annzibewca, Kokel , Bebiz, Kus and Zigumzi are among the rivers found in the 

study area. Especially Dindar, Balas and Kokel are the largest Rivers (see appendix, i.) These 

have great potential for the development of irrigation and hydroelectric power. Nevertheless, no 

effort has been made so far to utilize these rivers either for irrigation or for hydroelectric power 

generation. In this wdrdda there is a vast coverage of forest which bears important plants such as 

wanza (Cordia Africana), bamboo, fed (Juniper), sola (ficussure), acacia, eucalyptus, incense, 

sdsa (Albiziagumrnifera), warka (fig tree), wdyra (olive tree) and etc. I I 

Among the plants, bamboo is the backbone of the economy of the people not only of the wdrdda, 

but also at the level of Benisangul Gumuz National Regional State. Almost all the materials of 

the houses of the people are constructed by using bamboo trees. Besides fences, beds, chairs, 

baskets, granaries, bridges etc are also made from bamboo. 12 

Different kinds of domestic and wi ld animals were assumed to have been found in Dangur 

wdrdda by 1996 E.C. There were about 15,225 cattle, 8,772 sheep, 27,395 goats, 2,394 pack 

animals, 50,272 hens and also 22,247 bee hivesu Concerning the availability of wild animals 

111 the study wdrdda, one finds hyenas, monkeys, pigs, apes, baboons, leopards, elephants, 

10 Solomon, p. I ; Cala~aw, p. I . 
11 Solomon, p. I; Benisangu l Gumuz Government Communication Affairs Bureau, Annually Published 

Bulletin, Facts About Benisangul Gumuz (Assosa: Samiry Printing Press, 2013), p. 35; A Report Written on some 
of the Streams and Rivers in Dangur Warada, 194 1 E.C., (Dabra Markos University Archive Center), Folder No. 
273 .04, File No.17.2. 

12 BeniSangui Gumuz Government Communication Affairs Bureau, 20 13 , p. 35; Solomon, p. I; Informants: 
Abba Balbindi Liqu, Wlo Mulu As~ala and Ata Iyasu Gaga. 

I" , Solomon, p. 1. 
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animals, 50,272 hens and also 22,247 bee hives. 13 Concerning the availability of wild animals 

In the study wdrdda, one finds hyenas, monkeys, pigs, apes, baboons, leopards, elephants, 

10 Solomon, p. I; Cala~aw, p. I. 
II Solomon, p. I ; Benisangul Gumuz Govemment Communication Affairs Bureau, Annually Published 

Bulletin, Facls Aboul Benisangul Gumuz (Assosa: Samiry Printing Press, 2013), p. 35; A Report Written on some 
of the Streams and Rivers in Dangur Warada, 1941 E.C., (Dabra Markos Uni versity Arch ive Center), Folder No. 
273.04, File No.17.2. 

12 Bengangul Gumuz Government Communication Affairs Bureau, 2013, p. 35; Solomon, p. I; Informants: 
Abba Balbindi Liqu, Wlo Mulu As~ala and Ala Iyasu Gaga. 

J3 Solomon, p. I. 
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buffalos, and lions as the main ones. Hunting and killing of wild animals like elephants, 

leopards, buffalos, and lions were also commonly known cultural practices in the warada and 

that had made hunting a popular game. 14 

Among the population of the wartida, 40.4% are Agaw, 33.8% Gurnuz, 16.5% Amhara, 3.3% 

Sinasa, and 6% others. Ninety nine percent of the people economically depend on agriculture. 

The rest five percent of the people are engaged in trade, civil service and other activities. 

Regarding religion, Christianity and Islam are the major faiths of the people of the warada. 

According to the 2007 population census of Ethiopia there are about 6 I ,364 inhabitants of the 

people in this warada. Among them 30,728 are males and 30,636 females. Sparsely populated 

settlements exist in the warada, hence not conducive to provide infrastructure to the people of 

the warada. 15 The warada consists twenty nine qabales, which are categorized into two towns 

and twenty seven rural qabales. There has been infrastructural problems mainly the absence of 

roads. Thc only road in the wiiriida stands from Injibara to Guba. That road crosses the Dangur 

administrative center of Manbuk town and Gublak (one of the qabale in Dangur warada), and it 

extends towards Guba, which was built by the military regime. There is a problem of road 

connection among the different qabales of the warada, and with Manbuk town.16 

In the warada, there are favorable conditions for investment, such as the vast plains with ferti le 

soil , large rivers for irrigation and historical heritages which will also contribute for tourist 

attraction. These conditions provide favorable opportunities for investors. However, the lack of 

necessary infrastructures negatively affected investment which could have promoted 

development in the area. Even the farmers led tlleir lives by using the traditional system of 

14 lnfonnants: Ala Hawazabirhan Miikonnan, Wlo Abarat Berihun and Ageriiw Warku. 
15 Solomon, p. 2. 
16 Ibid.; Calataw, pp. 1-2. 
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fanning and breeding of animals. The people of the warada are mainly affected by malaria and 

their animals by animal di seases caused by tsetse fly due to the hot climatic conditions of the 

area. Besides, the people also face different problems like burning of the forests by the people for 

agriculture, anti-crop insects and expansion of crop disease. 17 Concerning the current economic 

activity of the study area, the life of the people is dependent on fanning, handcraft, fishing, and 

trade. The native Gumuz are known for their practice of hunting, gathering, fishing, pottery and 

for their production of traditional weapons like hoe for digging. However, since 1991 , the 

regional government has tried to introduce a better system of agriculture. Different crops such as 

sorghum, maize, teff(Eragrotist teff), chickpeas, sunflower, groundnut, barely, finger millet and 

so on are produced in the study area. There are also major vegetables like tomato, cabbage, 

qanqasa, kama, carTot, and green pepper. Among the fruits there are also papaya, banana, mango 

and others. 18 As a result of the sparsely settlement of the people and their different customs, it is 

difficult to introduce modernization and to fulfill their socio-economic demands.19 

1.2. The Peopling of Dangur Wiiriida 

1.2.1. The Gumuz 

The people of the Gumuz are the original settlers of Mattakal areas, who settled along the north 

western part of Ethiopian region to the border of Sudan.2o T~ega stated that the Gumuz inhabited 

the areas along the Didessa valley in Wallaga to the Sudanese border extending upto Mattama in 

the north. Other sources also add that previously the umuz territory extended to Lake Tana and 

17 Solomon, p. 2. 
18 Beni!angul Gumuz Government Communication Affairs Bureau, 20 12, pp. 10, 16; Informants: Abba 

Ay~aw, Hawazaberehan Makonnan, Bare Endii!aw and Germa Bakin. 
19 Solomon, p. 2. 
20 Tsega Endalew, Inter-Ethnic Relations on a Frontier: Mat/akal (Ethiopia), 1898-1991 , (Harraswith 

verlag: Wiesbaden, 2006), p.16; Berihun Mebrate, "Spontaneous Settlement and Inter-Ethnic Relations in Mattakal North 
West of Ethiopia," (MA Thesis, Department of Social Anthropology, Addis Ababa Un iversity, 1996), p. 75. 
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Agaw Medir until they shifted to the lowlands of Mattakal as a result of the pressure of the 

Agaw people. The vast territories of Gojjam such as the present day administrative area of Awi 

zone, in Amhara Regional state was the original places of the Gumuz people until they were 

forcefully pushed towards the lowland areas along Nile valley to Wallaga and they also pushed 

them from Mattakal to the Didessa valley towards the present day of Kamasi Zone and further up 

to Ethio-Sudan border. This influence was imposed on the Gumuz not only by the Christian 

kings and the Agaw people, but also by the Sinasa people, who forced the Gumuz to provide 

them tribute like cereals, honey and meat.2J Tadesse also adds that the Gumuz people are among 

the Nilo-Saharan language super family and now they have settled in the former Mattakiil 

awrajja of Gojjan1 province22 

The Gumuz have different clan names with "pejorative" meaning such as "Gunza, Gumis, Gumz, 

Gumuz, Bagga, Saysay, Sese, Sai and I-Iameg". The names like Saysay, Sai, Bagga, and Sese are 

also related with the Gumuz clans of the inhabitants of southern Abay to Didessa and Dabus 

valleys. It is most widely believed that the name Gumuz comes from the word of Gunza, that 

means the hero people in the tradition of the Gumuz of Mattakiil.23 Sources explain that, the 

Gumuz have many clans. Kitili, Dilisanabi, Dimit~at~e , and Azarti, are some of the known clans 

who are the dominant inhabitants of the study area of Dangur wdrdda. These clans have named 

" Tsega, pp. 15-16; Wolde Selassie Abute, " Gumuz and Highland Resettlers: Differing Strategies of 
Livelihood Ethnic Re lations in Mattakal, North West Ethiopia," (PhD Dissertation, University of Gottingen , 2002), 
p.64. 

" TadesseTamrat, "Nilo-Saharan Interactions with Neighboring Highlanders: The Case of the Gumuz of 
Gojjam and Wallaga," Proceedings of the Workshop on Famine Experience and Resettlement in Ethiopia, (Addis 
Ababa: Addis Ababa University, lnstitute for Development Research (fOR), 1988)p. 2; Wolde Selassie Abute, 
"Gumuz and Highland Resettlers ... ," p. 66. 

23 Tsega, pp. 16-17; Waldiigiibriel Tasfay and Tallira ESete, "Yagumz Behereseb Bahil ," Megabit 1989, p. II. 
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their respective villages after the names of their clans. That means, if their clan is Azarti, the 

name of their village would be Azarti 24 

As mentioned above, due to the influences of the highland people, the Gumuz were pushed 

towards their present day areas of settlement. In this respect, the Gumuz who settled in the 

Dangila area were called "Dangilia", that means, the people of Dangi la. Different sources also 

confirm that due to the pressure of the highlander, the Gumuz left their highland settlement 

regions of Waina Daga and Daga climatic zones to settle in the present hot low land Miittiikiil 

areas. Because of that, their father and leader Ba9ay with his three sons Abugalo, Naja and 

Dawwa, moved towards Dangur warada. During their movement, Ba9ay and his sons brought 

maize, oil seeds, pumpkin and other crops from their former settlement area of Gojjam. Then, 

they planted these crops on the highlands of Biilaya, Sanja and Ankasa qahtilfJs in the present 

day of Dangur warada. But, these highland areas were not favorable for these crops, in which 

case, they shiftcd to the low hot lands and have been successfully growing these crops. Because 

of their success for the production of these crops most of the Gumuz people pem1anently settled 

in the hot lowlands of Dangur warada, where they are living until now. Besides, sources also 

confirm that, initially, Ba9ay and his Gumuz followers marched from the highland areas of 

Biilaya towards the areas of Narga (Dafilit) and settled there for many years. But, later they 

shifted to the present day Dangur warada. Generally, as mentioned above, upto now, the 

Gumuz mainly settle on the hot lowlands of Benisangul Gumz Regional State in general and in 

Dangur warada in particular25 

24 So lomon, p. 7; Informants: Balbindi Liqu, Geta6aw Abata, Girl11a Bakin and MamurTanqa. 
" Ibid., p. 8; Walde Selassie Abute, "Gumuz and High land Resett lers .. ," p. 66; Informants: Geta6aw Abata, 

Ageraw Warku and Bim Makuriaw. 
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1.2.2. The Sinasa 

The Sinasa people have been mentioned by different names. However, Sinasa, Boro, Gonga, 

and Sinico are the most widely used names. The word Sinasa seems to be "a non-derogative" 

Amharic term indicating that si and si , that is, "thousands and thousands" of them had come to 

settle on the area to the north of the Abay River. Therefore, when these Sinasa people began to 

invade the Amhara people of Damot and other surrounding areas, the Amhara called these 

people as Sinasa, to express their large number26 

As mentioned above, the Sinasa people are also called by the name of Boro. Based on their 

tradition, Boro is related with their former kinship father. Hence, the nan1e of Boro is derived 

from the name of their father. In this regard, T~ega stated that Boro was their known famous 

ruler when they were at the present day of Bure town in western Gojjam. Because of that it has 

been believed that the name Bure came from Boro and the Sinasa of MiittiikaJ believe that the 

present day Bure was their ancient settlement area. 27 Besides, the Sinasa people were also 

called Ganga. The language of the northern Gonga is said to have coincided with Sinasa. In 

Wiilliigga area Sinico is an Oromo word that indicated "small hot pepper in Oromiffa." Because 

the Sinasa were strongly resisted the Oromo and "burning like Sinico pepper." Due to that 

reason the Oromo "called them Sinico.,,28 According to the present government the Sinasa 

people are among the native inhabitants of the Benisangul GWllUZ Regional State in general and 

in the study area of Dangur in particular. They belong to the Omotic speaking people. Based on 

different sources, the original Sinasa people are traced back to the land of the Biblical Cana'an 

and they moved towards Egypt led by one of their fathers whose name was Hamati, one of the 

26 Tsega, pp. 19-20; Informants: Iyasu Gaga, Ageraw Warku and Hailu Zagaya. 
27 Ibid. , p. 20; Beni!angul Gumuz Regional State Communication Tourism and Socio-Cultural Affairs 

Bureau Bulletin, Addis Mira! Vol.ll. No.23, Adeps Printing press, August, 200 I, pp. 16- I 8. 
28 Ibid., pp. 19-21 ; Informants: AIO Iyasu Gaga and AIO Balbindi Liqu . 
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sons of Cana'an?9Later, because of the lack of pasture land, famine, and conflicts with the 

Egyptian people, they went out of Egypt towards the Hom of Africa to get conducive and 

favorable settlement areas. Consequently, they were forced to move to Ethiopia following the 

courses of Nile ·River. I also agree with these different sources and traditions about the origin of 

the Sinasa people that, traced back from Cana'an30 Sao was their clan leader who led and settled 

them in Siiwa, where he ruled them for about twenty years prior to their movement on both 

directions of the Abay River and the South western provinces. Before about 400 years, some of 

the Sinasa people moved from Siiwa to south western Ethiopia and occupied the Gibe, Didesa, 

Abay and Baro rivers. Now, some of them are known as Sakico and Kaffico peoples found in 

the southern part of Ethiopia. The rest also moved on both sides of the Abay towards Miittiikiil 

and today Oromia Region; now they are found in Miittakiil Zone including Dangur warada. 

This Cana'an origin of Sinasa people and others met and strengthened their ancestral linkage 

after 400 years in 2008 at Benisangul Gumuz Regional State of Miittiikiil Zone at Gilgel Biiliis 

town. Besides, in earlier times, the Sinasa had powerful kingdom; they held many areas 

including Kiiffa in the south. However, gradually they retreated to Miittiikiil due to the influence 

of the Christian kings and the 16th century Oromo population movement. Based on the Sinasa 

traditions, their kins settled in Kiiffa, due to the sources of "inter alia, linguistic, and cultural 

similarities". The place names of Mingo in Wiinbiira, is also similar to the old Minjo dynasty in 

Kiiffa. Now, the Berusangul Gumuz National Regional State used both names of Boro and 

29 Ibid. , p. 23; Informants: Sergeant Adama Babgo, Ala Iyasu Gaga and Ala Hailu Zagaya. 
30 Solomoon, p. 3; Beni~angul Gumuz Government Communication Affa irs Bureau Bulletin, Addis Mira! 

Vo l. 14. No. 27, AB GET Printing Press, June, 2004 E.C., p. 6. 
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Sinasa. Tn 1992, the Sinasa established their own political party called Boro-Sinasa Peoples 

Democratic Movement.31 

Sinasa tradition also indicates that the Sinasa people were led by the two brothers of Abena or 

Nesi and Abuguri. Nesi had the ski ll s of knowing the traditional medicine in his campaign with 

his Sinasa people. Besides, Abuguri was also known by his skillful manufacturing of weapons 

which contributed to defend himself with his people. Moreover, later, they moved towards 

Gojjam and settled in areas such as Damot, Bure, Sindi, Gumar, Azana, Zigam, Wanbara, Bulan 

and the rest of neighboring areas due to the pressure from the Christian emperors like Susenyos 

(r. I 607-32) and his successors32 

Solomon also stated that as a result of the impact of the 16th century Oromo population 

movement, the Sinasa people of Wanbara moved towards Guba highlands of Mangurgur 

(Deoguro) in to Ethio-Sudan border. But, forced by the cruel leader of Guba, namely Seikh 

Abusok, the Sinasa people left the area and settled in the present day of Dangur wtirtida. 33 

T$ega also stated that, because of the conflict between the Oromo people and the Christian state, 

the Sinasa of the south western Gojjan1 province were forced to move into malaria affected 

lowland areas of different parts of Mattakal. The rest of the people also penetrated the Guba hill s 

and then slowly moved towards Dangur highlands. Besides, based on tradition, the sinasa 

traveled from Wanbara, then marched to Guba and later they arrived at Dangur where they 

finally settled and are living now34 

3J Tsega, p. 24; Ibid. , p. 6; Informants: Sergeant Adama Babi!o and Ala Samana Faysa. 
32 lirra, pp. 4-5 ; Ibid. ; InfomJants: AIO Sam ana Faysa and Hawazabirhan Makonnan. 
3J Solomon, p. 5; Informants : Ala Hailu Zagaya, Ageraw Warku, Taflira Huri and Iyasu Gaga. 
34 Tsega, p. 25; Informants: Sergeant Adama Babi!o and Ku lnero Sanbata. 
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According to different sources and infonnants, the conflict between the Sinasa and the leader of 

Guba started in the reign of Abusok (LI880s-1898) and his son Ddjjazmac Banja or Hamdan 

Abusok (LI898-1938). Their conflict happened when Abusok vigorously raped one of the 

Sinasa daughter, namely Ziinabac Babiso. Then, some Sinasa inhabitants of the Guba highland 

captured and regained their daughter. Because of this Abusok forced them to move to the present 

day Dangur wdrdda which they inhabit until today. In other words, the Sinasa people pushed the 

Gumuz in the "lowlands and displaced them from one area to the otheL" That event also 

aggravated the conflict between the Gubawi Gumuz and the Sinasa. Then, these factors diverted 

the Sinasa from the Guba hills towards their present settlement area of the Dangur highland35 

Photograph 1. The grave of Abuguri, who led the Sinasa people before 400 years and settled at Wiinbiirii, 

a Photograph cultured by Abenew in 2015. 

" Tsega, p. 26; Cala~fiw, p. 7. ; Informants: Ato Iyasu Gaga and Alo Hailu Zagfiya. 
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1.2.3. The Agaw 

Historical sources explain that in much earlier times, the Agaw originally seized the northern 

and central plateau of Ethiopia36
. Zagwe dynasty came to power around 1150 A.D. However, in 

1270 A.D. Yekuno Amlak claimed to have restored the former 'Solomonic' line of kingship37 

There is lack of source which clearly indicates about why and when the Agaw people settled in 

Gojjam. However, some sources state that, initially, during the power succession problem of the 

Zagwe dynasty rulers, the defeated Agaw officials with their followers moved towards 

Gojjam38 Other sources also state that related with the downfall of the Zagwe dynasty, an 

Agaw chief moved towards Gojjam with his supporters. Still other source indicate that drought 

and famine in Lasta influenced some of the Agaw people to leave their areas and settle in the 

fertile lands of Gojjam39 Similarly some sources also attribute that, the Agaw of Agaw Medir 

and Mattakal came from Wag and Lasta. According to Tadesse, the Agaw people moved 

towards the territories of Lake Tana as well as Blue Nile and to the resourceful areas of 

Gojjam. From the 6th to the 14th centuries A.D. , the movement of the Agaws reached its zenith 

and they occupied the areas of Dambiya, Eastern Dindar, Balas and Dura rivers in Gojjam. 

Because of that the previous Gumuz inhabitants of the area were obliged to shift towards the 

hostile lowland climatic areas.40 

According to their tradition, the seven brothers of the Agaw moved to Gojjam (Damot) for the 

purpose of hunting wild animals, looking for honey from wild bees, and other natural resources. 

36 Tadesse Tamrat, Church and State in Ethiopia (I270-1527), (London: Oxford University Press, 1972), p. 
27; So lomon, p. 7. 

37 Solomon, p. 7. 
J8 Sergew Hab1esellasse, Ancient and Medieval Ethiopian History to 1270, (Addis Ababa: United Printers, 1972), P. 

265. 
39 Sazezew Gelaw, "A History ofCagni Town to 1974," (SA Thesis, Department of History, Addis Ababa Un iversity, 

1991), PP. 3-4. 
40 Tadesse Tamrat, Church and State ... , p. 27, Sergew, p. 285. 
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Because of that, they were attracted by these resources.41 These seven brothers were Ankasa, 

Azana, Banja, Cara, Kwakura, Mattakali , and Zigami. Because of that, the present day 

administrative areas of Agaw Medir mentioned names of these seven brothers4 2 

The other clans such as the Bil (Balaya), Danghiz (Dangila), Gwagusa, and Thumha were 

perhaps either late comers or driven from the indigenous seven brothers. Currently, these 

Agaws have inhabited the productive lands of Dangur, Balaya, Gwangwa, Dibati and Wanbfua 

The arrival and historical settlement of the Agaw in Dangur wdrdda had its own development. 

Among the Seven Houses of the Agaw, a man called Guras, who had three children, namely 

Merfi, Avizina and Cankay, settled at Kibis Selassie in Mattakal area. He was also accompanied 

by a person who was named Micha'el. According to the tradition, Guras and his followers came 

from Sallale. However, other traditions indicate that they came from Sagola. Most of these 

traditions agreed that Guras and his followers came with their large number of cattle to settle in 

Mattakal at Kibis Selassie44 

However, Kiba, the then chief of that area saw the comIng of Guras and his followers 

negatively, so he tried to eliminate GuraS by mobilizing the local inhabitant Agaws. Following 

tl1at, Guras with his followers left Kibis Selassie and came to the present day Dangur wdrdda. 

Guras and his followers moved during the summer season by crossing the large rivers of Gilgal 

Balas and Aba! Balas in Dangur. The known surprising tradition is that during their movement, 

they were guided by a bull (ox). During their journey, when a bull "fell asleep, they had to rest 

41 Solomon, p. 8. 

42 Bazezew, p. 3; Informants: Nfu;anat Makuriaw , Ageraw Warku and Tallira Huri . 
43 Tsega, p. 27. 
" Solomon, p. 11 ; Infonnants: Ala Ageraw Warku and AID Biru Makuriaw. 
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44 Solomon, p. II ; Informants: Ala Ageraw Warku and Ala Biru Makuriaw. 
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waiting for it till the bull woke up". When the bull began the travel they went after it. In this 

way they traveled long until again at the highland of Balaya, the bull fell asleep and stopped 

moving any more. Hence, Guras named the area as Balaya, may be related with the Bil clan of 

the Agaw and settled there. Therefore, Balaya was the previous settlement area of the Agaw in 

Dangur wtirtida and still they are living there.45 

1.2.4. The Oromo 

The 16th century was known for the Oromo population movement all over the country as well 

as in Gojjam including MattakaI in general and towards the present day Dangur wtirtida mai nly 

in Balaya in particular. The Oromo settlement in Gojjam started in the period of Emperor Sfirsa 

Dengel (r.1563-1597). According to Tsega, who cited from Abba Bahrey, the Oromo under 

Luba Robale (1570-1578), started to invade Gojjam in the 1570s. Beginning from that time the 

Oromo continuously invaded the eastern areas of Gojjanl and Damot, Agawmedir and the 

lowland territories of Mattakal that had been occupied by the Gumuz and Sinasa peoples. The 

Christian kings provided land for some of these Oromo, but other Oromo occupied the land by 

force. According to Professor Tesema, the Oromo were attacked the Christian kingdom in the 

reign of Sarsa Dengel (r.1563-97), mainly from 1562-86, they fought against towards Gojjam, 

Damot, Dembea, Begemdir, Lae Tana as far as the northern part of Ethiopia. Besides, there 

were also the conflict reaction between emperor Susenyos (r.1 607-32) and the Oromo.46 

One of the Oromo chiefs, Amuru, led the Oromo towards the Agaw Medir areas of Azana, 

Sigadi, and Zigam. Many of them until now believe that "they were Oromo who came from the 

45 Ibid., pp. 11 -13 . 
46 Tsega, pp. 28·29; Tesema Ta'a," The Politica l Economy of West em Central Ethiopia: From the Mid- 16'" 

to the Early 20'h Centuries," Ph.D. Dissertation, Michigan State University, 1986, pp. 23-24. 
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46 Tsega, pp. 28-29; Tesema Ta'a, " The Political Economy of Western Central Ethiopia: From the Mid- 16'h 

to the Early 20"' Centuries," PhD. Dissenation, Michigan State University, 1986, pp. 23-24. 
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South of the Abay. "A Church near Segadi is until now called Arsi Mika'el related with the 

former residence of the Arsi clan there. During the reign of Susenyos, he fought with the Oromo 

at Zigiim and Dura river territories. This indicated that the Oromo people had settled in different 

Mattakal areas since the 17th century. During the 17th century, both the Oromo and the Christian 

kings were against the Gumuz of the Dura river. This contributed to the Oromo control of the 

areas up to the highlands surrounding Balaya. Nevertheless, today they are assimilated by the 

Agaw language.47 According to Tsega, especially in the reign of Sarsa Dengel (r.1563-97), since 

the 1570s the present day Biilaya was occupied by Arsi Oromo. Their leader, Guras, mobilized 

them to move through the town of Gabra Guraca along northern Sawa and arrived at Balaya and 

held not only Balaya but also the neighboring areas of Jawi. Then, the name Jawi was derived 

from the name of the Jawi Oromo. The Jawi is currently one of the names ofthe wdrdda in the 

Amhara Regional state neighboring Balaya area, that is known as Jawi wdrdda48 

1.2.5. The Amhara 

Sources claim that the Gafat people were one of the indigenous settlers in the highlands of 

Gojjam. Before the 16th century, the Gafat, like the Gonga had moved and lived on both sides 

of the Abay. Because of that, both the Agaw and the Amhara settled in Gojjam after the Gafat. 

The campaign of the Christian emperors towards Miittakiil from the highlands of Gojjam had 

continued to get resources that attracted the Amhara society. This event led to the settlement 

of the Amhara in Mattakal mainly in the early 1880s. As indicated above, following the defeat 

of Negus Takla Haymanot at Embabo in 1882, he directed his campaigns towards the western 

peripheries adjacent to the Sudan. This contributed for the settlement of Amhara in Mattakal 

47 Ibid. , p. 29. 
48 Ibid. 
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In general and in Dangur wdrdda in particular. These settlers served as "tax collectors, 

supervisors, preachers and soldiers". As a result, MatUikiil was incorporated into Gojjam under 

Negus Tiiklii Haymanot in 189849 Mainly in the first half of the 20th century, the number of 

Amhara people increased in Mattiikal due to the great famine, shortage of land, and 

population pressure. Around the beginning of the 1970s, some Amhara Muslim farmers and 

weavers also came from Wallo by themselves in search of better agriculture. Besides, the then 

Ethiopian government endorsed the plan of resettlement in Mattakal due to the famine of 

1984/85 and the shortage of land. In the resettlement program, Pawi was selected as the main 

site of settlement. In 1985, the first groups of resettlers arrived at Pawi from Kambata and 

Hadiya areas of Southern Sawa. Similarly, other settlers were also brought from the northern 

territories of Wallo, Tegray, Manz and Gise to Pawi 50 

The program of resettlement as mentioned above increased the number of Amhara pepole in 

Dangur wdrdda. For example, Dangur in Gublak was the main resettlement area of the 

Amhara people during the resettlement program of the 1984. However, later, the people were 

transferred from Gublak to Pawi due to the night attack of the Gumuz of the area. 

Nevertheless, some of the Amhara people still lived in Manbuk and in Dangur wdrdda51 

" Ibid. , pp. 27-28. 
50 lira, pp. 10- 11 ; Wolde Selassie Abute, "The Dynamic ofSocio-Economic Differentiation and Livel ihood 

Strategies: The Case of Relocated Peasants in the Balas Valley, North Western Eth iopia," Discussion Paper, 
Inslilule/or Rural Entwicklzmg, University of Gott ingen, No. 26, 1998, p. 39. 

51 Ibid., p. II ; In formants: Ala Marya Vimam, Sheikh Abedala Hassan, Ala Meteku Habtamu and Ala Yalaw 
Birhan . 
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Chapter Two 

Dangur Wiiriida From 1905 to 1941 

2.1. Administrative Development and Slave Raiding 

This section promises to deal with and explore the administrative reforms and slave raiding 

mainly in the first successive four decades of the 20lh century, which mainly covers the period 

from 1905 to 1941. The defeat of Negus Tiiklii Haymanot at the Battle of Embabo in 1882, the 

effect of the Great Famine (1888-1892), and the proximity of Miittiikiil areas to his head quarter 

in Diibrii Marqos, diverted his interest towards the Western lowlands of the resourceful 

Miittiikiil. 1 

Therefore, towards the end of the191h century (1898), Tiik lii Haymanot of Gojjam (r.1881-190 I) 

controlled most of the northwestern part of Miittiikiil areas along the Sudan border and put it 

under his administration. firstly, his forces invaded Miittiikiil up to the Balas River including the 

highlands of Dangur and Balaya areas. Then, they gradually inhabited the rich and fertile lands 

of the newly incorporated areas. 2 Some of those who accompanied the Neguse served as 

"administrators, tax collectors, supervisors, and religious preachers" in the new settlement areas3 

Following the death of Neguse Tiikla Haymantot in 1901 , Emperor Menelik II divided Gojjam 

in to three administrative zones Damot, Gojjam proper, and Agawmedir up to the Sudan border. 

Then Menelik II appo inted new administrators like Ras Miingasa Atikam over Damot, Ras Hailu 

Takla Haymanot over Gojjam proper, and Ddjjdzmac Diimsie over Agawmedir including the 

peripheries up to the Sudan. Ras Hailu was eager to take his father's fonner rich territories of 

western Pafts of Gojjam and he extremely begged Menelik II to give him these territories. In 

I Tsega, p. 6. 
2 Yaregal Dessalegn, "A History of Mandura District, (of Manakal Zone), (1941-2000)," (MA Thesis, Department 

of Hisl0'l' Bahir Dar University, 2014), p. 14 . 
Ibid. ; Informants: Ala Ageraw Warku, Sergeant Adama Babi~o and Ala Hailu Zagaya. 
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1910, Lij Iyasu married Sabia Wangel Hailu at her age of fourteen. This relationship created 

favorable condition for Ras Hailu to hold the resourceful areas of the western part of Gojjam. To 

strengthen his position, Ras Hailu himself married the niece of Empress Taitu. Moreover, being 

supported by Taitu, Ras Hailu also occupied Damol. Later, Lij lyasu facilitated Hai lu's 

incorporation of Agaw MediI' and MattiikaJ areas along the western parts of Gojjam neighboring 

the Sudan. As a result, Ras Hailu got access to the rich resources of MatlakaJ, such as gold, civet, 

ivory, and coffee. To exploit these areas effectively, in 1911 , Ras Hailu appointed the local chief, 

Zalaqa Liqu of Balaya, over Dangur wdrdda.4 

Balaya and its adjacent areas were administered by local rulers, who encouraged the tradition of 

slave raiding on the Gumuz society. Filawrari Zalaqa Liqu became one anlOng the renowned 

rulers and was the administrator of both BaJaya and Tumha from 1905 to 1935 . In his 

administrative zone, Zalaqa promoted the former tradition of slave raiding towards the 

peripheries of Matlakal lowlands along the Ethio- Sudan boundary.s 

The legacy of slavery and slave raiding continued during the reign of Ras Hailu (r.1901-1932) of 

Gojjam, Damot and Agawmedir. As of 1911 Ras Hailu extended his area of administration after 

he occupied the territories of Agawmedir. He used a new system of appointi ng the local 

administrators by being paid, that was known as "Mdsomiya ." Anyone who wanted appointment 

as a ruler of a given local area should have paid the needed amount of payment like for Filawrari 

Zlilliqa Liqu paid to Ras Hailu 6 

4 Bazezew Gelaw, pp. 10-11 ; C.F. Rey, In the CountlY of the Blue Nile, (New York: Negro Un iversity 
Press, 1927), p. 136. 

5 Tsega, p. 66. 
6 Jira, p. 24 ; Tsega, p. 8 1. 
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Ziiliiqii Liqu was among the local appointees of the Agiiw Chiefs who bought his former 

profitable office Biilaya and Tumha in 19 11 , by paying 2,000 Maria Theresa Thaler, from Ras 

Hailu of Gojjam and Damot. Thus, in 191 1, Ras Hailu recognized Ziiliiqii's administration over 

Biilaya and Tumha with the title of jilawrari. Then, Ziiliiqii conducted continuous slave raiding 

over the Gumuz up to the Ethio-Sudanese border. The Slave raiders captured Gumuz young 

men and women and were brought and kept at the palace of Ziiliiqii Liqu in Biilaya. The 

introduction of new fire arms sign ificantly contributed for the slave raiding and hunting of wild 

animals. The Gumuz who were frustrated and scared of the raiders ex iled to the neighboring 

Sudan. For instance, in 1916, thirty eight Gumuz individuals run away and stayed at Rozeires in 

the Sudan. The Agiiw leaders requested the British colonial leaders in the Sudan to send the 

Gumuz back. But there was no response from the British colonial leaders. Moreover, in 1918 the 

allies of Filawrari Ziiliiqii campaigned to Guba along the Biiliis River to suppress the resistance 

of Hamdan Abusok (1898-1938), the ruler of Guba adjacent to the Ethio-Sudan along the Dinder 

River. However, the allies of Ziiliiqii were unable to subdue Hamdan. Instead, Hamdan was 

diplomatically tied with the British administrators in the Sudan. Due to that, Ziiliiqii's all ies led 

about four hundred equipped forces towards the Sudan. But, they were crushed by the "Sudan's 

slave patrol authority" there. Later in January 1920, Ziiliiqii invaded Guba despite the resistance 

from Hamdan. In 1921, Ziiliiqii and his allies campaigned over the Gumuz of Wiinbiira. Because 

of that, around one hundred Gumuz were exi led to the Sudan frontier from the area of Jebel 

Wiinbiira, and they inhabited a place known as Abusenein in the South of Rozeires. In add ition 

to this, in the same year, seven of Ziiliiqii's own slaves also turn away from his palace of Biilaya 

and marched to the Sudan and provided services to the British authorities. Then, Ziiliiqii sent a 
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letter to the British authorities in the Sudan for the return of his slaves, but his request was 

turned down.' 

In 1922, Fitawrari Ziiliiqii also ordered thirty of his armed men to campaign against Wiinbiira 

and Guba, for slave raiding over the Gumuz people. These slave hunters succeeded in their 

campaign and retumed to Biilaya with twenty new slaves8 Usually, the slave raiders brought the 

slaves to the house of Ziiliiqii at Biilaya . After that, the slaves were sent to the slave market of 

Dangila and were sold for an "average price of 60 Maria Theresa Thalers". The tradition of slave 

raiding in the Gumuz lowlands towards Dinder River continued until 1935 . As quoted by 

Abdusamad, A.D. Home, a British Consul at Dangila, explained about" the periodic raids of the 

Agiiw and their chief Fitawrari Ziiliiqii " in the Gumuz territory as follows: 

Many blacks (Gumuz) whose people hadfor generations been living 

near IJdlaya mountain in the north west of Agawmedir, hadjledfrom 

their villages to the low country South of Gala bat, in Abyssinian territory. 

Theirjlight is due to their Abyssinian chief Filawrari Ztiltiqti, having sold 

or given away a large number of their people in 1924, and previously, as 

slaves. The average price obtainedfrom [each slave} was 60 Thalers9 

These slaves were sold in Gojjam for different purposes like "domestic households, farms of 

their master" and other slave labor services. The slave raiding of Filawrari Ziiliiqii inI924, also 

coincided with the slave raiding in the surrounding areas of the highlands near Lake Tana, thus, 

7 Ibid. ; Abdussemad H. Ahmad. "Gojjam: Trade, Early Merchant Cap ital and the World Economy, 190 1-1 935, " 
(phD Di ssertation, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, 1986), p. 136. 

8 Yaregal, p. 15; Abdussamad H. Ahmad, "The Gumuzofthe Low Lands of West em Gojjam: The Frontier 
in History," in AfNcG Rivista Trimeslrale di studi e documentazione ciell'/stilulO ilaliana er/' Afi';ca e I'Oriente, 
Anno 50, No. I ( 1995), pp. 62- 63. 

9 Ibid. , p. 16; Abdussamad, "Gojjam: Trade, Early Merchant Capital and the World Economy," p. 136; 
Abdussamad H. Ahmad, "The Gumuz of the Low Lands of Westem Gojjam ... ," p. 63 ; Tsega, p. 82. 
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the people were obliged to exile towards Gallabat. This reveals the sever influence of the Agaw 

and the Anlhara over the lowlands of the Gurnuz people.lo 

As mentioned above, the average price of the slaves in Dangila was 60 Maria Theresa Thalers. 

However, the prices of slaves were different based on their age and sex. For instance, the age of 

the male slaves with the age of 10 and 20 years were "sold at a price of 50 and 65 Maria Theresa 

Thalers respectively". Similarly, females at the age of 10 and 20 years, were sold for "a price of 

50 and 95 Maria Theresa Thalers respectively" in the same time. I I 

From 1900 to 1935 slavery and slave trade reached its zenith in the Gurnuz lowlands, which led 

to the decrease of the number of the Gumuz people in the areas. However, during the slave 

raiding, the Gumuz people attempted to defend themselves from their slave hunters by using 

different strategies. For example, they left the "face to face" confrontation. Instead, they shot 

their opponents from a distant place by hiding themselves and at night while slave raiders took 

rest. 12 In their resistance when they killed one of their raiders," they cut of his right arm, dry it 

with smoke and beat their drums with it, this gave great honor to the killer." For so many years, 

the Gurnuz people tried to defend themselves from their invaders. Even the harsh measures taken 

by the central government over the Gumuz defenders could not bring their fighting to an end. 

Because of this, there had been always tensed relationships between the slave raiders and the 

Gumuz people. 13 

However, most of the time, the Gurnuz people were morally crushed by their raiders, due to the 

following factors. Firstly, the slave raiders were better armed than their Gumuz defendants, who 

10 li ra, p. 25. 
II Yaregal, p. 16; Abdussamad H. Ahmed, "Trading in Slaves in Bela-sangul and Gumuz, Ethiopia: Border 

Enclaves in History, 1897- 1938," in the Journal oj African HistDlY, 1999, p.440. 
12 Abdussamad H. Ahmed, "Trading in Slaves ... ," p. 44 1; Yaregal, p.16. 
13 Yaregal, p. 16. 
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used light traditional weapons like "spears, bows, arrows, and shie lds, and even stones." 

Secondly, the slave raiders were well organized compared to the Gumuz defendants. Thirdly, the 

slave raiders were also committed, trained and prepared for their campaigns, towards the Gumuz 

lowland areas. These reasons enabled the raiders to maintain upper hand over the Gumuz and to 

successfully achieve their objectives. 14 

In general , there was imbalanced confrontation between the Gumuz and the slave raiders for the 

years up to the proclamation of "the abolition of slavery" and slave trade in Ethiopia. The 

proclamation of abolition of slavery was made due to the European influence in the beginning of 

the 1920s, which became necessary in 1923 as a pre-condition to allow Ethiopia as a member of 

the League of Nations. Moreover, the 1924 abolition of slavery in Ethiopia was aimed at the 

gradual diminishing of slavery rather than stopping it immediately. 1 5 

The proclamation did not protect the practice of slavery because of the following major factors. 

Firstly, the 1923 to 1924 proclanlation of abolition of slavery was not meant to liberate fully 

those former slaves, rather they aimed to use the former slaves for domestic purpose and also to 

stop temporarily a new slave hunting activities. Moreover, there was no great effort made by the 

governn1ent to abolish slavery. As a result, slavery was extended in different ways and degrees 

up to the Italian invasion of Ethiopia in 193516 Tsega also stated that in the period of 1923-

1925, there was aggressive slave raiding in the Gurnuz lands in general and in Dangur wiiriida in 

particular. Therefore, the 1924 abolition of slavery in Ethiopia was not fully put into practice. 

" Yaregal, p. 17. 
15 Ib id.; Infonnant: Alo Biru Makuriaw, Alo Hailu Zagaya and Alo AgerawWarku. 
16 Ibid.; Informant: Ala 8ambaya Garaeo and Hawazaberehan Makonnnan. 
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those former slaves, rather they aimed to use the former slaves for domestic purpose and also to 

stop temporarily a new slave hunting activities. Moreover, there was no great effort made by the 
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up to the Italian invasion of Ethiopia in 1935. 16 Tsega also stated that in the period of 1923-

1925, there was aggressive slave raiding in the Gumuz lands in general and in Dangur warada in 
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14 Varegal, p. 17 . 

15 Ibid.; Informant: Ala Biru Mtlkuriaw, Ala Hailu Zagaya and Ala AgerawWarku. 

16 Ibid.; Informant: A ID Bambaya Gara~o and Hawazaberehan Makonnnan. 
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The common former practice of slave raiding continued in Dangur district and its surrounding 

areas until the Italian invasion of Ethiopia. 17 

2.2. Hunting 

Hunting was a common practice in Ethiopia for a long period of time, and was performed for 

different purposes. Hunting for the nobility was for prestige, status, recreational sport, economic 

benefits and even the commoners hunted for trophy. It is a common understanding that hunting 

begun with primitive societies, and continued throughout the historical period. In Ethiopia 

hunting of dangerous wild animals earned a high status for the hunters among their people. In the 

Medieval period, king Iyasu I (r.1682-1706) made a hunting campaign from his capital Gondar 

towards the Ethio-Sudan boundary. He hunted buffaloes along the Abay River valley in the 

Sudan border as well as elephants in the Tiikiize River valley in the northeastern part of 

Gondar. '8 

The time from the middle of October to the beginning of May was favorable for hunting, because 

in this dry season, the volume of the rivers decrease and the wild animals move from place to 

place to find water and grass. At this time, animals are clearly seen by the hunters from a 

distance. Different hunters went for their hunting activities in the northwestern part of the low 

lands of Mattakal areas. The hunters frequently came from Bagemdir and Gojjam. Water bodies 

and forests have been important for the hostage of different wild animals. In Dangur, one could 

find forests and different large rivers sides such as Balas, Dinder, Ardi, Dura and other small 

streams and water bodies which hosted wild animals. Because of the availability of such natural 

17 Tsega, p. 82. 
18 Abdussemad H. Ahmad, " Hunting in Gojjam: The Case ofM~ttakal," in Tadese Seyene (eds.), Proceedings of the 

Eighth International Conference of Ethiopian Studies, Vol. 1 (Addis Ababa: Addis Ababa University, 1984), p. 237. 
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resources there were wild animals like elephants, buffaloes, lions and giraffes. The hunters 

hunted these animals along the rivers and forest areas of the Gumuz lowlands. 19 

Besides, Abdusamad also added that the army of the noblemen who came from Gojjam and 

Bagemdir were involved in hunting in the periods of hot and dry season from Balaya highland 

along the Gumuz lowlands ofMattiikal towards the Ethio-Sudan border2o 

Starting from 1911 Ras Haylu of Gojjam had recognized Zalaqa Liqu of Balaya to carry out 

elephant hunting along Mattakal areas in the Gumuz territories and then towards the districts of 

Qwara to the west of Bagemdir on the way to the Sudan21 Besides, as stated above, different 

hunters came from Agaw Medir, Damot, Bagemdir, Qwara and other districts. These hunters 

stayed at Balaya under the guidance of Zalaqa Liqu. They paid a tribute of "two Maria Theresa 

Thalers" to Zalaqa Liqu before they travel to their hunting field. Instead, Zalaqa provided them 

receipts for their hunting fees. In addition to this, when they accomplished their hunting and 

returned to Balaya, they also provided Zalaqa Liqu "with one out of every two tasks of an 

elephant. ,,22 

Zalaqa had hundreds of skilled "hunters, known as adma or rebels". The adma was guided by 

other hunters in its hunting activities. The adma mainly came from Agaw Medir and Damot and 

they stayed at Balaya until they were mobilized for hunting. Ziilaqa supplied the hunters with 

weapons of spears and guns. The adma of Zalaqa had developed a good experience in elephant 

hunting in the lowland areas, because of their frequent visit. Economically, most of the adma 

were poor because of their lack of oxen, farming was a difficult task for them. As a result, the 

19 Ibid.; Wolde Selassi" Abute, "Gumuz and Highland Resett lers ... ," p. 66; Infonnants: TiWira Huri, Bare 
Enda~aw and Ageraw Warku. 

20 Abdussamad H. Ahmad, "The Gumuz of the Low Lands of We 51 em Gojjam .. . ," p. 63. 
21 Ibid. , pp. 63-64; Wolde Selassie Abute, "Gumuz and Highland Resettlers ... ," p. 65 . 
22 Abdussamad, "Hunting in Gojjam: The Case of Mattakal. .. ," p. 238; Wolde Se lassie," the Gumuz and 

Highland Resettlers ... ," p. 65. 
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number of those who settled in Biilaya for hunting purpose increased from time to time. 

Moreover, their continuous settlement created a community of hunters in that area.23 For the 

hunters the killing of a buffalo was the same as the killing of twenty men. Moreover, the killing 

of an elephant was the same as the killing of forty men. During the hlmting season the sounds of 

the horses also contributed for the hunters in their hunting by frightening the wild animals24 

In the 1920s, the demand of horses in hunting became less important due to the import of modern 

fire arms. Then, in the1930s, hunting was continued by using modern fire arms, which 

substituted or replaced the former traditional weapons like spears, bows and arrows. Moreover, 

among the weapons wiis:iifo(rifle) was used commonly and contributed more in hunting elephants . 

Because of its dependability and efficiency, people expressed their appreciation in the following 

poem in Miittiikiil as: 

flOJmG: 
,(.J!W- mtlG: 

With Wa,a/o (rifle), 
The hunter claimed the lives a/many." 

As mentioned above, the introduction of rifles fo llowing the First World War facilitated regular 

hunting of Ziiliiqii in a large territory of the Gumuz land along the Ethio-Sudan border. Because 

of that he collected a large amount of ivory and sent them to the store house of Ras Hailu at Koso 

Biir. As a result, both Ziiliiqii and Ras Hailu became beneficiaries from hunting activities. Britain 

detested Ziiliiqii's hunting practice, because it was frustrated that Ziiliiqii's hunting could have 

diminished the "export of ivory from Khartoum to London." This economic interest led to the 

establishment of the police guard along Dinder River in the vicinity of Omedila, neighboring the 

2J Ibid , pp. 238-239; Abdussamad, "Gojjam: Trade, Early Merchant Capital and the World Economy," p. 138. 
24 Ibid., p. 239. 
" Ibid., pp. 239-240. 
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Sudan. The Sudanese police guards became aggressive and murdered the hunters along the 

borderlands of the Sudan. Moreover, AD. Home, the British consul at Dangila, requested the 

governor of Sudan for the increment of the police guards along the Ethio-Sudan border. In 

addition to that, AD. Home also advised the governor of Sudan to put pressure on the Ethiopian 

administrator for the return of ZiiHiqii's ivory that were obtained from the Ethio-Sudan border 26 

Abdusamad also stated that, A.D. Home informed Ras Hailu to prevent Ziiliiqii's hunting towards 

the area of Khor Galegu along the Sudan. But, Ras Hailu revealed to AD. Home about hi s lack 

of information about Ziiliiqii's hunting. Besides, A.D. Home also requested RasTiifari to stop 

Ziiliiqii's hW1ting on the frontier lands of the Sudan. However, Ras Tiifa.ri gave little attention to 

the hunting practice along the frontier lands, because during that period RasTiifari was 

preoccupied by domestic and international problems. Domestically, he was struggling to hold 

political power and internationally he was trying to get Ethiopia admitted to the League of 

Nations27 In 1926, AD. Home was succeeded by R.E. Chessman. Chessman requested Ras 

Tiifa.ri even to di smiss Ziiliiqii from his power over Biilaya. Hence, later on, RasTiifa.ri decided to 

remove Fitawrari Ziiliiqii from his administrative post over Biilaya. Because Ras Hailu was the 

main political rival of Ras Tiifa.ri in the I 920s, Ras Tiifari wanted to weaken the economic supply 

of Ras Hailu which he got from hunting and ivory trade in Miittiikiil specifically in Dangur 

through Ziiliiqii Liqu. Nevertheless, the campaign of hunting for ivory continued up to the Italian 

invasion of Ethiopia in 193528 

The rivalry between Ras Tiifa.ri and Ras Hailu emanated from the political and marriage alliances 

between Ras Hailu and Lij Iyasu. The marriage alliance was arranged between Lij Iyasu and 

26 Abdussamad H. Ahmad. "Gojjam: Trade, Early Merchant Capital and the World Economy ... ," pp. 139-
140; Abdussamad H. Ahmad, "The Gumuz of the Low Lands of Western Gojjam ... ," p. 65. 

" Ibid., p. 140; Ibid, p. 64. 
28 Ibid. , p. 141 ; Ibid., pp. 65-66. 
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Sablawangel Hailu in 1910. In the first three decades of the 20th century Ras Hailu became one of 

the richest people in the country due to his heavy tax collection in the rural areas of his province 

and his involvement in trade and other different business activities. Ras Hailu's economic growth 

became a threat to Ras Taf<iri. The involvement of Ras Hailu in Iyasu's attempt to escape from 

prison added a fuel to the political confrontation between the two Rases29 

Therefore, Ras Hailu was accused regarding his involvement in the plot to escape Lij Iyasu from 

his imprisonment at Feee. Because of the plot, Lij Iyasu escaped from Fiee and arrived in Gojjam 

by crossing the Abbay River. However, one of the relatives of Ras Hailu, Filawrari Gassasa 

Balaw, captured Lij Iyasu and gave him to Ras Dasta Damtaw, who led government forces in to 

Gojjam. Lij Iyasu was transferred to Hararge and imprisoned up to the beginning of Italian 

occupation of Ethiopia in 1935. Thus, because of his collaboration in lysu's attempt to escape, 

Ras Hailu was firstly punished by death penalty. But, later the punishment was changed to life 

imprisonment and to the confiscation of his property. This event realized the wish of Ras Tafari 

who wanted to weaken the economic ties of Ras Hailu and Fitawrari Zalaqa Liqu ofBalaya30 

Nevertheless, when the Emperor imprisoned Ras Hailu in Sawa in 1932, the hunters safely settled 

in Balaya, and they were ordered by Fitawrari Zalaqa for their hunting activities. Fitawrari 

Zalaqa also employed representatives of the hunters. These representatives registered and guided 

the hunters. Moreover, the campaign of hunting continued mainly up to the Italian invasion of 

Ethiopia in 1935.31 

29 Bahru Zewde, A History o/Modern Ethiopia 1855-1974, (London: Ohio University Press, 199 1), pp. 
143-144. 

30 Ibid. , p. 144; Belay Giday, Ityopia Hagan! Ena Teztitaye, (Addis Ababa: Commercial Printing Enterprise, 
1990), p. 2 12. 

Jt Abdussemad H. Ahmad, "Hunting in Goliam: The Case of Miittiikiil...," p. 240. 
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2.3. Trade Activities 

Trade had been one of the important economic activities in Ethiopian history which enabled 

many countries, governments, and peoples to interact. Probably since the medieval , period trade 

tied the southwestern part of Ethiopia with the Northern Ethiopian region. Besides, the caravan 

merchants of different societies, due to their long distance trade, established strong ties and 

diplomatic relations, with the neighboring states of Ethiopia.32 

MiitHikiil was serving as one of the important centers of trade activities beginning from the early 

period related with the involvement of both the Ethiopians and Sudanese traders. This trade was 

conducted in different Miittakal districts. For example, the Agaw merchants from their center of 

Sigadi and Zigiim establ ished important market centers in Dunkur, Biilaya and Guba regions 

towards the Ethio-Sudan border lands33 

Even the Oromo traders from W1lIlaga living between Dedesa and Dabus rivers were attracted by 

the salt and other commodities, which came through the northern highlands of Ethiopia that 

passed through Dangur towards W1lIlaga. The merchants of Gojjam and Agaw Medir used the 

trade routes which passed through Cagni , Manbuk (the town in Dangur), Gublak ( now one of 

the qabiiles in Dangur), Guba, Bambudi, and Roseires extending towards Sudan. From all parts 

of Mattakal mainly Wiinbiira, Dangur and Guba merchants obtained different items of trade. 

Among them gold, slaves, coffee, ivory and civet were the main commodities of trade. Salt was 

mainly exported to the Sudan. Besides, sugar, clothes, shoe and other commodities were 

32 Tsega, p. 76. 
33 Ibid., p.77; Informants: Sergeant Ad~mli Babi!o, AID Allin Sifliraw and AID AgeriiwWlirku. 
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imported from the Sudan to Miittiikiil in general and Dangur in particular, in both before and 

after the Italian occupation periods34 

As indicated earlier, following the death of Neguse TiikJii Haymanot in 1901 , Ras Miingiisa 

Atikiim of Damot was appointed by Emperor Menelik II as a governor of the territories of 

Damot, Mii<;:a, Acafar in Gojjam and Qwara in Biigemdir until 1910. When Ras Miingiisa came to 

power in these areas, he tried to establish Dunkur as a main center of trade. Dukur is found in 

the Miittiikiil and Sudan border lands far away from Roseires, about 160 km from Abu Ranlal. 

However, Miingiisa's plan to establish a new market at Dunkur was rejected by Ras Gugssa of 

Biigemdir in 1906, who informed the British about Miingiisa' s order over his merchants to go to 

Dunkur that prevented their export items from going to Miittiima. Nevertheless, Britain gave 

little attention to the requests of Ras Gugssa, because Britain got access to the Ethiopian 

commodities such as gold, coffee, ivory, civet, cattle and other animals produced in the districts 

of Damot and Agiiw MediI' through the trade route line of Dunkur. Then during that period 

Dunkur was one of the prominent trade center in Dangur and Guba areas towards Sudan.35 

Honey, bee wax and coffee were also other important trade items in Miittiikiil mainly in the 

districts of Wiinbiira, Guba and Dangur. The coffee of Wiinbiira had more demand than that of 

Ziige in Sudan. Due to that since the 19th century, coffee production in Wiinbiira had reached its 

height. Then merchants from Wiinbiira transported coffee to Gojjam, Dangur, Guba and the 

Sudan. Even Hamadan, the chief of Guba, was personally involved in coffee trade. Moreover, in 

1929, he bought a lorry for the purpose of transporting coffee from Wiinbiira that moved through 

l4 Ibid. , p. 78; [nfonnants: Alo Ageraw WMrku, Alo Biru Makuriaw, Alo Hailu Zagaya and Aragawi 
Giibramadhin. 

J5 Abdussamad, "Gojjam: Trade, Early Merchant Capital and the World Economy, ( 1901- 1935.) ... ," p. 11 7; 
Tsega, p. 87. 
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Dangur to the Sudan. Lorry appeared for the first time and was unique in that period in the 

northwestern part of the Ethiopian region. J6 

Besides, merchants from Wanbiira and Dangur imported Abujadi, sugar, perfume and other trade 

items from the Sudan. They also exported coffee, onion and colton to the Sudan. Rifles were also 

other prominent items of trade on the border. The Machine gun was also another item of trade 

which was sold for 40 Maria Theresa Thalers. Slaves were also other items of trade. Guba was 

the center of slave trade, even its chiefs, Abusock and Hamdan, participated in salve trade 

activities. Ras Hailu of Gojjam (1901-1932) was fully involved in slave trade activities in the 

lowland of the Gumuz territory. The Agiiw chiefs of Biilaya were also participants in slave trade 

in the Gumuz areas . As mentioned above, Ziiliiqii Liqu was the governor of Tumha and Balaya 

(r.1905- 1935), who was extremely involved in slave trade in the Seikdoms of Dunkur and 

Aburamal. He co-operated with Ras Hailu of Gojjam mainly when the territories of Miiltakiil 

were controlled by Ras Hailu as of 1911 . Slavery and slave tradc were blocked during the Italian 

occupation period. However, even after 1935, the chief of Guba and the Agiiw chiefs of Biilaya 

tried to continue the former tradition of slave trade, but they were not successful3
? Besides, 

Ziiliiqii Liqu was also involved in the transaction of ivory, gold, coffee and other trade items. He 

bought a large amount of coffee from Wanbara and sold the coffee including other commodities 

to the merchants of Dangila, Bure and the Sudan 3 8 

The local trade was also carried out by the people of Dangur and other societies of Matakiil in the 

period under discussion. The Gumuz sold sorghum, millet, pepper, pumpkin, ginger, honey, 

maize and other items at different markets mainly in Cagni. Informants report that the people 

36 Tsega, p. 80. 
37 Ibid. , p. 81. 
38 Ibid.. pp. 83 -84 . 
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used a system of bartering. There was also extemal trade perfOlmed by individual merchants. 

The merchants from Dangur crossed through Guba and conducted trade activities with the 

neighboring Sudanese people. These traders exported commodities like onion, honey, bean, pea, 

coffee (mainly obtained from Wanbara), different spices and other commodities to the Sudan39 

Informants like Ala Hailu also explained that individual merchants of Dangur were linked with 

the Guba traders. Both groups of traders practiced contraband trade. In this system they imported 

perfume, clothes, soaps, watches, tape records, radios, Sugar, even guns and ammunition 

illegally through the borders of Sudan to Guba, Dangur and to the rest of Mattiikal areas. The 

intemal and extemal trade activities were conducted for a long period of time in Dangur 40 

2.4. Dangur Wiiriida During the Italian Occupation period 

Forty years after the battle of Adwa, Italy occupied Ethiopia froml936 to1941. However, the 

fascist forces controlled some of the towns of the country, but most of the country side was 

defended by Ethiopian patriots throughout the five years of Italian occupation period.41 

Following the Italian invasion of Ethiopia, on 2 May 1936, Emperor Haile Selassie exiled to 

Geneva to appeal to the League of Nations concerning the aggression of Italy on Ethiopia. 

However, the appeal of the Emperor did not win the support of the League of Nations and was 

not successful until 1941.42 

My informant Ageraw stated, during Italian occupation, the fascist forces had fortified with their 

fire arms and ammunitions at Dangila. In these areas, the patriotic forces of the northwestem 

39 Informants: Sergean Adama Babgo, Ato Iyasu Gaga and Ato Hawazabirhan Makonnan. 
40 Informants: Hailu Zagaya, Abba Aytaw, Kulnero Sanbata and Altln SiHiraw. 
41 Bahru Zewde, A History oJModern Ethiopia 1855-1974, p. 153. 

42 Ibid. , p. 176; Theodore M. Vestal, The Lion oj Judah in the New World: Emperor Haileselassie oj 
Ethiopia and the Shaping oj Americans' Attitudes towards Africa, (Santa Barbara: Praeger, 20 II), PP. 33-34. 
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Gojjam including Dangm were led by Dtijjtizmac Mangasa Janbiire who had around 400 

. 43 patnots. 

As indicated above, dming the Italian occupation of Ethiopia, the fascist armies were garrisoned 

at mban centers. The fasc ist forces had never occupied Dangur wtirtida. Dangur was remote and 

had no road access. Naturally, the topography of Dangur distressed the Italian fascist armies who 

wanted to invade the area. However, the fascist armies tried to invade Dangur from their base at 

Gondar by crossing through Qwara and Dangila. Nevertheless, the patriots of Dangur and Balaya 

defended themselves from the fascist aggressors around the area of Dafilit Mountain, located 

between Dangur and Dangila. The fascist invaders had no awareness about the commitment of 

the local patriots and the topography of Balaya and Dangur highlands. In January 20, 1941 when 

the Gideon force crossed the Ehthio-Sudan border towards Ethiopia, the patriots accompanied 

the Emperor and arrived at mount Balaya. The fascist army did not resist the Gideon force at 

mount Balaya, because the fascist forces had no knowledge about the topography of the Biilaya 

areas. Regarding this point, "one of the Italian military intelligence" recognized that Biilaya was 

not known by the fascist armies44 

More than two hundred patriots of Biilaya and Dangila were fortified at mount Dafilit and fought 

the fascist forces . These patriots were encouraged and got different supplies from their 

surrounding people during the years of resistance. Even when the fascists invaded Dangila, the 

surrounding people tried to defend themselves by using different traditional defense mechanisms. 

For example, people mixed "butter with perfume" and they sprayed that over the hives of the 

43 A Report Written about the Centers of Italian Fortress in western Gojjam, (National Archive and Library 
Agency), h .. ~, Folder No.62 .1, Fi le No. 20. 05 ; Informants: Ato Ageraw Warku and Ato Taflira Huri. 

"Anthony Mokler, Htiiltiselassie's War: The Italian-Ethiopian Campaign 1935-194/ , (Oxford: Oxford 
University Press, 1984), pp. 257, 258, 29 1; Calataw, p. 12; Alfredo Gonzlilez-Ruibal, "Fascist colonialism: The 
Archaeology of Ita lian Outposts in Western Ethiopia ( 1936-1 941)," in International Journal of Historical 
Archaeology, 20 I 0, p. 7. 
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honey bees, so that the bees aggressively attacked whatever they found in their surrounding 

areas. As a result, the fascists were discouraged and damaged by the swam1 of bees. Thus, the 

combined effort of the different tactics of the people as well as the resistance of the patriots' did 

not give rest to fascist aggressors.45 

Both Calacaw and an informant Biru Makuriaw confirmed that the failure of the fascists to hold 

Dangur made them to apply an aggressive act. Because of that, they "dropped bomb" in Balaya 

at Negus Dawit Church, in Dangur warada. The Church was damaged, but the tabot was saved 

by the help of the local clergy men. However, after dropping bomb the air plane was 

immediately crashed at the forest of BaIaya highland. Informants tell that even its broken parts 

are found until now at BaJaya46 

Besides, there were different patriots in Dangur Wartida who fought against the fascist troops in 

the area of Dafilit mountain, which is found at the border of Dangur and Dangila. The following 

were among the patriots: Fitawrari Tafara Zalaqa the leader of Dangur, Girazimac Makuriaw 

Bizunal1 the vice leader of Dangur, Girazmac Hailu, Jambare Bogale, Masala Mika'el , Bakin 

Adigo, Yifered Hailu, Ejigu Abay, TaHira TeSale, Warku Alame, Tamtim Wandaya, Qannazmac 

Ayal , Hamsa Alaqa (sergeant) Fatana Marsu, AtoTasome Darasa, Girazmac Yisemaw Balay and 

Asir Alaqa (corporal) Baye Fanta. Informant Ageraw also added that, among these patriots 

Warku Alame lost his life while fighting against the fascists at the Dafilit mountain. Contrary to 

that, patriot Tametim Wandaya killed one of the fascist soldiers using his Wafafo gun.47 

" Calataw, p. 12; Informants: Warkenah Dassie and Ageraw Warku. 
46 Ibid. ; Informants : Tafara Huri and Hawazliberhan Makonnan. 
47 Informants: Ala Aragawi Gabramadihen, Ala Ageraw Wiirku, Ala Beru Miikuriaw and Ala Tiiflira Huri. 
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In 1940, Italy joined WWII on the side of Gennany and declared war on the allied powers in 

Europe, especially on Britain on 10 June 1940. Then Britain was frustrated by the alliance of Italy 

with the Axis powers as well as its expansion towards East Africa. Because of this, Britain told 

Emperor Haileselassie to return and liberate his country from Italian occupation. As a result, 

British forces campaigned against the fascist forces in Ethiopia and Eritrea and launched attack 

from the British colonies of the Sudan and Kenya. As of August 1940, Biilaya was selected as a 

site of a resting place during the return of the Emperor from the Sudan. This was due to its 

strategic location and of its being free from the invasion of fascist aggression. During his return, 

the emperor was accompanied by the Gideon force led by the British General Winget, who had 

prepared " a thousand rifles, ammunitions, and 72,000 Maria Theresa Thalers. These materials 

were carried by 1,500 camels" for their movement from Sudan to the center of Fitawrari TaHira 

Zalaqa at Biilaya. Similarly, another British General Sanford realized his preparation by using 

5,000 mules for the journey and to settle the army of the Emperor at Biilaya, the district of 

Fitawrari Tafara Ziilaqa, who was the ally of Mangasa Jiinbare ( the overall commander of the 

patriots in that area). "The name and the title" of the campaign was chosen by Wingate as Gideon 

Force. They made their campaign from the Sudan and moved towards Ethiopia and arrived at 

Omedila. At Omedila, the Emperor hoisted the Ethiopian flag. From Omedila, they crossed 

through the Gumuz areas to Dangur to be joined by the Ethiopian patriots. In Dangur, Balaya 

was chosen for its strategic location and was used as their temporary garrison until they began 

their offensive movement in to the central part of the country by devastating the fascist troops. 

Besides, there were about seventy patriots from Dangur, among whom Girazmac Miikuriaw, 

Girazmac Tiku, HailuYifarad, Janbare Bogala, Liku Gundi, Kendu Bitawa, Hiru Nejo and 
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Wareiifia accompanied the emperor with the Gideon force from Omedila to Biilaya. Then, the 

Emperor with the Gideon force and Ethiopian patriots travelled from Omedila to Biilaya48 

The journey of the Emperor and the Gideon Force from Omedila to the strategic site of Biilaya 

was expected to take ten days. However, the journey was too long, boring and it took fifteen 

days . Due to the difficulty of the telTain and its hot climate, many camels which carried the anus 

and other supplies died. For example, about fifty seven camels died in one day. After such 

complexity, the Emperor arrived at Biilaya and was accepted by the surrounding people. His 

arrival at Biilaya encouraged the patriots to fight in Gondar and Gojjam. To strengthen their 

position, the sUlTounding patriots received weapons, ammunitions, clothes, money and other 

supplies from the Emperor. The Emperor raised the moral of the patriots of different telTitories 

by his message and encouraged them to fight for the liberation of their country. His message 

reads as follows: 

(l1J'm(lC'}(l-/' Zft fllicD}' entl': M"''l'J·r. fl""J/1: fla Z9"'J?'C: 
fl0/7tf.: flm7.!:,: flO/61.5P.e -{·: M'tf.: rltic43: flliM· "'M: flm.p11OJ. 
rl'Ji{9'" Ni M·"l&: V7f17 liJ't!. d061tlh1'FJ liJ'lI~n V7ffr i"1.ei"1.e 

i"fi 17 C Ir;f. '} Ir '}-lJ J' Jt'W d07,;;:?'?: ,}9'" Ir '}.If m 1- Ir ;;:9'" (l (TI C fr1.e 
dOff,:r '}'} hdO"l fl}{" Ii, (l/iPC }{"v- tj: Ir '} J?'(l i" '} hIPJ J?' C "l Ii 1 C tj: ,}9'" MC:: 
When we were at Balaya, we were not idle that we were 
preparing numerous air messages to be sent to the people 
of Armm;eho, Qimant, (ako, Bagamidir, Wagara, Tagtida, 
Walqayite, Qwara, Saraqo, Alafa, Taqussa and the whole 
peoples ofGojjam and Tigray; mentioning that we were 
at war, so that they would collaboratively engage against 

the enemies and destroy media of communication. 49 

Accord ing to the archival sources, there were many different patriots in the Northwestern part of 

Gojjam and Gondar in the areas of Miittiima, AlTnas:eho, Qwara, <;:aqo, Taqusa and so on. 

" Calacaw, p. 13 ; Varegal, p. 19; Moklor, pp. 283 , 290, 29 1; Theodore, p. 34; Bahru Zewde, A His/DIY of 
Modern Ethiopia 1855-1974, p. 176; M. Vestal , PP. 33-34; Alfredo Gonzalez-Ruibal, p. 7. 

49 Haile Se lassie, Hiywo/ena Ye E/hioia Ermija II. (Addis Ababa: Berhan and Selam Printing Press, 1954), 
p.285. 
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Besides, one of the patriots, Tadesse Gabramadhin, who came from the Sudan through Gondar to 

Ethiopia confirmed about the existence of different patriots including clergy men. For instance, 

in Armayeho, a monk of Abba <;:erqos was well organized and advised the surrounding people 

and the patriots in Gondar and Gojjam to attack the fascist forces. Furthermore, the four sons of 

Fitawrari Zalaqa from Balaya were accompanied by their men and met with the patriots at 

Acafar in western Gojjam. When the Patriots traveled from AcaHir to Durbete, Fitawrari Zalaqa 

Liqu of Balaya with his 500 forces joined the patriots. Then they marched to meet with 

Dajjazmac Mangasa Janbare of Fagutaleuma in Addis Qidam. These patriots hoisted the 

Ethiopian flag in each place of their meeting areas. Balaya in Dangur Warada and Daga Damot 

under Dajjazmac Nagas were not occupied by the fascist Italian forces (see appendix, ii , A-B). 50 

Miingasa Jiinbare was one of the leaders of the patriots in north western Gojjanl who wrote a 

letter to the British General Wingate in the Sudan on 11 June1940. In his letter, he revealed that 

the fascists had not occupied Balaya because there was no road and the landscape of Balaya and 

Dangur highlands were also too difficult for the fascist army to penetrate in to these areas. 

Besides, the patriots also defended the fasci sts in their surroundings. He said that Balaya was 

under his guidance, then he could resist the fascists who were found in Mattama and Guba areas 

about 200 miles far away from Dangur. In his letter, he requested General Wingate to send him 

the fresh supply of "rifles, anllllUnition and also one hundred machine guns and five light piece 

of artillery." He also strictly revealed to Wingate that these fire arms should be directly given to 

him or to his ally Filawrari Tafara Zalaqa alone at Biilaya. Mangasa also requested the British 

5. A Letter Written from Tadfissii Gabra Miidihin to Dfijazmac Yigfizu, (National Archive and Library 
Agency), OD.~,.GJ.<t.i FolderNo.63.1 , Fi le No. 47.07; Informants: AlO Ageriiw Wiirku andAlo Aragawi Gfibramiidhin 
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General to build airport at Balaya to provide supplies to the patriots by air craft and to resist 

•• • SI lasclst aggressIOn. 

While the Emperor stayed at Balaya, informant Ageraw said that his mother sold injara to the 

stationed patriots at a price of one Maria Theresa Thaler per injara. This was the first time to 

sell injara in the area After his stay, the Emperor, accompanied by the army and patriots, 

traveled from Balaya by crossing the present day Pawi and Mandura districts. Between Mandura 

and C:agni there is a mountain which the Emperor named Car Bar. It is located near C:agni town. 

At C:ageni , the Emperor was welcomed by the people and took rest. The area was later called 

Qadamawi Haile Selassie Bar (the Gate of Emperor Haile Selassie I). A hotel which is found 

C:agni until now is known as Qadamawi Haileselass ie Bar Hotel. It was called for the 

commemoration of the entrance of the Emperor to Ethiopia in 1941. The governor of Dangur 

Tafara l alaqa and Miikuriaw Bizunah together with their followers as well as ManegiiSa Jiinbare 

with his patriots accompanied the Emperor in his travel towards Dabra Marqos. On the way 

when the Emperor traveled from C:agni to Injibara, he called that area as Koso Bar. Because the 

area was covered by Koso tree. In April 4, 1941 , When the Emperor, accompanied by Miinegasa 

Jiinbare and arrived at Dabra Marqos, according to informant Ageraw, the people of Dabra 

Marqos received him by singing a song as: 

oonir;rJfld. 
P!./ 'ltt.f7J me M Ol'!. JJ:fld. 

Literally it is translated as; 
Manegasa Jiinbtin! drove 
the Italian army like oxen. 52 

51 Seltene Seyoum, "A 1-1 istory of Resistance in Gojjam (Ethiopia): 1936-1 941 ," (PhD Dissertation, Department of History, 
Addis Ababa Univers ily, 1999), pp. 230-23 1; Moklor, pp. 283, 290, 29 1. 

52 In formants: Ato Ageraw Warku, Wlo N~anat Mtikuriaw, Alo Tfi fiira Huri, Ato Kulnero Sanbtita and AlO Arfigawi 
Gabramtidhin; Alfredo Gonzalez-Ruibal , p.7. 
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On Aril 6, 1941 the fascist Italian aggressors were evacuated from Addis Ababa. Then, after a 

month on May 5, 1941 , the Emperor entered Addis Ababa. That day was designated as the 

liberation of Ethiopia after fi ve years of Italian occupation period. After liberation the Emperor 

visited Bahir Dar several times and rewarded the patriots of Gojjam in general and Dangur in 

particular. Such rewards were like different military titles, medals, clothes of Gabdrdin and rifles 

such as Minisr, Alben and Guande. These fire arms are still found in the possession of their 

children. The Emperor also rewarded the patriots of Dangur by providing different titles. The 

military titles given to the patriots and others were Fitawrari, Gerazmac, Amsa Alaqa, Asir 

Alaqa and Balambaras, in descending order. According to their ranks Tiifara Ziiliiqii was 

accorded the title of Fitawrari; Yesmaw Biilay, Miikuriaw Bizuniih, Ala Hailu, Asiime Bizzuniih 

and Alemu TiiSome were given the title of Girazmac; Fiiliina Marsu and Bayii Fanta received the 

titles of Hamsa Alaqa and Asir Altiqa, respectively; Rare Gute also got the title of Balambtiras. 

Some of the above mentioned people were patriots and some of them were those who had 

accompanied the Emperor during his return in the north western direction of Ethiopia during the 

l 'b' . d 53 I eratlOn peno . 

53 Alfredo Gonzalez-Ruibal, p.7; Bahru Zewde, A His/Oly of Modern E/hiopia 1855-1974. p. 176; 
Informants: Ala Ageraw Warku, Ala Aragawi Gabramadihin, Ala Tarara Huri , Sergeant Adamii Bab i ~o and 
A/a Hailu Zagaya. 
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Chapter Three 

Dangur Wiiriida During the Imperial Period (1941-1974) 

3.1. Administration 

This chapter tries to explore Dangur Wiiriida's administration during the Imperial government from 

the liberation of Ethiopia in 1941up to the end of the imperial regime in 1974. The absolute power 

of Emperor Haileselassie began in 1930 and continued up to the Italian invasion of Ethiopia in 

1935. After 1941, the Emperor resumed his centralization process to reinstitute an absolute power. I 

After liberation, Haile Selassie's government organized the country in different provinces. The 

provinces (l'iiqlay Gezat) were sub-divided to sub-provinces (awrajja),which also was further 

divided into wiiriidas (districts.) The districts were also divided into sub-districts (mesliintis). The 

administrative arrangements of the country were done by the Imperial government to create a 

unitary and centralized system of administration.2 

Then, based on the arrangements introduced by the government, and according to the 

administrative arrangement declaration of 1942, Ethiopian provinces were reorganized in three 

hierarchical administrative divisions known as awrajjas, wiiriidas and mesliines. On the basis of 

this decree, Gojjam became an awrajja which had seven wiiriidas and thirty five mesliines. The 

wiiriidas were Diibra Marqos, Biciina, Mota, Diiga Damot, Qola Damot, Agiiwmedir and Bahir Dar. 

Agiiwmedir was ruled by Diijjazmac Tadiimii Ziiliiqii, who stationed first at Injibara, and later at 

Dangila. This wiiriida had different mesldnes such as Biilaya, Zigam, Miittiikiil, Ankasa, Cwacwra, 

Cara, Banja and Wiinbiira. According to the new structure, Gwangwa was included as a mesliine to 

I Yaregal, p. 21. 
2 Ibid. ; John Markakis, Ethiopian Anatomy of Traditional Polity (Oxford: Oxford University, Clarendon 

Press 1974), p. 349; Nagarit Gauila, "A proclamation for administrative restructuring in the state," Proclamation 
No.1, August 27"' 1942, p. 43 . 
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be administered under Agiiw Medir, with its center at Cagni. This system of arrangement worked 

up to 1946? 

As stated above, based on the administration rearrangement, in Gojjam awrajja, Dangur and Guba 

waradas remained under Biigemedir and paid government taxes to Biigemdir wrajja up to 1948.4 

Nevertheless, in June 1946 the government amended its 1942 proclamations and a new arrangement 

of provincial administration was established. According to the new reorganization, governorate 

general (Taqlay Gezat) was developed under the Ministry of Interior. The sub-province or awrajja 

became the next unit of government administrative level and the previous meslanes were upgraded 

to warada status of the third lower administrative structure. Due to this arrangement Gojjam 

became one Taqlay Gezat and was divided in to "administrative awrajjas." In 1946 Dajjazmac 

Kiibbiidii Tiissama (r.1946-50) succeeded Hailu Biiliiw as the governor of Gojjam. Based on the 

above arrangement, Gwangwa was among the former meslanes to be upgraded to a warada, in 

MiittiikiiJ at Cagni and was classified to the part of Agiiwmedir awrajja .. 5 

Kiibbiidii Yimiir was one ofthe governors of Dangur warada who wrote a letter to Miittiikiil awrajja 

about his groundwork of a new map concerning the border lands of Dangur and Biilaya areas. 6 

According to Kiibbiidii, the former map of Dangur of Biilaya in Dangur warada up to the border of 

Guba which was prepared by the Agar Gezat Minister was the same as his newly prepared ground 

map. However, the difference was the map of the Ministry of Interior mentioned included the 

3 Nebyu Eyasu, "Administrative History of Goljam 1941-1974," (MA Thesis, Department of History, Addis Ababa 
University, 2004), pp. 20-25; Markakis, p. 297. 

4 Ibid., p. 109; Bazezew GMlaw, "A History ofChagni Town to 1974," (BA Thesis, Department of History, Addis Ababa 
University, 1991), p. 25. 

, Yaregal, p. 23; Nagarit Gaze/a, "A prociamation for administrative restructuring in the state, " Prociamation 
No.6, June 28" 1946, p. 45 . 

6 A Letter Written from Kabbiida Yimar to Miittak.1 Awrajja Gezat Eejatblit, Nahase 30, 1941 E.C., (Dabr' 
Marqos University Archive Center), Folder No. 273.04, File No. 17.2. 
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names of additional lands more than the real fact of the lands that found on the ground. Moreover, 

that map did not include the physical features of the border lands. Kilbbildil indicated that Omedila, 

part of Dangur, was made part of the province of Gojjam and not of Bilgemedir (see appendix, iii.)7 

The son of Zillilqil Liqu, Tilfara Zillilqa (r.1940-45), was appointed a governor of Dangur wtirada. 

Like his father, he collected tribute and provided it to the provincial administration through 

Mattakill awrajja. In 1946 Ala Yaregal was appointed, from the center of Dilbril Marqos, as a 

governor of Dangur. However, his assignment led to a conflict with Fitawrari Tilfara Zalaqil, who 

did not want to lose his local (traditional) governorship of Dangur to the non-hereditary chief of 

Dangur. Due to the conflict, Tafara ZaIaqa left Dangur for Addis Ababa to appeal his case. After his 

two years of administration Ala Yarilgal (r.1946-48) also returned to Dabra Marqos and was 

succeeded by Kabbadil Yimar (r.1948-51), who was also appointed and sent from Dabril Marqos as 

an administrator of Dangur. In 1950 Kabbada shifted the administrative center of Dangur wtirtida 

from Billaya of Neguse Dawit qabate to Dangur Mika'el. Kiibbildil also contributed much in the 

establishment of modern school from grade one up to three at the center of Dangur Mika'el In 

Dangur wtirtida in the beginning of the 1950s.8 

Soon after the death of Ziiliiqii Liqu in 1944, the administrator of the Agaw people in most areas of 

MattakaI was affected by the instability and lack of security. After his death, mainly the districts of 

Wilnbara and Dibati officially rebelled and refused to pay tribute. Since the 1960s, mobilization of 

the people from Wallo for resettlement in this area also aggravated government confrontation with 

the Gumuz. Besides, the problem of collecting tribute, defending the coastal areas against the 

7 Ibid. 
8 CalaMw, pp. 14-1 5; lnformants: AlO Hailu Zagaya, AlO Aragawi Gaberamadihen and Corporal Adama Babi~o. 
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Sudanese also became a very difficult task. Rebellions like this one made the central administration 

restless to provide solutions.9 

In 1947, Fitawrari Embiala Gassasa campaigned against the Gumuz inhabited areas to crush the 

rebellion. However, in 1948, before he achieved his mission over the Gumuz, he was antagonized 

by the neighborhood Zigam Chief, Admasu Gugsa, the nephew of Zalaqa Liqu, who opposed 

Embiala's autonomous power over the former territories of Zalaqa. Even he initiated the local 

Gumuz to fight against Embiala. This forced the then governor of Gojjam, Kabbada Tassama, to 

lead military campaign to crush the rebellions of both Adrnasu and the Gumuz. This measure finally 

brought stability as far as Wiinbara.1O 

Kabbada Tassama designed a modem system of government in order to introduce peace and 

stability as well as to peacefully collect tribute and to promote trade activities. To achieve his goal, 

he established the new Mattakal awrajja with its center at Cagni under its first governor of Sanbal ( 

Captain) Walda Birhan Akalu. In 1948, Cagni was also renamed by Captain Walda Birhan Akalu as 

"Qiidamawi Hailassalasie Biir." Hence, the new Mattakal awrajja embraced Guba, Dangur, 

Wiinbara, and Gwangwa wiiriidas as its wiiriidas. Besides, in 1960 to pacifY the Gumuz rebellion 

and for the successful control of the area, the government upgraded the two sub-districts of 

Mandura and Dibati to a wiiriida status. As a result, the number of the wiiriidas of Mattakal awrajja 

increased from four to six. Before the administrative rearrangement proclamation of 1946 Dangur 

was the disintegrated area under Begemdir administration, but after this proclamation Dangur got a 

wiiriida status. As mentioned above, following the establishment of Mattakal awrajja, Dangur and 

Guba were transferred from Bagemedir to Mattakal awrajja in 1948, because Mlittakal awrajja 

was nearer to these two wiiriidas rather than Begemdir. Later, after the downfall of Darg regime in 

9 Tsega, p. 70. 
10 Ibid, p. 71 . 
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1991 and the coming to power of the present government, these above mentioned five wdrddas, 

except Gwangwa, were put under Benisangul Gumuz Regional State of Mattakal Zone. II 

The former governor of Dangur, Kabbada Yimar (r.1948-51),was later succeeded by Kdntiba 

(mayor) Dasta Meteke (r.1952-1959), who was directly appointed by the central government as a 

governor of Dangur wdrdda in 1952. Then, he tried to solve the problems of transportation network 

to connect Dangur with the other neighboring territories. Dasta Mitike decided to establish an air 

plane landing field. To achieve his goal, he ordered the people and cleared the forests in the eastern 

part of Mount Dangur. Nevertheless, he was not successful. Later, kiintiba Dasta returned to Addis 

Ababa in 1959, without achieving his mission of building transport network in Dangur wdrdda. 

The former administrator of Dangur wdrdda, Fitawrari Tafara ZaJaga, returned to Dangur in 1959 

as an administrator of the wdrdda and again ruled it from 1959-1960. However, he was challenged 

by the local chiefs mainly from Balaya who wanted to hold power. Among them, Hamsa aldqa 

(corporal) Fatana Miirsu and Girazmac Yesmaw Balay were the main opponents of Tafara Zalaqa. 

Due to the challenge, he returned to Addis Ababa where the Emperor gave him an office. Moreover, 

he held power even during the Derg.12 

The successor of Tafara Zalaqa was Ddjjdzmac Walle Tafara (r.1961-1964), who was appointed as 

an administrator of Dangur wdrdda. However, in 1964, in his place Embiala Gassasa was appointed 

(r.1964-66). Later, Semenah Dasta (r.1966-1969) was sent from Dabra Margos as a governor of 

Dangur wdrdda. He was committed to open and expand modern schools at different qdbdies of 

Dangur wdrdda. Then, to achieve his goal, he communicated with the officials and the people. 

Then, he raised 40,000 birr from the people for the construction of schools in Dangur wdrdda. 

II Ibid.; Bazezew Gelaw, p. 25 ; Nebyu, p. 297; Informants: Ageraw Warku and Biru Makuriaw. 
12 Calataw, p. 15; Informants: Ala Ageraw Wlirku and Ala Aragawi Gabramadehin. 
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However, Ato Semeniih Dasta was transferred to his former area of Dabra Marqos before he 

accomplished his objective. He was replaced by Fitawrari Iyasu Zalaqa (r.1970-1974). 13 

According to archival sources, Fitawrari Iyasu explained about his different contributions to his 

country. For example, when Italy invaded Ethiopia in 1935/1936, he participated at the battle of 

Shire and killed one of the fascist soldiers, captured two rifles and gave these rifles to Ras Imiru 

Haileselassie, the then commander of the Ethiopian army in Shire front. During the Italian 

occupation period, like other Ethiopian patriots, Fitawrari Iyasu with his father Zalaqa Liku, also 

struggled and for some time besieged the fascist fortress at Dangila until the defeat of the fascists in 

1941. Moreover, during the post liberation of Ethiopia from June 1948 to November 1950, he 

served as a thief hunter and peace keeper to maintain stability in Dangur wiiriida. Besides, from 

November 1950 to 1960, he also served as an administrator of BaJaya meketel wiiriida. In 1960, 

when the Gumuz in Mandura rebelled against the payment of government tribute, he collaborated 

wilh lhe governor of Mattakal awrajja and crushed the rebellion and got their submission thus 

agreed to pay regular tribute to the government. As a result, he captured 335 rifles from the rebels 

and submitted them to the administrator of MattakaJ awrajja. As a reward the Emperor awarded, 

Qafifiazmac Iyasu the title of Fitawrari after he crushed the rebellion of Mandura. Then, the 

government upgraded Mandura to a wiiriida status to manage and effectively control the area. In 

addition to this, Fitawrari Iyasu was made the governor of the newly established Mandura wiiriida 

in 1960 (see appendix, iv, A_D).14 

Fitawrari Eyasu also administered different wiiriidas one after the other in western Gojjam from 

1960 to 1969. The wiiriidas Iyasu ruled were Mandura (r.1960-1963), Acafar (r.1963-1965), 

13 Ibid. , pp. 15-16. 
14 A Letter Written from Fitawrari Iyasu Zaltlqa to Dajjazmac Daraja Makonniin, GojjamTaq/ay Gezat 

Endarase, Maskaram 23, 1961 E.C., (Dabra Marqos University Archive Center), Folder, No.3?3 , File No.OI72. 
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Yelmana Dinsa or Adet (r.1965-1967), Maca (r.1967-1969) and Guba from September 1970 to 

November 1970. Fitawrari Iyasu was also appointed as a governor of Dangur wtirtida and served 

from 1970 to 1974, (see appendix, v, A-D). Moreover, in 1971 he shifted the administrative center 

of Dangur wtirtida to the present day of Manbuk town. The need to shift the center was because of 

the topography of the highland of Dangur which was not convenient to build roads for 

communication. During his administration he established a regular modern school in 1973 at 

Manbuk by using the previously collected 40,000 birr from the people and the support of a Swedish 

International Development Agency (SIDA). Lastly, when the Derg came to power, Iyasu was 

succeeded by Ato Qanaw Gobana after 1974. Since March 1975 Fitawrari Iyasu got his payment of 

pension (see appendix, vi, A-B ).1 5 

3.2. The Establishment of Manbuk Town 

The name Manbuk was derived from the name of Manbuk River that crosses the town. Besides, 

there is also version which say that the name originated from the Gumuz term "Manbugua" which 

means an attractive or a beautiful place. The name was chosen because the Gumuz women were 

decorating their body by using the soft soil of a ground red stone found around the river of Manbuk. 

Hence, when the new town was established as a center of Dangur, they named it Manbuk. 16 

Before the establishment of Manbuk as a center of Dangur wtirtida in 1971 , different administrators 

of this wtirtida, transferred the center of the Dangur wtirtida from one qtibtil!f to another qtibtile in 

Damgur wtirtida. For example, Kabbada Yimiir (r.1948-1951) transferred the center from Balaya at 

Naguse Dawit to Dangur Mika'el in 1950. Ktintiba Dasta (r.1952-59) also shifted the center from 

Dangur Mika'el to the area of Zigumzi. However, when Qtinnazmac Walle TaHira came to power 

IS L:alataw, p. 16; A Letter Written from Fitmvrari Jyasu Zalaqa to Ddjjazmac Daraja Makonnan, GojjamTdq/ay 
Gezat Enddrdsse, Mdsktirtim 23 , 1961 E.C., (Dabra Marqos University Archive Center), Folder, No.3?3, File No.O 172. 

16 L:alataw, p. 22. 
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(r.1960-64), he shifted the center from Zigumzi to Bizir. Again when Embialii Giissiisii came to 

power (r.1964-66), he also transferred it from Bizir to the former center of Dangur Mika'el due to 

the tropical diseases and hot temperature of the former. 17 

Still the center did not remain in Dangur Mika'el. There were different controversial issues about 

the transfer of the administrative center of Dangur warada from Dangur Mika'el to Manbuk. 

According to a document found in the National Archive and Library Agency, in July 19, 1957, the 

administrator of Miittiikiil awrajja, wrote a letter to Gojjam Taqlay Gezat regarding the transfer of 

the center of Dangur wtirada from Dangur Mika'el to Manbuk town. Later in the same month in 

July 1957, the police commander of Miittiikiil Awrajja also wrote to Gojjam Taqltiy Gezat opposing 

the selection of Manbuk as a center by mentioning some reasons that it was a desert, exposed to 

malaria, and its favorability for settlement was not studied by health personnel. Based on !hi s 

contradictory reports, Gojjam Ttiqltiy Gezat wrote a letter to the Ministry of Interior to make it 

aware about the issue so that the ministry would provided a solution (see appendix, vii).IS 

In September 28, 1956 the governor of Miittiikiil awrajja wrote another letter to Gojjam Taklay 

Gezat reconsidering his former request about the necessity of the return of the head quarter of 

Dangur wartida from Manbuk town to the former center of Dangur Mika'el. However, in October 

1957 Gojjam Taqltiy Gezat wrote a letter to Kantiba Diista Meteke by blaming his contradictory 

decisions and warned him not to repeat such mistakes again. However, Gojjam Tiiqliiy Gezat was 

permitted to return the center from Manbuk to Dangur Mika'el. In June 23, 1959, based on the 

previous petition of Fitwrari Tiifarii Ziiliiqii (the then governor of Dangur wartida), the Ministry of 

Interior wrote to Gojjam Taqlay Gezat stating that the administrative center of Manbuk should 

17 lnfonnants: Ala Haylu Zagaya, Corporal Adama Babiso, Ala Hawazabirahn Mmakonnan and Ala Ejigu Balay. 
18 A Letter Written from Galiam Taq/ay Gezat to the Agar Gezal Minister, Hamil! 12, 1949 E.C., (National 

Archive and Library Agency), Folder No. 21. 06, File No. 17. 1. 11. 
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continue being there until the provincial governor would arrive at Dangur and assess the two 

controversial centers and to report to the Ministry (see appendix viii and iX).19 

In May 24, \958 , Fitwrari Tafara Zalaqa wrote his report to the Minister stating that initially 

Ktintiba Dasta Meteke suggested the transfer of the center of Dangur wtirtida to Manbuk because 

many people inhabited it, and it was favorable for its water resource from rivers and its road 

networks to Omedila. With the permission of the awrajja governor, the office of the wtirtida 

administration and houses for government officials were constructed by the participation of the 

people of Manbuk town. However, later Ktintiba Dasta Meteke changed his decision about the 

capital of Manbuk for Dangur wtirtida and he again decided to shift the center to the former area of 

Dangur Mika'el. Then, Fitwrari Tafara appealed to the Ministry of the Interior to recognize the 

center of Manbuk town as the head quarter of Dangur wtirtida, by referring to the former petition of 

the people of Dangur wtirtida and the previous decision of Ktintiba Dasta Meteke (see appendix, 

In December 2, 1957, through the people of Balaya and Dangur the Gurnuz, the Sinasa, the Konfal 

and the Agaw explained the situation in the previous period that the center of Dangur wtirtida was 

in Balaya at the Monastery of Neguse Dawit until 1950. However, 1950 the center of 

administration was shifted to Dangur Mika'el. The latter had no access to water and the 

topography has been full of ups and downs that it was not suitable for transportation. Based on that 

reason, the people requested in writing that the administration center should have been Manbuk 

19 A Letter Written from Gojjam Ttiqlay Gezal to the Governor of Mattakal Awrajja (Ktinliba Dtisla Meleke), 

Mtisktirtim 18, 1949 E.C., (National Archive and Library Agency), Folder No. 2 1. 06, File No. 17. I. II ; A Letter 

Written from Agtir Gezal Minister to Gojjam Ttiqlay Gezal J:ejtilbel, Stine 16, 1950 E.C., (National Archive and 

Library Agency), Folder No. 16. 09, File No. 17. I. II. 

20 A Letter Written from Firwrari Tafara Zalaqa to Agar Gezal Minister, Ginbol 16, 1950 E.C., (National 

Archive and Library Agency), Folder No. 2 1. 06, File No. 17. I. II. 
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which had large nwnber of people, convenient for the production of various crops, access to water 

resources for it had large rivers and it was conducive for transportation. Then, the people and their 

leader Fitwrari Tiifara Zalaqa requested the GoJiam administration for the recognition of Manbuk 

town as an administration center of Dangur wtirtida (see appendix, xi).21 

In November 21, 1958 the representatives from Dangur and Balaya Alo Malada Ayana, Alo Tafara 

Lege and Alo Fantahun Marsu wrote a letter to the Emperor by explaining their complaint as 

follows. When Ktinliba Dasta was a ruler of Dangur wtirtida, he disliked the center of Dangur 

Mika'el ; instead, most of the time he performed his administrative activities being in Zigumuzi and 

Burji. Moreover, he was looking for a new center of Dangur wtirtida. Based on his prior interest 

when he became an administrator of the awrajja, he accepted the request of the people and their 

leader Filawrari Tiifara and recognized Manbuk town as the administrative center of Dangur 

wtirtia. The people in their request added, later he violated his decision. Thus, the people appealed 

that they had already constructed houses for government officials and thc administrative office 

within ten days. Due to that they requested the Emperor to recognize Manbuk as an administrative 

center of Dangur wtirtida for the wellbeing of the mass or the poor people. Again Filawrari Tiifara 

2alaqa also wrote a letter in November 19, 1958 to the provincial governor explaining the former 

recognition of Manbuk town by Ktinliba Dasta and his later violation of his decision. He stressed 

that the people of Dangur wtirtida had sacrified more to construct the offices and houses. The health 

workers were also ordered to move from Dangur to Manbuk to solve heath problems mainly 

21 A Letter Written fTom the People of Balaya and Dangur Wiiriida to Cojjam Tiiq/iiy Cezat Ie/iitbet, Hidar 23 , 

1950 E.C., (National Archive and Library Agency), Folder No. 21. 06, File No. 17. 1. II . 
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malaria. Then, Fitawrari Tiifara requested the Provincial governor to recognize Manbuk as the 

capital of Dangur warada (see appendix, xii, A_B).22 

However, after serious discussion among different government bodies, Manbuk was established as 

an administrative center of Dangur warada in 1971. There were different factors for the shift of the 

center of Dangur warada from Dangur Mika'el to Manbuk in 1971. Among others, Dangur 

Mountain being very high altitude in Dangur it was not favorable for the construction of road which 

caused problem by isolating the people from other waradas. Manbuk was located on the lowland 

plain area and was favorable for the construction of roads that could have created ties among 

different qaba/es in Dangur warada and with the neighboring waradas. Moreover, Manbuk was 

located at the central part of Dangur and Biilaya as well as other qabales. To aggravate the problem, 

the then monk of Dangur, Abba Tiik1ii Maryam, with the help of the Emperor, transformed Dangur 

Mika'el to a Monastery under the administration of the Monastery of Diiqii Estifanos Diiqii Mariam. 

Due to that, more lands surrounding Dangur Mika'el were granted to the monastery and there was 

no sufficient land for the people. As a result, Manbuk was chosen a permanent capital of Dangur 

warada since 1971.23 

3.3. Taxation During the Imperial Period 

Tax was collected traditionally in different forms mainly in kind for a long period of time, until it 

was replaced by cash, the modem taxation system of the 20th century. In 1893 Menilek II 

proclaimed the people to pay government dues merely one tenth of their income and in 1894 he 

tried to avoid tribute of labor force. Moreover, in the reign of Emperor Hailiisselasie, the former 

22 A Letter Written from the Envoys of Balaya and Dangur People to Agar Gezal Minister, Hedar 12, 1950 

E.C., (National Archive and Library Agency), Folder No. 21. 06, File No. 17. I. II ; A Letter Written from Fitwrari 

Tafarii Ziiliiqa to Gojjam Taq/ay Gezal, Hedar 10, 195 1 E.C., (National Archive and Library Agency), Folder No. 

16.09, File No. 17. 1.1 I. 
23 Calataw, pp. 21-22; Informants: Ala Hailu Zagiiyii, Abba Etebariik, Corporal Adama BabiSo and Ala Samana 

Faysa. 
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system of traditional taxation was replaced by modem taxation system. According to the first tax 

proclamation of 1942, taxation was imposed on the people based on their income.24 Bahru also 

confirmed that, "the first land tax" proclamation of 1942 was related to the rate of tax including 

"measured and unmeasured land." For a measured land of a gasa ( 40 hectares) IS birr was paid for 

cultivated land (lam) , 10 birr for semi cultivated land (lam ,ta}) and 5 birr for uncultivated land 

CIa})." However, the 1944 proclamation on taxation of measured land categorized "50 birr, 40 birr 

and IS birr per gasa of lam, lam ,tal and fal respectively." Moreover, the 1944 tax proclamation 

avoided the former traditional payments and labor services in theory, but not in practice?5 

As mentioned above, mainly after liberation, the finance minister was linked with the provincial 

administrators in relation to the collection of taxes. These provincial administrators also assigned 

tax collectors in their respective districts. However, initially this financial system of taxation was 

not effectively implemented in Gojjam due to the lack of trained manpower. Due to that reason, the 

warada administrators held the responsibility of collecting taxes from their people and passed them 

to their representatives of higher government officials2 6 Based on the 1942 and 194 declaration of 

agricultural income tax of Ethiopia, the peasants of Miittiikiil were also ordered to provide tax 

according to their individual income. To faci litate taxation, the government appointed tax assessors 

and collectors by assigning different titles. These officials were also responsible to respect the 

political stability and security in their territories. Mainly, the (:iqasums played a key role in the 

assessment and collection of tax. In Dangur warada the people paid their tax both in kind and cash. 

24 Benishangul Gumz Communication Affairs Bureau Bulletin, Addismiraf, Vol. 17, No. 32, AB GET Printing 
Press, 2007 E.C., pp. 21-22. 

25 Bahru Zewde, A History oj Modern Ethiopia 1855-1974, pp. 192- 193 ; Tatara Hailaselassie, The Ethiopian 
Revolution 1974-1991, (London: Kegan Paullntemational, 1997), p. 45 ; Niigarit Gaze/a, " A Proclamation for tax on 
land in the state," Proclamation No.8, March 30" 1942, P. 17; Niigarit gaze/a, " A Proclamation for tax on land in the 
state," Proclamation No. 70, November 151 1944, P. 4. 

26 Yaregal, p. 25. 
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But, their payment was different from year to year. For instance, in the 1940s the payment was one 

birr and later in the 1950s and 1960s it was raised to six birr.27 

There were problems of security and opposition against taxation in the Gumuz lands mainly in 

Mandura and Dibati areas. This act led to the establishment of a new administrative arrangement in 

the area in 1948, by the central government.28 As mentioned above in 1948, the governor general of 

Gojjam, Dajjazmac Kabbada Tasama, personally led a military campaign to Mattiikal and tried to 

keep peace and stability. The tradition of taxation was a known practice in the Gumuz territories of 

Mattiikal in general and Dangur in particular. That taxation was facilitated mainly by the Agaw 

chiefs who settled surrounding the Gumuz areas of Biilaya highlands.29 

According to Calacaw, taxation in Dangur warada was collected both in cash and kind. In kind, the 

people provided the tax items such as honey, butter, cereal crops, and cotton. There had been excess 

of land in Dangur warada; due to that there has never been land measurement. Based on the 1947 

proclamation of education and health tax, the people in Dangur warada peacefully paid their taxes 

to the government. Related with the third proclamation of land tax of 1966, tax was provided to the 

government rather than the gull owners. After the proclamation, in Dagur warada the tax 

increased from three birr to six birr for a limad (a plot that a person ploughs in a day) and from one 

and half birr to three birr for a qanja (half of a timad) in addition to Education and Health taxes. 

The 1967 income tax also led to the Gojjam peasant rebellion of 1968. Nevertheless, the people of 

27 Ibid., pp. 25-26. 
28 Balay Bayana, p. 41. 
29 Ibid., p. 42. 
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Dangur wiiriida were not against the government's income tax. Rather, they paid peacefully their 

h . 30 
tax to t e regime. 

Archival Sources confirm that in September 10, 1957 the people in Dangur wiiriida provided their 

tribute to their nearest representative I;iqasums of tax collectors. For example, in Balaya qiibiilti of 

Came Kidanfunihrlit, the people who had timad or pair of oxen paid 10.40 birr. Contrary to this, the 

people who had a qiinja or one ox he paid 5.20 birr (see appendix, xiii, A_B)31 

Before 1954, there was no cashier who ensure the revenue and spending of government tax. 

However, after 1954, "Yiidiingur wiiriida Gimjabet or the Dangur wiiriida finance office" was 

established and employed tax collectors to make the balances of the income and expenditure. If 

people were unable to pay their tribute within a given period of time, the tax collectors obliged the 

tax payer to pay with fine . Moreover, during the reign of Haileselassie, the Ministry of Finance 

prepared receipts to be given to tax payers. The niil;liibas (territorial army) obliged the people who 

were not voluntary to pay their tax. Informants also confirmed that different (:iqasums collected 

taxes from the peasants in Danngur wiiriida. For example, Rare GuM from the Sinlisa of Dangur and 

Girazmac Makuriaw from Omedila were the tax collectors in their respective areas. There were also 

different personal accounts of tribute receipts which recognized the amounts of the payments of 

tribute during the imperial period. The following are examples of the lists of tax payers in Dangur 

wiiriida, at Blilaya qlibale of Barktoc . Based on the personal account of Ti lahun Blilay under the 

(:qasum Abie Bliqalli, Ato Tilahun paid 6.65 birr as tribute plus other taxes in both 1964 and March 

10, 1965. Besides, in May 9, 1969, he also paid 10.80 birr. At the same qiibiile, Ato Blilay Mlirsu 

30 Cala~aw, pp. 20-21; Nagaril Gazela, " A Proclamation for tax on land in the state," Proclamation No. 7, 
January 29" 1947; p. 13; Informants: Ala Balbindi Liqu, Ala Hawambirhan Makonnan and Ala Iyasu Gaga. 

31 A Report Letter that Contained Lists of Tax payers in Dangur Warada at Balaya Qiibale Cam~ 
Kidanameherat, Puagume 5, 1950 E.C., (Diibra Marqos University Archive Center), Folder No. 373, File No.OI72. 
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also paid 13.50 birr in February 3, 1962. These personal accounts revealed that the payment of 

tribute and other taxes varied from year to year with the same tax payer and it also varied from 

person to person depending on their income related to !imad and qdnja (see appendix, xiv, A-D ).32 

3.4. Security Settings during the Imperial Regime 

Regarding security, Dangur was comparatively stable, because it had strong Agaw Chiefs who 

effectively administered it. To the contrary, its neighboring districts of Mandura, Dibati, Bulan and 

Wanbiira, ~ad security problems caused by the Gumuz people in the 1950s by opposing the 

increment of annual tribute to five birr. The Gumuz disrupted the traders and interrupted the trade 

ties among the areas of Cagni, Dibati, Bulan and as far as Wanbiira. This created difficulty in tribute 

collection in these areas. Even the Gumuz disturbed the town of Cagni at night. In 1960 Mandura 

and Dibati were upgraded in to wdrdda status to solve the security problems and to easily manage 

the rebellions.33 

Another cause for the upheaval of the Gumuz was the cheating of the tax collectors of the Agaw 

chiefs to benefit themselves. The Gumuz had not given careful attention to keep their tax receipts. 

Because of that, the tax collector requested the Gumuz to pay tax more than once in a year. Another 

factor for the Gumuz revolt in 1960 was also related with the population settlement from Wallo, 

Gojjam, and Gondiir. The settlers had scarcity of land and were also affected by drought in their 

home place. Thus, they were brought for a better living condition. The settlement of these people 

led to conflict with the Gumuz people mainly in Dibati, Manta Wuha and Mandura.34 

32 Calat~w, p. 20-21; Infoonants: Ala Alan Sifaraw and sergeant Adama Babiso; The Tax Payment Receipts of 
Ala Tilahun B~lay ofB~laya Qiibii"! for the Years of Miigabil 1, 1957 E.C., 1959 E.C. and Ginbal I, 1961 E.C; The 
Tax Payment Receipt of Ala B~lay M~rsu ofBalaya Qiibiile for the year of rer 26, 1954 E.C. 

3l Jira, pp. 40·41; Yaregal, p. 28; Berihun, pp. 77-78 . 
34 Yaregal, pp. 31-32; Berihun, p. 78. 
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As mentioned above, in Dangur wdrdda there was no rebellion on the part of the Gumuz people 

because of the effective control of the Agaw administrators. Moreover, when the Gumuz uprising 

took place in the neighboring districts, the administrator of Dangur crushed that rebellion by 

assisting the government. This shows that Dangur wdrdda demonstrated slight difference with 

Mandura and Qwara districts. Then, in 1960, Iyasu Zalaqa suppressed the rebellion in Mandura and 

looted fire arms from the rebels and gave the fire arms to the administrator of Mattakal awrajja. 

Moreover, Iyasu got the submission of the rebel people. Then Mandura peacefully paid tax to the 

government. 35 

In the 1950s other security problem in Dangur wdrdda in relation to taxation was associated with its 

neighboring Qwara wdrdda. The then local ruler of Qwara, Sifaraw Manso, collected tax from Java 

qdbdie in Dangur which bordered with Qwara wdrdda. But, the then deputy governor of Dangur 

wdrdda, Girazmac Makuriaw, negotiated with Sifaraw Manso of Qwara, to solve the problem. 

Sifaraw admitted the mistake of his tax collectors that they committed the mistake due to their lack 

of awareness about the border along the periphery of the two wdrddas. Lastly, the administrators of 

the two wdrddas solved their problems based on the promise of Sifaraw not to commit such mistake 

again, in Java as well as in other qdbdtes adjacent to Dangur wdrdda.36 

3.5. Land Tenure and Economic Activities 

There were different land tenure systems during the imperial period. In the north communal land 

tenure or rest system was common, unlike that in the south where there were various systems of 

land tenure, such as "government, private, communal, and pastoralist systems ofland tenure. In the 

South Menelik's expansion brought about a new form of "land ownership". The government gave 

3S Calataw, pp. 17-18. 
36 Ibid. , p. 18. 
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fertile lands to its followers and supporters. Due to that, the southern farmers and nomads became 

"landless tenants or gabbars". Then, most of the Southern peasants" lost their customary land 

ownership in their native lands. The gult holders who formerly got their temporary land as " 

maderia" was changed to "permanent form as resta-gult, a private landholdings of the gultagna" 

system. Land tenure in the imperial regime was generally described as a feudal system. In the north, 

the communal land tenure was known as rest which was related with the hereditary birth right of 

the lineage on their rest land. In this system "land sale" was prohibited by the traditions of the 

society. This is mainly because land was communal rather than individual. Apparently, this 

tradition was recognized by the two emperors namely Menelik II and Haile Selassie I. 37 

Sources indicate that land in Dangur was owned commonly by the Gumuz society of Miittiikiil in 

general and Dangur warada in particular. Every person had the right over the land. Most of the time 

people were organized to work in cooperatives or association rather than working individually. The 

Gumuz society were involved in diversified activities over their natural resources within their 

territories. They classified their land into two parts. One was for the purpose of cultivation using 

shifting or fallowing system to enable the cultivated land to recover its fertility for some years. 

They always used the forest land for their additional means of collecting subsistence food. Besides, 

the clan of these people also used their vast forests and water resources for "hunting, gathering, bee 

keeping and fishing " to subsidize their income. The Gumuz society had the right to possess any 

free land, when the land they used lost its fertility and then they settled on virgin lands.38 Every 

37 Ibid., pp.18-19; Hussein Jamma, "The policies of Land Tenure in Ethiopian History: Experience from the 
South," Paper Preparedfor the Xl World Congress of Rural Sociology, Trondheim, Norway, June 2004, pp. 3,4,6. 

38 Yarega1, p. 33; Wo1de Se1assie Abute, "Gumuz and Highland Resettlers .. . , "p. 114; Getachew Woldemeskel, 
"The Consequences of Resettlement in Ethiopia." African Affairs, vol. 88, No. 352, Oxford University Press, (July 
1989), pp. 370-371; Dessalegn Rahimeto, Settlement and Resettlement in M§ttliUI, Western Ethiopia, In Africa: Rivista 
Trimestrale di studi e docllmentazione dell'lstitl/to italiano er l' Africa e I'Oriente, Anno 43, No./(l988) , pp.23-27; 
Informants: Bare Endasaw and Ginna Bakin. 
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Gumuz clan has unlimited right to agricultural farming lands had they wanted to produce more. 

But, their traditional farming implements did not enable them to cultivate more than two hectares. 

The traditional farm implements used were "chopper or Gaud, sickle, hoe, axe" and so son.39 

Economic Activities : The main economic activity in Dangur wtirtida is agricUlture. The people 

produced different crops such as cereal crops, root crops, oilseeds, legumes and others. The 

commonly produced cereal crops include finger millet, sorghum, maize, ref!, millet, barley, bean, 

and chickpea. Finger millet and sorghum are the staple food crops of the low land people. 

Especially /ef!, barley, millet, wheat, maize, bean, and chickpea are mainly produced in the 

highland areas of Biilaya and Dangur by the Agaw and Sinasa peoples. Oil seeds, sesame, and 

cotton are important cash crops. In other ways Yam and ginger are also important root crops 

produced by the Gumuz. Honey is also traditionally collected from forests. Besides, hunting, 

gathering, fishing and shifting cultivation are important economic activities mainly done by the 

Gumuz, to supplement their short supply of food 4o 

The Gumuz also engage themselves in traditional gold mining activities along the Aba! Balas, Gilgal 

Balas and Abbay River valleys. They usually sold their gold to the local merchants. Hand craft has 

been another economic activity among both the Gumuz and the Sinasa peoples. The hand craft 

products include pottery, basketry, manufactory products, iron works etc. Unlike in many parts of 

Ethiopia, there is no stigma and discrimination over craftsmen in Dangur, both on the Gumuz and 

Sinasa. Rather, the crafts men are recognized and respected by both societies. Besides, the Gumuz 

females are also selling their fire wood to get their day today supplementary foods. 41 

J9 Balay Bayana, p. 43; Dessalegn Rahimeto, p. 26; Informants: Ato Yibas Tasara and Ala Bare EndMaw. 
40 Cala~aw, pp. 22-23; Yaregal, p. 34; Dessalegn Rahimeto, p. 27; Abeya Iffa, "Adaptation, Culture and Changing 

Environment: The Case of the Gumuz of Dectesa Valley (Cama~i Zone), West Eth iopia," (MA Thesis, Department of 
Anthropology, Addis Ababa University, 2001), p.2; Walde Selassie Abute," Gumuz and Highland Resettlers ... ," p. 114. 

41 Yaregal, p. 34; Informants: Ala Hailu Zligliya, Wla NliLanat Mlikuriaw, Ala TMlira Huri and Ato Bare Enda~aw. 
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Trade is also another economic activity practiced by some people in Dangur warada. For example, 

during the reign of Haile Selassie, the merchants from Dangur travelled to Dangila to the East and 

towards the Sudan in the West to sell and buy various commodities. They sold cotton, domestic 

animals and honey produced in Mattakal areas and bought clothes, salt and other commodities from 

Dangila and the Sudan to sell them to the surrounding people.42 

Photograh 2. The Gumuz women sell fire wood at Manbuk town market, a Photograph cultured by 

Abenew in 2015. 

Photograh 3.The Sinasa women sell hand craft pottery products at Manbuk town market, a 

Photograph cultured by Abenew in 2015. 

42 Cala~fiw, p. 23; Informants: Sergeant Adfimfi Babi!o, Ala Arfigawi Gfibrfimiidhin and Ala Kulnero Sfinbfita. 
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3.6. Religion in Dngur Wiiriida 

3.0.1. The Introduction of Christianity in Dangur Wiiriida and the Establishment of 
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Neguse Dawit Church at Biilaya 

It is obvious that the people ofDargur were adherents of traditional religion until the introduction of 

Christianity43 The medieval period attempt for the spread of Christianity to Gojjam was via the 

Lake Tana. Previously, there was strong resistance from the Agaw of Agiiw Medir to accept the 

Christian kings and Christian traditions. Perhaps, Christian tradition had expanded to the Dangur 

area via the Christian territory of Biigemdir to the south eastern areas of Lake Tana.44 

The residents of Biilaya are predominantly Christian Agiiws now mixed together with the Amhara 

and other neighboring societies.45 It is difficult to know clearly when and how Christianity was 

introduced in to Biilaya. However, sources indicate it was introduced by one of the Gondarine 

kings nown as Iyasu I (r.1682-1706). Iyasu I brought the seven tabats (Replica of the True Ark of 

Covenant) in to Biilaya. The tabats were Neguse Dawit, 8t. George, Miiskiilii Kirstos, Abunii Tiiklii 

Haimanot, 8t. Marry, 8t. Mika'el and Abunii Gabrii Miinfas Kidus. Neguse Dawit is the earliest 

Church in Biilaya. Later on, Christianity gradually spread to different qaba/es in Dangur warada.46 

Photograph 4. The Church of Neguse Dawit at Biilaya in Dangur Warada, a Photograph cultured by 

Abenew in 2015 . 

43 Infonnants: Ato Iyasu Gagaga, Abba Etbarak and Priest Girum. 
44 Tadesse Tarnrat, Church and State in Ethiopia (J 270-1527), (London: Oxford University Press, 1972), p. 201. 
" Ahadu, p. 4; Calataw, p. 24. 

46 Ahadu, pp. 4-5; Calacaw, p. 24; Informants: Abba Abel, Abba Etbarak, Priest TiigaMa Ambaya, Priest 
Girum, and Priest Sissay. 
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3.6.2. The Evangelization of Abba Tiiklii Maryam Giiddlu in Dangur Wiiriida 

There is lack of sources to clearly understand about the biography of Abba Taklii Maryam. But, 

based on some sources, he was born sometime in the second half of the 19th century in the present 

day Bulga in northern Sawa. Probably he finished his church education by moving from one 

church to another and he became a hermit at the Monastery of Diibrii Libanos. In the 1930s, Abba 

Tiiklii Maryam traveled to the northwestern Ethiopia to preach Christianity. In 1937, he arrived at 

Wiiliitii Petros Church near the present town of Dangila. While he was there, he got information 

about the existence of Diiqii Estifa Cave Churches and about the invisible hermits. After that he 
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heard about the presence of the pagans in the present day Dangur where there were cave churches. 

As a missionary, he decided to travel to Dangur to convert the pagans of Dangur. 

In his first journey he met with the Gumuz people. However, he was unsuccessful to convert them 

to Christianity. Though they were pagans who worshiped in their own god Mussa (god of 

everything), they were not willing to accept Christianity. Besides, he could not speak the local 

language and he was unable to communicate with the people to preach and convert them. Thus, he 

was unable to achieve his mission. Then he moved to a place where the people were able to 

understand him in the Amharic language. When Abba Tiikla Maryarn arrived at Daqa Maryarn, one 

of the qabdles in Dangur warada, he was accepted by the people and he began to preach 

Christianity. His preaching expanded to different qabales of Dangur and not only to the Agaw 

settlement areas but also to the Sinasa and the Gumuz areas.47 

3.6.3. The Expansion of Christianity Among the Sinasa and the Gumuz People 

Before the Sinasa carne from Wiinbara and Guba to Dangur, they were believed by their traditional 

religion. Abba Tiikla Maryarn played a key role in the conversion of the Sinasa to Christianity. 

First, he established peaceful relationship with the Sinasa balabbats. Then, most of the Sinasa 

accepted him as a preacher and many were converted to Christianity within two years from 1946 

to1948. To serve him as a center for his missionary activities he constructed S.t Mika'el church at 

Dangur in 1950.48 

During his journey to Dangur, Abba TiikJa Maryarn crossed the low land of Gumuz where he was 

not accepted but, he succeeded in the establishment of Christianity in the high land of Dangur 

where the Sinasa and Agaw lived. Later, Abba TiikJa Maryarn negotiated with the local chiefs of the 

47 Ahadu, pp. 6-8 ; lnfonnants: Abba Etbarak, Priest Girurn and Priest Sissay. 

48 Ibid. , pp. 10-11 ; lnfonnants: Sergeant Adama Babi~o, Ala Haylu Zagaya and Priest Sisay. 
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Gumuz in different qaM/lis of Dangur. Then, some Gumuz people accepted Christianity and even 

participated in the building of St. Mika'el Church in Dangur.49 

3.6.4. The Establishment of Dangur Mika'el, Diiqii Maryam and Diiqii Estifa Churches in 

Dangur Wiiriida 

The Establishment of Dangur Mika'el: Abba Tiiklii Maryam organized the people to petition in 

order to get permission for the foundation of St. Mika'el Church at Dangur. Then, the petition was 

recognized by different levels of goverrunent bodies. Due to that, its construction was started in 

1948 and completed and inaugurated in 1950. As mentioned above, together with the church's 

establishment "almost all the Sinasa were baptized. ,,50 

Photograph 5. The Church of Dangur Mika'e l in Dangur Wariida, a Photograph cultured by Abenew in 2015 . 

49 Ibid; Informants : Balbindi Liqu, Iyasu Gaga and Hawazabirhan Makonnan. 
50 Ibid; pp. 11-12; Calataw, p. 25; Informants: Agerfiw Wiirku and Abba Etbarak. 
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The Establishment of Diiqii Maryam and Diiqii Estifa Churches: In Dangur, there are 44 cave 

churches known as Diiqii Estifa Diiqii Maryam Churches. It is five hours walk on foot from Diiqii 

Maryam Church to Diiqii Estifa cave Churches. The Churches are commonly known as Diiqii Estifa 

Diiqii Maryam Monastery. 51 

The Establishment of Diiqii Maryam Church: emanated from a practical problem of the people. 

There were Christian residents of Diiqii Maryam qtibtile, when Abba Tiiklii Maryam arrived. These 

people were already Christians because their background was from the Biilaya Christian settlement 

area. Due to the absence of church in Diiqii qiibiile, the people were obliged to take "their new born 

children for baptism and their dead bodies for burial to their neighboring Church of Biilaya 

traveling on foot for five hours. To help them solve their problems, Abba Tiiklii Maryam was heart 

fully received by the people in Diiqii qtibtile. In 1945, he established St. Mary Church at Diiqii 

qtibale. As a result, the area was renamed as Diiqii Maryam qtibtile in Dangur.52 

Photograph 6. The Church of Daqa Maryam in Dangur Wtirtida, a Photograph cultured by Abenew in 2015. 

" Ibid., p. 12; Informants: Abba Etbarak, Priest Girum, AID 1yasu Gaga and Priest Sisay. 
" Ibid., p. 13; Cala~aw, p. 25; Abba Abel, AbbaEtbarak andAlo Ageraw W§rku 
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The Establishment of Diiqii Estifanos Church in Dangur: cave churches is obscure until now. 

No one knows when and by whom the churches were established. Based on some oral sources, 

their formation at Dangur warada was related with the introduction of Christianity into Ethiopia. At 

Daqa Estifanos there were about 44 cave Churches and a large number of unseen ascetic and 

monks. Diiqii Estifa has a long period of religious service for the monks. These 44 cave Churches, 

are commonly known as Diiqii Estifanos Church. Currently, these are serving as praying places for 

the Christians. Large number of Christians come mainly during the fasting periods. Many people 

visit the Churches for prayer on holidays throughout the year. 53 

In addition to these, other Churches were also built in different qabales of Biilaya. Among them St. 

Mika'el at Sanja, Tiiklii Haimanot at Sanja Barktoe, Kidanii Meheriit at Came, Miidhiini Aliim at 

Burji qaba!e, St. Gabre'el at Ankasa and St. George at Java qaba!e. These churches were built by 

the help of Liqa kahinat Alamiriiw and other people between the 1960s and the middle of the 

1970s.54 

Related with the shift of the administrative center of Dangur warada from Dangur Mika'el to 

Manbuk in 1971, the Church ofSt. George was established at Manbuk town in 1973. My informant, 

Priest Girum, said that he was the main facilitator who was sent as a delegate to both Miittiikiil 

awrajja and Diibrii Marqos to get permission for the construction of St. George Church at Manbuk 

town. Related with the establishment of the Church, Abba Tiiklii Maryam converted about 270 

Gumuzs in to Orthodox Christianity in Manbuk town. 55 

" Ibid, p. 14; Informants: Abba Etbarak, Priest Girum and Priest Sisay. 
" Ca1ataw, p. 25 ; Informants: Priest Girum Enyaw, Abba Etbarak and Priest Tagailila Ambaya. " Ibid; Informants: Priest Girum, Priest Sisay and Abba Abel. 
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Photograph 7. The modern Church of St. George at Manbuk town which was established in 1973 
and rebuilt in January 2015, a Photograph cultured by Abenew in 2015 . 

3.6.5. The Growth of Churches in Dangur Wiiriida to Monastery 

The religious activities of Abba TakHi Maryam in Dangur warada had two steps. His first step was 

the construction of Churches and the conversion of the people to Christianity. These were achieved 

in the 1950s. The second step of his activity was the establishment of a monastery. To achieve his 

goal, he requested the balabats of the warada to get their support for the establishment of a 

monastery. Some of them accepted his request, while others refused due to their fear of losing their 

lands. Moreover, most of the balabats accepted the demand of the monk and sent their petition to 

the then warada administrator, Qannazmac Wal1e. Qannazmac Wal1e also accepted the petition and 

referred the case to the awrajja administrator (see appendix, xv, A-B). Eventually, the issue reached 

the central government. Then, the central government permitted the demand to be answered 

positively and returned the decision to the warada Epese Qopos, Abuna Yosef. Finally, Abuna 
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Yosef agreed to consecrate these Churches and to give them the status of a Monastery collectively. 

The Ethiopian Ministry of 1:ehafe Tizaz sent a letter to the governor of Gojjam, Dtijjtizmac Lehayu 

Enqua Selassie, to facilitate the supply of gult lands to the priests and for the future communities of 

the monastery (see appendix, xvi).56 Moreover, Emperor Haileselassie also sent a letter on Tekemt 

22, 1957 E.C. to the people of Diiqii Maryam (see appendix, xvii) stating that: 

"". ttI:,p 1.111:1- J:,p fT7tf.f?'U'7Vflcl!{/ m7/1'} fll!-1-1 Mi'IJ"rn. 
J:,p Al!1:1- M'J'fC J:,p d7tf.ffT" 7.1{fT" (}o'i" A'J.f:"ri'.JtJ:C Jo,pJ:'i"t1:!7 

"" . To the Dtiqti Estifa Dtiqti Maryam Community, on the 

thirty fourth years of our coronation, we have permitted 
Dtiqti Estifa Dtiqti Maryam Churches, which are found 
in Danngur wtirtida to be consecrated as a monastery. 

To check the execution of the order of the central government, different government officials were 

sent from the center to Dangur wtirtida. But, some of the local lords rebelled against the donation of 

their lands to the Monastery. The rebel land lords were Aliin Laqiiw, Biilay Jiirnbiir, Endaliiw 

Yesemaw, Sawagafi Cekol and Abiijii Wudiniih. However, the court of Dangur wtirtida imprisoned 

these rebels for two years. Based on the order of the awrajja administrator, the newly established 

committees demarcated and provided the large amount of land to the Monastery of Diiqii Eslifa 

Diiqii Maryam. Following this, the Abune and higher officials of Gojjam came to Dangur to 

celebrate the promotion of the church to a monastery. There were three Churches designated to be 

under the administration of this monastery. The churches are called Dangur Mika'el, Diiqii Estifa 

56 Ahadu, pp. 16-17; A letter written from QtiFiFiazmac Walle Taflira (a Governor of Oangur Wiirtidti), to 
Mtitttiktil Awrajjja Gezat I:eftitbtit, Mtigabit 1953 E.C., (the Monastery of Oaqa Estifa Oaqa Maryam Church), no 
Folder number no File number; A letter written from Salamon Gabramaryam ( A Minister of Pen) to Oalimat Eabayu 
Enqu Selasse, Teqemt 12, 1957 E.C., (the Monastery of Oaqa Estifa Oaqa Maryam Church), no Folder number no File 
number. 

57 Ibid , p. 18; A letter written from Emperor Haile Selassie to Oaqa Estifa Oaqa Maryam Community, Tekemt 
22, 1957 E.C., (the Monastery of Oaqa Estifa Oaqa Maryam Church), no Folder number no File number. 
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Daqa Maryam and Bizer Kidana Meherat. Moreover, from 1970 to 1974 the Monastery reached at 

its peak and provided spiritual service to the people.58 

3.6.6. The Decline of the Monastery 

Due to the old age of Abba Takla Maryam, he assigned the young monk called Abba Gabra 

Maryam Haila Giorgis as his representative and supporter. The latter had accomplished his modem 

education up to grade twelve. However, in 1973 Abba Gabra Maryam removed the former monk 

from his post and he himself became the head of the monastery. In the mean time, Abba Takla 

Maryam traveled to Addis Ababa to accuse his spiritual son Abba Gabra Maryam for what he did. 

He had a plan of appealing to the emperor and to be reinstituted. However, by the time he arrived in 

Siillale, he heard about the downfall of the Emperor and he decided to join the monastic community 

of the Monastery of Dabra Libanos and began to live there.59 

Abba Gabra Maryam administered the Monastery of Daqa Eslifa Daqa Maryam from 1973 to the 

beginning of 1975. In his period of administration the monastery declined due to the eruption of an 

epidemic disease and the 1974 Ethiopian Revolution. The monastery lost all the lands it had due to 

the 1975 Derg's land reform proclamation. Upon the decline of the Monastery, in 1975, the people 

and the wdrdda administrators opposed Abba Gabra Maryam. Then, Abba Gabra Maryam left the 

monastery of Daqa Eslifa Daqa Maryam having stolen large amount of money and precious 

reserves from the monastery. After that, he went to Fice in Northern Sawa and lead a secular life as 

a peasant there.60 

" Ibid. , pp. 18- 19; The agreement Letter written among different Government Officials, Abunii Marqos and 
some Ba/abats of Dangnr Wiiriidii, Miyazia I, 1963 E.C., (the Monastery of Daqa Estifa Diiqii Maryam Church), no 
Folder number, no File number. [nfonnants: Abba Etbarak, Priest TiigaiIDa Ambayii and Abba Abel. 

59 Ibid., P .27; Informants: Priest TiigiiiIDa Ambayii, Abba Etbariikk and Abba Abel. 
60 Ibid., p. 28. 
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3.7. The Introduction oflslam 

It was found to be difficult to clearly understand when Islam was initially introduced into Dangur 

wiirl'ida. However, some sources indicate that before the shift of the administrative center of Dangur 

from Dangur Mika'6l to Manbuk, some Muslims, such as Akalu Hassan, Tirit Ahmad and Ato 

Ahmad Cekol were working as weavers and farmers who came to Dangur wl'irl'ida in the beginning 

of the I 960s. After that, other more Muslims moved from Manta Wuha to Dangur since 1963.61 

However, when the administrative center shifted from Dangur Mika'el to Manbuk town, the then 

governor of Dangur, Fitawrari Iyasu Zalaqa, assumed that Muslims could have contributed for the 

development of the new town and the wl'irl'ida in the development of agriculture and hand craft, 

and for this reason, he assisted 20 Muslim families to settle in Dangur wl'irl'ida. Nevertheless, the 

surrounding people and the balabats of the different ql'ibl'iles of BaJaya and Sanja opposed the 

settlement of the Muslims. To save them from any danger, Fitawrari Iyasu safeguarded and 

accompanied these Muslims by ordering the nar/abas and the police force, and thus, they returned 

to their former place at Manta Wuha.62 

Based on Archival Sources, there were also charges applied by different people against Fitawrari 

Iyasu Zalaqa concerning the new population settlement in Dangur wl'irl'ida at the beginning of 1974. 

For example, in 13 February 1974, among the people of Dangur wl'irl'ida and Agaw Medir awrqjja 

in Turnha vice wl'irl'ida, accused Iyasu that indicated Fitawrari Iyasu had settled one thousand 

people on their rest land of Manbuk. They said, the settlement was for the sake of his own personal 

benefit. They also accused that when they requested Fitawrari Iyasu to return these settlers, he did 

61 Solomon, p. 20; Informants: Sheikh Abdfila Hassfin, Sheikh Hassfin Isa and Ala Maryfi Yimam. 
62 Ibid. , p. 20; Calat aw, p. 26; Informants: Priest Girum and Ala Maryfi Yimam. 
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from Dangur Mika'el to Manbuk, some Muslims, such as Akalu Hassan, Tirit Ahmad and Ata 

Ahmad Cekol were working as weavers and farmers who came to Dangur wtirtida in the beginning 

of the 1960s. After that, other more Muslims moved from Manta Wuha to Dangur since 1963 .61 

However, when the administrative center shifted from Dangur Mika'el to Manbuk town, the then 

governor of Dangur, Fitawrari Iyasu Zalaqa, assumed that Muslims could have contributed for the 

development of the new town and the wtirtida in the development of agriculture and hand craft, 

and for this reason, he assisted 20 Muslim families to settle in Dangur wtirtida. Nevertheless, the 

surrounding people and the balabats of the different qtibtiles of Balaya and Sanja opposed the 

settlement of the Muslims. To savc them from any danger, Fituwruri Iyasu safeguarded and 

accompanied these Muslims by ordering the nar;labas and the police force, and thus, they returned 

to their former place at Manta Wuha.62 

Based on Archival Sources, there were also charges applied by different people against Fitawrari 

Iyasu Ziilaqa concerning the new population settlement in Dangur wtirtida at the beginning of 1974. 

For example, in 13 February 1974, among the people of Dangur wtirtida and Agaw Medir awrajja 

in rumba vice wtirtida, accused Iyasu that indicated Fitawrari Iyasu had settled one thousand 

people on their rest land of Manbuk. They said, the settlement was for the sake of his own personal 

benefit. They also accused that when they requested Fitawrari Iyasu to return these settlers, he did 

61 Solomon, p. 20; Informants: Sheikh Abdala Hassan, Sheikh Hassan Isa and Ala Marya Yimam . 
62 Ibid., p. 20; Cala~aw, p. 26; Informants: Priest Girum and Ala Marya Yimam. 
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not volunteer. Then, these people requested the Ministry of Interior, to solve the problem 

peacefully before the emergence of bloodiest confrontation (see appendix, xviii).63 

In a response of the above charge, the Gojjam Taqlay Gezat };efatbet wrote a letter to the 

administrator of Mattiikiil awrajja stating that the complaints did not mention their names, but 

simply they provided the charge over Fitawrari Iyasu by blaming him for the settlement of one 

thousand people in their rest lands in Manbuk. The letter emphasized that the Mattiikal awrajja 

should assess the problem and report to the Gojjam Taqlay Gezat (see appendix, xix).64 

On April 21 , 1974, the awrajja of Agaw Medir also sent a letter to Gojjam Taqlay Gezat };eftitbet 

stating that the people who charged Fitawrari Iyasu about the settlement of one thousand people in 

their rest lands in Manbuk did not mention their names and specific place of settlement. The letter 

indicates that it was difficult to know the real facts about the settlers (see appendix, xx).65 

On April 24, 1974 the governor of Tumha Vice warada also sent a letter to Agaw Medir awrajja 

stating that those people who belonged to Dangur warada and Tumha Vice warada, provided 

petition addressed to Tumha vice warada by opposing the settlement of one thousand new comers. 

However, this Vice warada reported that there were no any people who settled in Tumha Vice 

warada (see appendix, xxi).66 

On 24 April 1974, the MattiikaJ awrajja Gezat Ieftithet also sent an important constructive letter to 

Gojjam Taqlay Gezat };eftitbet in which it stated that formerly the MattiikaJ awrajja was informally 

63 A Letter Written from the People of Mattilkal Awrajja, Dangur Wiiriida and Agaw Medir Awrajja and 
Tumha Meketel Wiiriida, to the Ministry of Interior, Yiikatit 16, 1966 E.C., (Dabrii Marqos University Archive Center), 
Folder No. 373, File No. 0172. 

64 A Letter Written from Gojjarn Taqlay Gezat Ie/tithe! to Corporal Biisaziniiw Giibayiihu Mattiikiil Awrajja 
Gezat, Miyaziya 3, 1966 E.C., (DabraMarqos University Archive Center), Folder No. 373, File No. 0172 . 

., A Letter written to Agaw Medir Awrajja to Go.iiamTiiqlay Gezat Ie/litbet, Miyaziya 13, 1966 E. C., 
(DabraMarqos University Archive Center), Folder No. 373, File No. 0173 . 

66 A Letter Written from the Governor of Tumha Meketel Wiiriida to Agaw Medir Awrajja, Miyazia 16, 1966 
E.C, (Dabra Marqos University Archive Center), Folder No. 373, File No. 0172. 
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following the rumors of the people of Dangur wiiriida. Due to that, the awrajja informed to 

Filawrari Iyasu ZaIaqa to solve the problems peacefully that arise from the people. The case was 

related with the settlement of twenty Muslims who came from Dibati wiiriida in Manta Wuha 

qiiMlli to the new town of Manbuk by the order of Filawrari Iyasu Zalaqa. His main objective was 

to improve the development of the new town of Manbuk. However, due to that opposition, these 

twenty people were returned peacefully to their former place of Manta Wuha and were living there 

and led their stable life. The report ensured that charge about the settlement of one thousand people 

was not true. Perhaps, the petition was not written by the people of Dangur, but it might have been 

written by some of the former residents of Dangur who are probably living in Addis Ababa. In any 

case, the problem got solution through the cooperation of Mattiikal awra}ja and Filawrari Iyasu 

Zalaqa (see appendix, xxii, A-B) .67 

Based on informants, the first Muslims came from Wallo and Southern Gondar walking on foot in 

the 1960s. These immigrants included the religious leaders such as Sheikh Hassan Borane, Sheikh 

Ourner Ahmad and Sheikh Ibrahim Wadajo. Moreover, most of the Muslims came to Dangur 

wiiriida and settled at Manbuk town in 1978 and later to lead a better life as farmers . 68 

Sources also state that when Qanaw Gobana was in power (r.1975-78), he negotiated with the local 

people and advised them about the contribution of the Muslims for the development of Manbuk 

town by using their skills of agriculture and hand craft. Then, by the agreement of the people 

Qanaw ordered one of the early comers of the Muslims to Manbuk named Tirit Ahmad to invite 

other Muslims to come and settle at Dangur. Then, Tirit introduced the seven heads of Muslims 

with their families in to Manbuk and settled them there since 19756 9 

67 A Letter written from Mattak§l Awrajja Gezat Ie/dtbet to Gojjam Tdq/ay Gezat Ie/ dtbet, Miyaia 16, 1966 
E.C, (Dabra Marqos University Archive Center), Folder No. 373 , File No. 0172 . 

• , Informants: Sheikh Sofian, Sheikh Abdala Hasan, Marya Y imam and Ebrahim Dawud. 
69 Solomon, pp. 20-21 ; Informants: Priest Girum, Mobamad Hasan, Ebrahim Dawd and Abdala Hassan. 
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When the Muslims came to Dangur, the government provided the land for the construction of their 

Mosques and allowed them to practice their faith peacefully. They also constructed the first Mosque 

of Anwar at the center of Manbuk town and practiced their religion. Because of that, the number of 

Muslims increased and Haji Umer preached Islamic religion peacefully in their Mosque. They 

developed a good relationships and social life with the Christians in the town.70 Muslim informants 

also recognized that since their coming to Dangur wdrdda during the previous two regimes, they 

practiced their religion peacefully. However, sometimes the religious leaders were imprisoned by 

the Derg when the cadres suspected them as a shelter of Ethiopian People's Revolutionary Party 

(EPRP). However, since then, they have practiced their religion peacefully at any time and 

everywhere.71 

70 Ibid , p. 21; Informants: Maryfi Virnfim, MuhamM AKal, Abdfila Hassfin and Ebrahim Dawd. 
71 Informants: Sheikh Hassfin Isa, Sheikh MobamM Sikur, Maryfi Vimam and Mohammad Hassan. 
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Chapter Four 

Dangur in the Reign of Derg and development of Infrastructure prior and in this period 

4.1. Administration 

The Ethiopian Revolution of 1974 led to the down fall of Emperor Haileselassie and the rise of 

the Provisional Mi litary Administrative Council (PMAC) called Derg. Then, Mangistu Haile 

Maryam came to power and, in December 1974, the Derg declared a socialist state of Ethiopia. l 

The military regime blamed the former administration system of the Emperor which denied 

political participation of Ethiopians. To provide solutions for the problems, the Derg proposed 

the establishment of a "Program of National Democratic Revolution (PNDR) in 1976. "Based on 

that plan the Derg intended to realize the idea of" self-determination and regional autonomy" of 

the various ethnic groups. But, that was not successful.2 

Accordingly, in 1983, the Derg attempted to improve the political participation of the GumliZ to 

govern their own regional administration. However, there was no any successful measure taken. 

Rather, the Derg followed a centralized system of administration 3 That new governing system 

of the Derg was opposed to the traditional governing style of the Gumllz. In the Gumuz tradition, 

the known local elders were elected by their village communities to hold traditional political 

power. However, the Derg did not recognize their system of administration. During the military 

regime, vi llages were organized to be under one administration and rural qabales were 

established. Qabales were the lowest local administrative levels of the government. Then, the 

I Saheed A. Adejumobi , The HistolY 0/ Ethiopia: The Green Wood Histories a/the Modern Nations. 
(London. Green Wood Press, 2007), p. 11 9; Bahru Zewde, A HistOlY a/Modern Ethiopia, /855-199 / . p. 228 . 

2 Jira, p.72; Yaregal , p. 36. 
J Jira, p. 73; Yaregal, pp. 36-37; Bahru, p. 275. 
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qabdilis were included under different peasant associations (PAs) which had their own leaders to 

facilitate government activities4 

Sources also indicate that most of the Gumuz followed a subsistence way of life of hand to 

mouth. Therefore, the Derg regime planned to solve these problems by enforcing their 

permanent settlement and providing agricultural eguipments to produce more by using arumal 

farming. However, even that practice was not successful among the Gumuz.5 

Different administrators administered Dangur warada during the Derg period. The first one was 

Qiinaw Gobiina (r.1975-1978). Qiinaw was a Sinasa who assumed power following the downfall 

of the imperial regime in 1974. His successor was Met Mehi (r.1978-1981), who was among the 

Gumuz. Met was later replaced by Wiirgu Tadiisii (r.1981-1983) who was also succeeded by 

Cakol Wiindimeniih (r.1983-1985), appointed from Diibrii Margos. Cekol had formerly been a 

teacher in Diibrii Margos. Then, according to my informant Ageriiw, the Ethiopian People 

Revolutionary Party (EPRP) had fortified in the forest area of Dangw' warada and usually 

disturbed the military regime. For instance, on 15 February 1985, the forces ofEPRP burned the 

house of Cakol Wiindimeniih. As a result, Cakol was forced to leave the area. Alo Aliirnu Biilay 

(r.1985-1986) succeeded Cekol as the governor ofDangur Warada for a period of merely one 

According to my informants, in 1986, Alo Met Mehi was reinstated to administer Dangur for the 

second time. In the same year, he shifted the capital of the warada to Pawi. However, in 1995, 

4 Jira, p. 73; Yaregal, pp. 37-38; Bahru, p. 275. 
, Jira, p. 74. 
6 Informants: Ala Aragawi Gabramadihen, Ala Ageraw Warku and Ala Birru Makuriaw; Solomon, p. 24. 
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Dangur wiiriida was reinstated with its former center at Manbuk. 7 Other governors of Dangur 

wiiriida were Asafa Enabo (r.1991-95), Eyasu Gizn (r.1995-2000), Masasa Huri (r.2000-2003), 

Tirinta Nfunara (r.2003-2008), Iyasu Sawl (r. 2008-2010), Kasahun Police (r. 2010), and 

Asmamaw Laqaw since 2010.8 

4.2. Land Reform, peasant Associations (PA) and Agricultural Service Cooperatives (ASC) 

4.2.1. Land Reform 

In March 1975, the Derg introduced the national land reform proclamation which was aimed to 

provide land to the landless peasants, to eliminate landlords, to limit the land di stribution of the 

family to not more than ten hectares and to establish institutions like peasant associations in the 

rural areas . The proclamation was also planned to prevent rebellion in the country side. 

However, when the Derg proclaimed the land reform of 1975, the reaction of the Gumuz were 

reluctant to accept the proclamation of land reform, because they used their unlimited vast 

communal lands to satisfy their subsistence food production through farming, hunting and 

gathering. Nevertheless, there was no land measurement and redistribution in Dangur wiiriida 

because there was no shortage of land among the Gurnuz society. As a result, the Gurnuz 

continued to be the owners of their communal lands.9 

The government also proposed the 1975 land reform to implement the popular motto of "Land to 

the Tiller." This provided the peasant associations legal power to facilitate the final down fall of 

the feudal system. The former hereditary private land holding system was abolished. Initially, the 

peasant associations were organized and guided by the university and senior high school students 

7 Infonnants: Ala Aragawi Gabramlidihen, Ala Hailu Zagaya and Ala Ageraw Warku; Solomon, p. 24. 
8 Informants: Ala Ageraw Warku and Sergeant Adama Babiso; Solomon, p. 24. 
9 Yaregal, p. 37; Nagaril Gaze/a, " A Proclamation for public ownership of rural lands in the state," 

Proclamation No. 31 , August 29~ 1975, p. 93 ; Tafara Haile Selassie, pp. 161-162; Hussein Jamma, p. 10; 
Informants: Ala Ageraw Warku and AIO Iyasu Gaga. 
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via the "Development Through Cooperation Campaign." For this purpose, more than 40,000 

university and secondary school students and teachers were mobilized to campaign to the rural 

areas. That was officially known as zama(;a, which aimed at educating the farmers about the 

objective of the Revolution. 10 Following the 1975 land refonn, land was distributed among the 

peasants who acquired not more than ten hectares, but mostly this was frequently less than three 

hectares. II 

4.2.2. Peasant Associations (P A) 

The March 1975 proclamation of land reform also facilitated the formation of peasant 

associations up to qabale level. Then, the military regime gave great attention to the 

establishment of peasant associations in 1977 with its some amendments of the 1978, all over the 

country in general and Dangur warada in particular. These associations later became local 

administrative agents that facilitated tax collection, military recruitments, organization of 

cooperatives and other government functions and activities. 12 For instance, most of the militia 

conscription was imposed as a quota in each qabale. The qabale administrators of the peasant 

associations imposed forceful conscription of the local youth for military training. 13 The 

chairpersons of the qabale peasant associations became members of the general assembly, as 

well as the executive and the defense committee in their respective qabales. The general 

10 A. Adejumobi , pp. 120-121; Agitation, Propaganda and Educational Committee of the Provisional Office 

for Mass Organizational Affairs (POMOA), Basic Documents of Ethiopian Revolution, (Addis Ababa: Mass 

Organizational Affairs, May 1977), p. 7; Ntigarit Gaui/a, " A Proclamation for public ownership of rural lands in the 

state," Proclamation No. 31, August 29'h 1975, p. 93. 

" Bahru Zewde, A History of Modern Ethiopia 1855- 1974, pp. 191-195; Yaregal, p. 39; Ntigarit Gaze/a, "A 

Proclamation for public ownership of rural lands in the state," Proclamation No. 3 1, August 29"' 1975, p. 93 ; Paul H. 

Brietzke, Law Development and the Ethiopian Revolution, (London: London and Toronto Associated Un iversity 

Press, 1982), p. 243; OMOA, Basic Documents of Ethiopian Revolution, p. 22. 

12 Bahru, A History of Modern Ethiopia 1855- 1974, pp. 191-195; POMOA, Basic Documents of Ethiopian 

Revolution, p. 2; Hussein, p. 10; Ntigarit Gaze/a,"A Proclamation for the establishments of peasant associations," 

Proclamation No. 130, September 17"' 1977, p. I ; Ntigarit Gaze/a. "A Proclamation for some amendments on 

peasant assoc iations," Proclamation No. 141, April 26" 1978, p. 56. 

13 lnformants: Ata Ageraw Wiirku, Balbindi Liqu and Biru Makuriaw. 
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assembly had a supreme authority on the "qdbiile peasant association", in the country in general 

and in Dangur wdrdda in particular. 14 

In Dangur, there were 4 service cooperatives and 13 qabiile peasant associations. These were 

organized into co-operatives and were established at the qabale level. Besides, there were 21 

Youth Associations CY A) in Dangur wdrdda with a total number of 1,288 members. Among 

them,750 were male and 538 female. 15 In Dangur wdrdda the establishment of peasant 

associations had its own objectives such as the improvement of their farming system for better 

production, planting of trees, construction of roads as well as soil conservation. Contrary to that, 

some members of the qdbdle peasant associations were involved in corruption instead of 

respecting the rules and regulations of the government in their local administrative areas. 16 

4.2.3. Agricultural Service Cooperatives CASC) 

Agricultural Service Cooperatives were one of the cooperative services which was established in 

1978. The Cooperatives were formed based on the interests of their peasant associations, which 

had their own duties to promote the increment of yields, offering priority to the poor and the 

wise use of the tools of production. Agricultural service cooperatives gave particular emphasis to 

the rural areas which were related to the development of agriculture. Cooperative service also 

was aimed to attract the farmers and to make them members of the Service Cooperatives. 

14 Yaregal, pp. 39·40; Nagaril Gazela, "A Proclamation for the establishments of peasant associations," 
Proclamation No.130, September 17th 1977, p. I ; Nagarit gazela, "A Proclamation for some amendments on peasant 
associations," Proclamation No. 141 , April 26 th 1978, P. 56; Informants: Ala Ageraw Warku, Sergeant Adama 
Babi~o and Alo Aregawi Gabramadhin. 

"Ibid. , p. 40; Mat/akal Ena Abewolawi Enqeseqase, 1973 E.C., (Dabra Miirqos University Archive Center), no 
Folder Number, no Fi le Number; Informants: Ala Alan Sifiiraw, Ala Ejigu Balay and Ala Bambaye Garato. 

t6 Informants: AIO Ageraw Warku, Ala Alan Sifliraw and Ala Semana Faysa. 
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Nevertheless, some peasants who opposed the cooperative services were forcibly joined the 

Service Cooperatives by the order of the regime. I ? 

Accordingly, in Mattiikal awrajja, there were 34 service cooperatives, 38 qdbtiie peasant 

associations, a total nwnber of 14,792 members and with 211,861.48 birr of capital budget 

including 21 stores. Similarly, in Dangur wdrdda, there were 4 service cooperatives, 13 qdbdte 

Peasant Associations, with a total of 1,185 members as well as a capital budget of 15,459.65 

birr. 18 The arrangement was that the neighboring areas of the qdbdie peasant associations 

became "under the same cooperative services". These qdbdie peasant associations supplied the 

necessary goods and services to the farmers and other people of the surrounding areas. 19 

According to informants, most of the commodities of these cooperative services were bought 

from Dabra Markos which was found far away from Dangur. The service cooperatives 

distributed the goods to the members who were expected to pay minimwn price. The 

commodilies supplied included sugar, salt, soap, food oil, tin, sickles, match, razorblade, 

umbrella, cotton clothes, nails as well as exercise books. Each member of these cooperative 

services paid 13 birr per year as a membership fee. There were a number of civil servants for the 

work of the cooperative service in each qdbtiie of Dangur wdrdda. For example, in the town of 

Manbuk, Ala Dabasu Yismaw was one of the employees of that cooperative service who 

distributed the commodities to different qdbdies. Similarly, Ala Yaya Aliina was also one of the 

17 Nagaril GaZl!fa, " A Proclamation for the establishment of cooperative services in the state,"Proclamation 
No. 138, 1978, p. 41; Manakal Ena Abewolawi Enqeseqase, 1973 E.C. , (Dabra Marqos University Archive Center), 
no Folder Number, no File Number; POMOA, Basic Documenls of Ethiopian Revolulion. .. , p. 22; Hussein Jamma, 

p.ll; Informants: Ala Ban, EndMaw, Ala Tallira Huri and Wlo N~anat Makuriaw. 
I. Mattakal Ena Abewolowi Enqeseqase, 1973 E.C., (Dabra Marqos University Archive Center), no Folder 

Number, no File Number; Infom13nts: Ala Ageraw Warqu and Ala Girma Baqin. 
I' Informants: Ala Hailu Zagaya, Priest Girum, Ala Ageraw Warqu and Ala Girma Baqin. 
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purchasers who represented Java and Burji qabdles. Besides, Ato Sumaye Warqu was also 

another worker of the cooperative service in Gublak qabdlli and its surrounding Gumuz society2 0 

These Service Cooperatives also tried to protect the cereals in Dangur warada from insects and 

pests by obtaining support from the government. For instance, in 1979, in Mattakal awrajja, 

insects devastated the crops. Then, Mattakal awrajja donated insecticides and pesticides to 

different wdrddas to protect the peasants from insects. For example, during that period in Dangur 

wardda 20 liters of liquid insecticides and 20 kilograms of powder pesticides were sprayed over 

26 hectares of land to avoid the anti-crop insects and pests. These insecticides were mainly 

sprayed to save the damage of bean and pea in the highland areas of Balaya and Dangur.21 

4.3. Resettlement in Dangur Wiiriida 

Resettlement is defined by different scholars as planned and controlled transfer of people from 

one area to another. The purpose of this program was to provide solutions for the increment of 

population, natural disasters, drought, famine, lack of job opportunity, as well as for the 

improvement of farming. In addition to this, the resettlement program also aimed at getting high 

yield by using low amount of capital dependent on the fertile and cultivable lands?2 

Before 1974, resettlement was carried out with the help of the local administrators out of the 

plan of the central government. Besides, resettlement was facilitated by an organized system of 

settlement which was practiced in the state controlled lands to increase the income of the settlers 

and the government. 23 

20 Informants: Ala AI~n Siftiraw; Sergeant Ademe Babi~o; Ala Biru Makuriaw and Ala Aragawi G~br~madihen. 
21 Maltakal Ena Abewalawi Enqeseqase, 1973 E.C., (Dabra Marqos University Archive Center), no Folder 

Number, no File Number. 
22 Wolde Selassie Abbute, "The Dynamic ofSocio-Economic Differentiation and Livelihood Strategies," p. 23. 
23 Ibid. , p. 27. 
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After 1974, mainly as of 1984, the Derg also implemented two types of resettlements. One is an 

"integrated or segestiga" resettlement that was the first part of the government program who 

resettled 50,000 families in the sparsely settlement high land areas of Wallaga, Illubabor, and 

Kaffa. The second one of resettlement program was "conventional or mtidtibafifia or kuta-gtiltim" 

resettlement. That was planned to resettle on the vast territories of the unsettled fertile lands 2 4 

Mattiikal was one of the resettlement sites, which covered 32,000 km2 of land that, covered about 

47% of the areas of Gojjam province. In MattiikaI the two areas such as Pawi and Gublak were 

chosen for resettlement program. The Balas valley (Pawi) conventional resettlement was among 

the largest resettlement areas in the country in response to the 1984 and 1985 drought and famine 

in Ethiopia. Initially, the selection of the site for resettlement was supported by the local 

administrators. But, from the late October to November 1984, it was facilitated by the higher 

body of administrators. Representatives from the awrajja and the province selected favorable 

sites of resettlement. Moreover, President Mangistu Haile Mariam also recognized the site of 

Pawi as a resettlement area due to its fertile soil, adequate rain fall, various rivers, sufficient 

forests as well as good climatic conditions2 5 

In November 1984, the process of clearing the forests for the purpose of Pawi resettlement was 

begun. Then, in February 1985, the houses were constructed in different villages by teachers, 

university workers and university students. In April 1985, the first groups of resettlers arrived at 

Pawi from Klirnbata and Hadiya areas of Southern Sawa mainly from over populated areas 

24 Ibid., p. 28; Habetamu Makonnan, p. 5; Giordano Sivini, "Fam ine and the Resett lement Program in 
Ethiopia," Africa: Rivista (rimest rale di sludie documentazion dell'lnstituto Italiano Per {'Africa e l'Oriente Anno 
No.2 (1986), p. 2 17. 

" Ibid.; Habtamu, pp. 16-17 ; Varegal , p. 47. ; Getachew Woldemeskel , pp. 362-364, 367; Dessalegn 
Rahimeto, pp. 17-18. 
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affected by shortage of land. The other settlers who had similar problems also came from 

northern Sawa, Wallo and Tigray to be re settled in the same area26 

Among the resettlers those who came from Wallo and Tigray made 50% and 33% of the total, 

respectively27 In other words, in the middle of the 1980s, hundreds of thousands of resettlers 

came to Mattlikal and settled in Pawi and Balas valley areas, which covered about 250,000 

hectare of land. Due to that about 18,000 of the Gumuz inhabitants left their lands for the new 

resettl ers. 28 

Sources also indicate that the Balas valley or Pawi resettlement was the greatest settlement 

program of the country. Pawi resettlement area is 560 kIn far away from Addis Ababa, which is 

found along the north western part of Ethiopia, and covered a space of 60 kilometer length and 

30 kilometer width. The altitude of the settlement land varies from 1,000m to 1,300 meters above 

sea level interrelated with tropical climatic conditions. Mainly in 1987 and 1988 the number of 

resettlers was the highest in the country which consisted 82,1 Oil people. Among them were 

21,994 fami ly heads that made 60,112 people with their families . They resettled on both the right 

and left sides of the Balas River. The total resettlement areas of Pawi included 48 villages29 

Based on the above resettlement program, other people were also resettled in Dagur wtirtida, 

specifically at Gublak, which is found on the western part of the Balas River and Manbuk town. 

Gublak is 35 kIn far away from Manbuk town towards Guba wtirtida. A large number of people 

especially from Wallo were resettled at Gublak in the kirtimet season of 1985. However, the 

26 Wolde Selassie Abute, "The Dynamic of Socio-Economic Differentiation and Livelihood Strategies ... ," p. 
31; Walde Selassie Abute. "Gwnuz and Highland Resettlers .... ," 237; Habetamll, p. 19; Giordano Sivini, p. 235; 
Getachew Woldemeskel, pp. 366, 368; Dessalegn Rahimeto, pp. 17-18; [nformants: Ala Mogiis Mawdiidu, Ala 
Meteku Habtamu and Ala Yalaw Birhan. 

27 Yaregal, p. 47; Dessalegn Rahimeto, pp. 17-18 ; Informants: Abba Abel, Abba Etbariik and Priest Girum 
Eneyaw. 

28 John Markakis, p. 82; Wolde Selassie Abute," Gumuz and Highland Resettlers ... ," p. 121; Dessalegn 
Rahimeto, pp. 17-18; Infomlants: Ageriiw Warku, Hawazabirehan Makonnan and Sergeant Adamii Babiso. 

29 Wolde Selass ie Abute, "The Dynamic of Socio-Economic Differentiation and Livelihood Strategies .. ," p. 40. 
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Gumuz strongly opposed the resettlement. Despite their opposition, the settlement continued. 

The Gumuz killed many settlers when they were in their new houses at night. They also attacked 

the new comers during their movement along the roads as well as in the forests. In response to 

the attack by the Gumuz, the military regime trained the local militia and police to defend the 

resettlers. Nevertheless, the attack continued and led to a real fighting between the communities 

in the kirdmet of 1985 and throughout 1986 at Gublak. As a result, the whole of the resettlers at 

Gublak, who numbered around 9,520, were shifted to Pawi resettlement area. Most of them 

were resettled at the present day of village 5,village 29 and village 130 in Pawi wiirdda.3o 

The conflict between the Gumuz and the resettlers resumed on 25 January 1987. Their conflict 

was related with the competition to grip farm lands. Due to the conflict, transportation services 

and project works were stopped functioning for some days. But the government solved the 

problems by sending military forces to the rebelled Gumuz areas.31 

Besides, the resettlers were also influenced by the Derg regime. They were strongly supervised 

and controlled by the military regime. The settlers were not free to exercise their religious 

cultural practices, and were obliged to work in a controlled mode of production. They also had 

no any opportunity to visit their relatives in their place of origin and also they could not freely 

move from one village to another without letters of permission from their respective village 

administrators. The persons who moved to different areas without permission were captured by 

the cadres and imprisoned for some times and returned to their resettlement areas. Later on, the 

number of the resettlers decreased due to different reasons. For example, in 1987 and 1988 the 

number of settler population reached 82,106. In 1993 their number decreased to 26,600 because 

30 l ira, p. 81; Getachew Woldemeskel, p. 367; lnfonnants: Ala AgerawWarku, Ala Aregawi Gabra Madhin 

and Ala Yalaw Birhan. 

3i Ibid.; lnfonnants: Ala Warqnah Dase, W/oYakaba Balata, Ala TafOTa Huri and Ala Mogas Mawdadu. 
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of the death of the people due to malaria epidemic. Some other resettlers also abandoned the 

settlement areas and returned to their places of origin following the ri se of the existing 

government which supports the free movements of the people. J2 

During the early period of the resettlement program, the Derg regime made an agreement with 

the Italian government to solve the problems of lack of supplies for the resettlers . Based on the 

agreement, the Italian government assisted the victims materially and also established the Tana 

Balas project for agricultural development. The project had three phases: the first was the 

"emergency phase" which was stat1ed in 1986, the second phase was improving the income of 

the society (1987-1990) and the third one was "self management and self sufficiency, phases 

(1990-93)." The project facilitated the establishment of almost all necessary infrastructure like 

schools, health centers including modem hospital, road net work including airport and water 

supplies as well as the development of agricultural production. However, the infrastructure 

ignored the neighboring indigenous Gumuz inhabitants who were living with their infrastructural 

problems. Nevertheless, later, the program of the Italian government gave up during the fall of 

the military government. Then, the Italian contractor company, "Salini" left the country.33 

4.4. The Effect of Resettlement on the Gumuz 

The Resettlement program had its own effect on the Gumuz. For example, the Gumuzz lost their 

traditional hunting lands, gathering as well as fishing. The area also became deforested. Due to 

this practice, the Gumuz lost their subsistence supplementary wild foods which they got from 

hunting, gathering and fi shing. That event caused conflict between the Gumuz and the new 

comers. The social interaction caused cultural changes among the Gumuz. In other words, the 

32 Jira, pp. 81-83 ; Varegal, pp. 49-50; Informants: Ala Aregawi Gabramadhin, Wlo Meteke Virga, Ala Meteku 
Habtamu and A 10 Go~u Balay. 

3JJ ira, pp. 80-81; WoldeSelassie, "The Dynamic ofSocio-Economic Differentiation and Livelihood 
strategies" ., " p. 42; Habtamu Makonnan, p. 26; Informants: Ala Bambaya Garato, Ala Warqniih Dase, Ala 
Meteku Habtamu and Ala Mogiis Miiwdadu. 
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Gumuz adopted the traditional drinking culture of the resettlers. For instance, before the 

resettlement of the 1980s, drinking of alcohol was restricted to the towns. In Dangur wdrdda 

alcoholic drink was limited to Manbuk town. However, after the resettlement program, alcoholic 

drinks like ardqi and others disseminated to every corner of the Gumuz society.34 

4.5. Villagization 

Villagization was an organized form of settlement by settling the rural residents or peasants 

together by selecting new settlement sites. The program of villagization was started in Ethiopia 

in 1985 which was planned and facilitated by the highest government bodies of each province 

and the awraJja of the country. However, the program of villagization did not invite the interest 

of the concerned body of the peasants to participate. The target of villagization was to put the 

farmers in their respective concentrated villages and expected them to produce communally 

rather than individually. It was a Russian system of socialist orientation that cooperative system 

of farming was held on a small farm land for agricultural production and rearing of animals35 

Peasant associations facilitated the development of villagization which was implemented 

indifferent parts of the country. The main objectives of villagization was to create favorable 

atmosphere for the wise use of natural resources, the promotion of infrastructural services for the 

society of the country side, improvement of farming production and to create peace and stability 

in the villages. Then, local authorities of the military regime planned to select favorable sites for 

the new villagization settlements which had access to water supplies as well as to the fertile and 

ilTigable lands. Nevertheless, in most cases the program was not successful. 36 

" Ibid. , pp. SI·S3 ;Varegal, pp. 49-50; Getachew Woldemeskel , pp. 371 ; Dessalegn Rahimeto, pp. 30-3 \. 
Informants: Ala Meteku Habtamu, Abba Ay~aw and Ala Valaw Birhan. 

35 Paul B. Henze, Layers o/Time: The History 0/ Ethiopia, (London: C. Hurust and Co. Ltd Publishers, 
2000), pp- 309-3 10. 

3 Varegal , p. 44. 
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34 Ibid., pp. SI-S3;Yaregal, pp. 49-50; Getachew Woldemeskel , pp. 37 1; Dessalegn Rahimeto, pp. 30-31. 
Informants: Ala Meteku Habtamu, Abba Aytiiw and Ala Yalaw Birhan. 

35 Paul B. Henze, Layers of Tim e: The HislOlY of Ethiopia, (London: C. Hurust and Co. Ltd Publishers, 
2000), ep. 309-310. 

, Yaregal, p. 44 . 
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In the program of villagization, the Derg implemented different systems to get acceptance of the 

people for the program. However, the program was performed depending on animals for farming 

and for better agricultural production. Farmers were obligated to leave their former homes and to 

settle in the newly established villages which were far away from their farming lands as well as 

their churches and mosques. The military regime promised to establish new infrastructures such 

as health centers, schools and others in the new established villages. However, these 

infrastructures were realized only in limited areas . Villagization contributed more for the military 

regime to impose the system of socialist administration as well as to organize the workers party 

through its propaganda. J7 

In the case of the study area, the program of villagization was also started together with the 

resettlement ofthe people in Pawi along the left and the right banks of the Balas river, mainly in 

1985 and 1986. 38 The villages established on the left side of the Balas River were called 

"Katana and" and the villages found on the right side of the Biilas River was named "Katana 

hulat. " As mentioned above, the construction of the houses in these new villages were done by 

zamaca or by mobilizing the people.39 

Similarly, in 1985, the first sites of villagization were selected in Dangur warada. The sites were 

mainly found at the present day Gublak qaMle. In these villages, around 9,520 people were 

resettled. Nevertheless, that villagization of resettlers was not successful because these newly 

established villages in Gublak area were attacked by the Gumuz. Due to this reason some of the 

resettlers of the new villages left the area and were resettled again in Pawi. Some of them also 

37 Paul B. Henze, p. 3 10; Informants: Ala Meteku Habtamu, Ala Gosu Balay and Ala Aragawi Gabramadhin. 
38 Ibid. ; Yaregal, p. 44; Informants: Abba Aycaw, Ala Meteku Habtamu, Ala Mogas Mawdadu and Ala 

Yalaw Birhan. 
39 Jira, p. 81; Balay Bayana, p. 66; Habtamu, p. 22; Dessalegn Rahimeto, p. 18; Informants: Ala Yalaw 

Birhan, Abba Etebarak and Abba Abel. 
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returned to their places of origin, and some others died because of malaria and other diseases 

and because of the local people conflicts40 

In Dangur, the second phase of villagization was arranged by organizing the Gumuz people from 

their fragmented and sparsely settlement areas into the new selected village sites. However, most 

ofthe Gumuz peasants opposed the villegization program of the military regime because they did 

not want to leave their original villages. Besides, when the new village sites were selected, the 

peasant associations did not invite the Gumuz to decide to settle in these newly established 

villages. In addition to this, the Gumuz also feared the loss of their vast lands that provided them 

with more opportunities and better income. When they settled in the new villages, they assumed 

that their practices of hunting, gathering, fishing and fallowing could be lost because these 

systems were well known supplementary means of their income for a long period of time. 

Finally, the Gumuz were frustrated in the new villages where they encountered diseases that 

affected them as new comers. But, the government tried to settle the Gumuz based on their clan 

ties, even if it was not successful. 4 1 In the study area, the Derg's vi llagization program was 

partially successful in the surrounding area of Manbuk town rather than rural areas. Because of 

that various government policies were implemented in the settlement villages4 2 

Besides, there was also villagization program in the highlands of Balaya and Dangur qabtiles. 

However, the program was not successful because it was interrupted by the Ethiopian People 

Revolutionary Party (EPRP) fighters. The EPRP disturbed the military regime by coming from 

their base areas of Bagemdir via Qwara. According to my informants, the forces of EPRP held 

most of the areas of Qwara, Dangur, Guba and up to Wiinbiira in Mattiikal. Because of their 

presence in these areas, they attacked and paralyzed the power of the military regime in Dangur 

40 Ibid. ; Lnfonnants: Ala Mogtis Mtiwdtidu, Ala Yalaw Birhan and Meteku Habtamu. 
" Lnformants: Ala Agertiw Wtirku, Ala Biru Miikuriaw and Ala Balbindi Liqu. 

42 Informants: Wla Nii~an tit Miikuriaw, Priest Girum Enytiw and Ala Altin Siflirtiw. 
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wiiriida. As a result, the military regime was unable to achieve the program of villagization and 

peasant associations in Dangur iiriida.43 

Photograph 8. The Dam of Dig a built by Tana Balas Project at Gilgal Balas River, a Photograph 
cultured by Abenew in 2015. 

4.6. Ethnic Relations and Interactions 

In Ethiopia, there are various ethnic groups who have been living together for a long period of 

time. These ethnic groups have developed their own social relationships, tolerance, and mutual 

integration that varied considerably across periods. These ethnic groups have experienced both 

peaceful interaction as well as conflict and integration. As stated in chapter one, there are 

43 Informants: Ala Gosu Balay, Ala Hawazaberhan Makonnan, AIO Alan SWiraw and Ala Aragawi Gabra 
Madihin. 
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different communities who have settled in Dangur wdrdda. The Gumuz were the earliest 

inhabitants in the wdrdda to be followed by the Agaw, Sinasa and Amhara peoples. The Gumuz 

had both peaceful and conflicting ties with the other communities. They have had a long period 

of ties with the Sinasa more than other the ethnic groups. Both of them were influenced by the 

Christian kings and their local Agaw agents to hold fertile lands and other resources. The Sinasa 

and the Gumuz also have some common customs related with the mdsqdl festival. Both of them 

always give great emphasis to the festival and prepare themselves before the day. They have also 

common relations based on funeral traditions. For example, during the death of the youth and 

adults, both of them feel seriously sad. However, when an aged person dies, they usually praise 

the dead by singing songs of admiration and by mentioning his deeds.44 

The Gumuz have been related with their clients peacefully by using their tradition of "Micu and 

Harma Hodha" of Oromo words. In the tradition of micu the people create peaceful ties to move 

freely in their common territories to promote trade and other activities by using their peaceful 

relationships. Harma hodha is also a system of forming a peaceful ties with their clients that 

resembles the "parent-child interactions." This ties take place when a "son sucks honey mixed 

with milk and dabbed on the breast or usually thumb of the would be father." This cultural 

relationship was initiated and facilitated by the Sinasa to get protection and shelter when the 

Sinasa merchants moved through the Gumuz villages.45 The Gumuz had also a long period of 

peaceful ties with the Agaw people. Their contacts mainly emphasized trade relationships. The 

Agaw provided copper, iron, beads, skins as well as hides to the Gumuz. In return, the Gumuzs 

provided gold to their Agaw clients in exchange. They established proper ties between 

themselves, a relationship which was known as "Mijim", a Gumuz word which means "best" 

44 Uthman Hussen, "A Frontier in the Inter-Ethnic Relationship in Multi-Ethnic Ethiopia: A Study on the 
Role of Religion in Programming Social In tegration in BeniSangu l Gumuz," (MA Thesis, Department of Social 
Work, Addis Ababa University, 2006), pp. 17-18; lira, pp. 84-85 ; Tsega, p. 103. 

" lira, pp. 85-86 ; Informants: Ala Ageraw Warku, Hailu Zagaya and Sergeant Adama BabiSo. 
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person, for a long period of time. Similarly, the Agaws also named their Gumuz comrades as 

"smiya", that is, "my man or our man." This activity indicates their mutual benefits and equal 

concern between the concerned parties4 6 There has been also peaceful relationship between the 

Gumuz and the resettlers. Their peaceful ties is known as "wadaji." ("friendship" in Amharic). 

The major objective of the resettlers in their establishment of peaceful ties has been to get fertile 

agricultural land by paying small amount of rent. Because of that the Gumuz provided lands for 

their client resettlers. As a result of their peaceful ties, the resettlers also provided foods, 

alcoholic drinks, cereal crops as well as cows or oxen for their Gumuz client. Depending on this 

relationships, both of them formed their peaceful ties for the purpose oftheir mutual benefits.47 

As we have seen above, there were "peaceful and integrative" ties among the Gumuz with their 

neighboring ethnic groups. Nevertheless, there were also conflicting interactions between the 

Gumuz and the other peoples. There were different factors for the conflicts that arose between 

the Gumuz and the remaining ethnic groups. Firstly, the past memory of the raiding over the 

Gumuz is among the factors that led the Gumuz to conflict with the neighboring ethnic groups. 

Secondly, the competition over land and other limited resources was also another factor for their 

confrontation. This happened after the coming of the resettlers since the 1960s to settle in the 

Gumuz areas as well as after the later government sponsored settlement in the middle of the 

1980s48 

Thirdly, corrupt administration was another factor for their conflict when the government 

requested the Gumuz to pay supplies and tribute greater than the government could get to benefit 

themselves. This led to the rebellion of the Gumuz against the government. Because of that the 

46 Ibid. , p.86; Tsega, p.105 ; Wolde Selassie Abute, "Gumuz and Highland Resettlers ... ," p. 253; 
Informants: Ala Hawazabirhan M~konnan and Ala Mamur Tanqa. 

47 Ibid., p. 89; Wolde Selassie Abute, "Gumuz and High land Re settlers .... ," p. 252; Informants: Ala 
Yal~w Birhan, Ala Mamur Tanqa, Ala Getatew Abat~ and Ala BiTU Mfikuriaw. 

" lira, pp. 90-91; Berihun, p. 118; Informants: Ala Ar~gawi G~br~m~dihen , Ala Bambay~ Garato, 
Hawaz~berhan Makonll~n and Abba Ayt~w. 
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goverrunent ordered the non-Gumuz peole to crush the Gumuz rebellion. As a result of the 

involvement of the non-Gumuz peoples on the side of goverrunent, conflict started between the 

Gumuz and non-Gumuz. However, most of the time, the goverrunent did not immediately 

provide solutions for the ethnic conflict.49 

Fourthly, another cause for the conflicts among the Gumuz and their neighbors was also related 

with cattle and debt. Depending on the favorable grazing lands of the Gumuz, their neighboring 

non-Gumuz peoples gave their animals to their Gumuz clients so that the cattle could use the 

grazing lands. Besides, mainly the resettlers also gave debt in the form of cash or kind to the 

Gumuz. However, later, when the Gumuz were unable to return these animals and debts to their 

clients or wtidaj, conflict arose between them. Finally, when the non Gumuz merchants cheated 

the Gumuz in their exchanging activities usually when they sold their crops to the merchants, and 

when the Gumuz realized the cheating, they conflicted with the merchants 50 

4.7. The Development ofInfrastructure 

This topic try to explain about the begining and development of infrastructure in Dangur 

Warada, both in the Imerial period as well as the Derg regime. Different infrastractures were 

started during the Imerial period and later incresad in the military regime. The following studies 

illuminates about the development of these infrasructures. 

4.7.1. Health Services 

Until 1950, it seems that there was no any health service in Dangur Wtirtida. According to some 

written sources and oral informants, modem system of health service in Dangur was started 

when the administrative center of Dangur wtirtida was established at Dangur Mika'e1 in1 950. At 

49 Ibid , p. 94; Berihun, p. 121 ; Informants: Alo Biru Makuriaw, Wl o Nasanat Makuriaw and AIO Ageraw Warku. 

'" Berihun, pp. 126-127 ; Informants: AlO Mogas Miiwdadu, Alo Meteku Habtamu, AIO Yalaw Birhan Wlo Meteke 
Virga, AIO Mamur Tanqa and WloYakiiba Balata. 
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that time there was only one clinic with two certified health workers. The people who needed 

medical service came from different qabtites and got health services in that clinic. 51 When 

epidemic diseases occurred, the health workers provided their services by curing patients and 

provided vaccination to the people of the infected areas. However, before the establishment of 

that clinic, most of the people used traditional medicines to cure themselves from different 

diseases. 52 

Especially the problem of malaria and other epidemic diseases became worse during the keramet 

season. In May 23, 1960 Gojjam Taq/ay Gezat (Province) wrote a letter to the Ministry of 

Interior about the need to establish more clinics before the coming of the keramet season around 

the newly established waradas and vice waradas in M1ittiik1il awrajja (see appendix, xxiii)S3 

Other sources also state about the lack of health facilities in M1ittiik1il awrajja as well as Dangur 

warada. For instance, in July 26, 1972 a letter written from the Minister D'eta of Interior to the 

Minister of Health, revealed that the people of the districts of M1ittiikaI AwraJja which bordered 

with the Sudan had got education and health services from the Sudan. Then, the writer informed 

to the government to establish a school and health centers on these border land areas (see 

d· .) 54 appen IX, XXIV. 

After the shift of the center of the warada from Dangur Mika'el to Manbuk town in 1971 a new 

clinic was established at Manbuk town. Moreover, recently there are many government and 

private health centers established in this warada. However, until now the people are getting 

'1 Solomon, p. 27; [nfonnants: Ata Kulnero Sanbata, Ata Marga Namara and Ata Iyasu Gaga. 
" Calataw, p. 27; Infonnants: Ata Hailu Zagaya, W/aYawebdar Bayan. and Sergeant Adama Babi~o. 
53 A Letter Written from Gojjam Taqelay Gezat Endarase to Ras AndargaMw Mastine (Ministry of Interior), 

Ginbat IS, 1952 E.C., (Dabr. Marqos University Archive Center), Folder No.2 I. II , File No. 600/ 2. 
54 A Letter Written from the Astadadar Minister D'eta by Uigasa B.zu, to the Ethiopian Negllsii Niigast 

Miingast Yiihizeb Tenna Tebaqa Minister and Temhiret Sena!ibab Minister, Hamle 19, 1964 E.C., (Dabra Marqos 
University Archive Center), Folder No. 11.21 , File No. 600120. 
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hospital health services from its neighboring district of Pawi Hospital that was established during 

the military regime. 55 

4.7.2. Establishment of Agricultural Office 

There was no trained man power in agriculture in Dangur wtirtida before the establishment of 

Manbuk town in 1971. In the same year, trained workers in agriculture were sent to Manbuk 

town. These workers began to provide training for the people about modern farming and rearing 

of animals56 Besides, the animal health workers traveled towards the people who were found 

faraway places from the center and provided them health services and treated animals affected by 

disease. As a result, the people understood the contribution of animal health facilities . This led to 

the increment of both the number of clients and workers of the animal health office. 57 

In the periods of the 1940s and 1950s, epidemic diseases affected the animals in M1ittak1i1 

awrajja in general and in Dangur wtirtida in particular. This problem has been mentioned in 

different archival sources. For instance, on May 23, 1951 , the Gojjam Ttiqlay Gezat sent a letter to 

the Ministry of Interior that explained about the introduction of animal render pest epidemic 

diseases in M1ittak1i1 awrajja. The people of the area had no awareness about vaccination during 

that period. For that reason, they ignored the animal health workers when they tried to provide 

vaccination for their cattle. Based on that report, fourteen people who ate the meat of these 

infected cattle died. The letter then requested the minister to send medicine and health workers to 

these infected areas to stop the spread of the epidemic disease (see appendix, xxv)58 

55 Informants: Ala Kulnero Sanbata, Ala Marga Namara, Ala Iyasu Gaga, Wlo Galaya Akalu and Sergeant 
Adama Babi~o. 

" Solomon, p. 30; Calataw, p. 27; Informants: Ala Kulnero Sanbata, Ala AgerawWarku and Ala Iyasu Gaga. 

57 Solomon, p. 30; Calataw, p. 27; Informants: Ala Yibas Tlisara, Wlo Nasanlit Makuriaw and Ala HailuZagliyli. 

58 A Letter Written from Go.iiam Taqlay Gezol 10 Yagar Gezol Minister, Ginbol 15, 1943 E.C., (Dabra Marqos 
Unniversity Archive Center), Folder No. 11.2, File No. 02. 
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In March 20, 1963 the Gojjam Ttiqlay Gezat also sent another letter to the Ethiopian Neguse 

Ntigtist Ytikiibet Hekemena Sefetbet stating that there were hindering factors to protect these 

cattle epidemic diseases in Mattakal awrajja. Among the problems, the writer ofthe letter listed 

were the absence of medicine, the lack of transportation, the lack of refrigerator and the lack of 

animal health workers. Due to that, the Ttiqlay Gezat office requested the central government to 

provide the necessary supplies that would help to control this animal disease in Mattakal 

.. 59 awrajja. 

In December 7, 1969, the Gojjam Ttiqlay Gezat Ytirsasera Seftitbet was also had written to 

Gojjam Ttiqlay Gezat Sefetbet explaining the following points. The office stated that based on 

the request explained in different reports to protect the epidemic disease the, office sent a team of 

animal health workers led by Dr. Tamirat Haile Eyesus to Miittakiil awrajja. However, the people 

did not accept the medicines and vaccination for their cattle. As a result the program did not meet 

its objective and it caused the wastage of capital ( see appendix, xxvi)6o 

4.7. 3. Education in Dangur wiiriida 

4.7.3.1. Education During Imperial period 

Before the beginning of modern education, Church education was an exclusive systems of 

education and means of the transformation of the tradition and culture of the people. The 

beginning of modern education in Ethiopia can be traced back to the first decades of the 20th 

century related with the establishment of Menelik II primary school in Addis Ababa in 1908.61 

59 A Letter Written from Gojjam Tdqlay Gezat Ydkdbh Hekemena Se/dlbel to the Ethiopian Negusd Ndgasl 

Gezat Ydkdbet Hekemena Se/dt bel, Mdgabit II , 1955 E.C ., (Dabra Marqos Unniversity Archive Center), Folder 
No. I I. 2 1, File No. 02. 

60 A Letter Written from Gojjam Tdqlay Gezal Ydrsa sera Se/iilbet to Gojjam Tdqlay Gezat Se/iit bet, Hidar 
28, 1961 E.C., (Dabra Marqos Unniversity Archive Center), Folder No. 11 , File No. 07 . 

61 Meher';tie Gaseya, "A Hi story of Dlimba~a Elementary and Junior School (1943-199 1)," (SA Thesis, 
Department of History, Bahr Dar University, 2002), p. 3; Bahru, A Hislory a/Modern Ethiopia 1855-1974, p. 109. 
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In March 20, 1963 the Gojjam Taqlay Gezat also sent another letter to the Ethiopian Neguse 

Nagast Yakiibel Hekemena $efetbet stating that there were hindering factors to protect these 

cattle epidemic diseases in Miittiik1i1 awrajja. Among the problems, the writer of the letter li sted 

were the absence of medicine, the lack of transportation, the lack of refrigerator and the lack of 

animal health workers. Due to that, the Taqlay Gezat office requested the central government to 

provide the necessary supplies that would help to control this animal disease in Miittiik1i1 

awrajja59 

In December 7, 1969, the Gojjam Taqlay Gezat Yarsasera $efatbet was also had written to 

Gojjam Taqlay Gezat $efetbet explaining the following points. The office stated that based on 

the request explained in different reports to protect the epidemic disease the, office sent a team of 

animal health workers led by Dr.Tamirat Haile Eyesus to M1ittiik1i1 awrajja. However, the people 

did not accept the medicines and vaccination for their cattle. As a result the program did not meet 

its objective and it caused the wastage of capital ( see appendix, xxvi)6o 

4.7.3. Education in Dangur lViiriida 

4.7.3.1. Education During Imperial period 

Before the beginning of modem education, Church education was an exclusive systems of 

education and means of the transformation of the tradition and culture of the people. The 

beginning of modem education in Ethiopia can be traced back to the first decades of the 20th 

century related with the establishment of Menelik II primary school in Addis Ababa in 190861 

59 A Letter Written from Go.ijam Tdq/ay Cezat Ydkdbtit Hekemena Sefdtbet to the Ethiopian Negllsd Ndgast 

Cezat Ydkdbet Hekemena Sefdt bet, Mdgabit 11 , 1955 E.C., (Dabra Marqos Unniversity Archive Center), Folder 
No. 11.21 , File No. 02. 

'" A Letter Written from Gojjam Tdq/ay Cezat Ydrsa Sera Sefdtbtit to Go.ijam Tdqlay Cezat Sefdt bet. Hidar 
28, 196 1 E.C., (Dabra Marqos Unniversity Archive Center), Folder No. II , File No. 07. 

61 Meheretie Gaseya, "A History of Dambaca Elementary and Junior School (1943-1991)," (BA Thesis, 
Department of History, Bahr Dar University, 2002), p. 3; Bahru, A HistOlY of Modern Ethiopia 1855-/974, p. 109. 
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Before the introduction of formal school in Dangur warada, church education was given in the 

areas of Biiliiya and Dangur Mika'61 by Aliiqa Giidarnu and Aliiqa Aliimayiihu Erkie. 62 

Modern education in Dangur warada began with the opening of Dangur Mika'el primary school 

in 1950 from Grade 1-3, which had 4 classes, 3 teachers and 120 students. Then, in 1954, another 

modern school was also established at Biilaya from grade 1-4, which had 4 class rooms, 4 

teachers as well as 122 students. Still, another school was also opened at Omedila in 1964 from 

grade 1-3 with 3 classes rooms, 2 teachers and 22 students63 

On August 7, 1972, the report written from the Agar Gezat Temeheret Mameria to the Ethiopian 

Negusa Nagast Yahagar Gezat Minister explained that their office understood that due to the 

absence of schools and clinics, the Ethiopian people along the border of Sudan got the services 

from Sudan. To solve these problems, their office opened schools in Cagni and Miinta Wuha in 

1971 and 1972 respectively. Their office also was ready to establish schools at Manbuk and 

Dibati in 1973. Immediately after that report, the elementary school was established in 1973 at 

Manbuk town (see appendix, xxvii).64 

During his governorship in Dangur warada, Sem6niih Diista (r.1966-69) committed to expand 

schools. He agitated the people and collected 40,000 birr for the construction of a new school in 

the warada. However, before he accomplished his objective, he was succeeded by Fitawrary 

Iyasu Ziiliiqii (r.1970-74). Moreover, by using this 40,000 birr together with the aid of the 

Swedish International Development Agency (SIDA) in 1973, Fitawrari Iyasu established 

62 Solomon, p. 26; Calataw, p. 28. 
63 Ibid.; Gwangwa Warada Capacity Building Office, (Dabra Marqos Unni versity Archive Center), no 

Folder No. no File No, pp. 8·9. 
64 A Letter Written from the Agar Gezat Temeheret Mamria to the Ethiopian Negusa Nagast Agar Gezat 

Minister, Nahas';, I, 1964 E.C., (Dabra Margas Unniversity Archive Center), Folder No. 17.2, Fi le No. 273. 05. 
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Manbuk primary school at the new center of Manbuk town which included 2 blocks and 7 

classrooms from grade 1-3 levels6s 

4.7.3.2. Education Duriug the Derg Period 

In 1974, the total number of schools in Oangur wdrdda was 3, which containedl-6 grades and 

also 206 students, among whom 150 were males and 56 females. Later on, in 1981 the number of 

schools increased and reached from 3 to 5 and it includes from grade 1-6 with 922 students, 

among whom 642 were male and 280 were female students. After they accomplished their 

education from grade 1-6, they traveled to Cageni town for the next grades. The same 

government had paid attention for the expansion of schools in this wdrdda 66 

Literacy Campaign ( Yiimiisiiriitii Temhert Ziimiica) 

At a country level, literacy campaign was one of the great objectives of the military regime. It 

was launched since October 1975. In this campaign about, 60,000 students and teachers 

participated. The main responsibilities of the canlpaign participants were to promote the motto of 

"Ethiopia Tikddm" , to facilitate literacy programs to the whole people, to promote personal 

independence, to avoid anti government revolutionary ideas, to create awareness in the people to 

protect the problems of drought and famine and so on67 

Since the middle of the 1970's the Ddrg also tried to improve the spread of education in 

different areas. The regime also established the program of literacy campaign in Oangur wdrdda 

especially in 1978. The Literacy campaign program facilitated adult education which aimed at 

helping individuals to have the skills of writing and reading. This program was implemented in 

65 Solomon, p. 26; Cala~~w, p. 28. 
66 Gwangwa Wiiriida Capacity Building Office, (D~bra Margos Unniversity Archive Center), no Folder No. 

no File No, p. 29. 
67 Tallira Haile Selassie, The Ethiopian Revolution, pp. 150-1 5 1; Paul H. Brietzkie, p. 246; John M~rkakis 

and Naga Ayala (eds.), Class and Revolution in Ethiopia, (Addis Ababa: Sarna Books, 2006), p. 161. 
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different qabdtes of Dangur warada inside huts as well as under the shade oftrees. However, the 

campaign was challenged by the Gumuzs who had lack of awareness about education. However, 

the program was implemented in Dangur warada among the people of different ethnic groups. 

Because of that so many people got the skills of writing and reading. It has been recognized as 

the success of the military regime despite the regime had various drawbacks during its 

administration period. Recently there are 29 elementary (1-8) schools, three high schools each of 

them found in Mallbuk town, Gublack and BaJiiya qabdles. Besides, there also one preparatory 

and technique schools found at Manbuk tOWll68 

4.7.4. The Construction of Roads 

During the Imperial period, there was no any motor road in Dangur warada. The main road that 

connects Injibara with Guba which passes through the center of Manbuk town was built at the 

begiIming of the 1980s by the Derg regime. Nevertheless, other roads were not available in this 

warada that connect the different rural qabdtes to the center of Manbuk tOWll. Because of that, 

the people were affected by lack of road transportation. Instead, the people transported their 

commodities to the markets by using pack animals, mainly donkeys.69 

According to the receipts of personal accounts and oral informants, the construction of road from 

Injibara to Miittiikiil was begun after 1971 by coordinating the people to contribute money. For 

example, the personal account receipt of Ala Tilahun Biiliiy revealed that in Dangur warada 

Biilaya qabdte in 1971 each person contributed 2:50 birr for the road construction from Injibara 

68 Dangur wdrdda Capacity Building Education Office no Folder Number. , no File Number; Informants: 
Tasfaye Akalu, Getacaw Abata, Abba Etbarak, Priest Girum Enyaw, and Ageraw Warku. 

69 Calacaw, p. 28; Informants : Ala Ageraw Warku, Ala Aragawi Gabramadhin, Ala Bambaya Garaco and Ala 

Ej igu Balay. 
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to Miittiikiil to reach Cageni town ( see appendix, xxviii.) However, as mentioned above, the road 

construction from Injibara to Guba was accomplished in 19847 0 

As a result of the road construction from Injibara to Guba, the study area of Dangur got access to 

road from its center of Manbuk town to Gublak (35km), as far as Guba. In addition, after 1991 

some new roads were constructed. These roads connected some qiiMlis to the center of Manbuk 

town. For example, the roads constructed were from Manbuk to Biiliiya 35 km, from Manbuk to 

Dangur Mika'el 55 km, from Gublak to Dangur Mika'el 20 km and from Manbuk to Qota 90 km. 

However, these roads connected the different qiibiilis during the Mga dry seasons alone because 

it is too difficult to give service during the rainy season due to the impact of erosion and mud. 71 

Map. 2. Road connections and list of Dangur W iiriida qiiMlis 
Source: Elhio-GIS 2016. 
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70 Ibid , pp. 28-29; The Receipts of AIO Tilahwl Biilay of Biilaya Qtibdle who paid 2:50 birr for the 
construction of road from Enjibara to Mattakiil in Mtisktirtim 24, 1963 E.C. 

71 CalaMw, p. 28; Informants: Sergeant Adama Babi~o, Alan Sifllraw, Aragawi Gabra Miidihen, Hailu 
Zagiiyii and Marga Namiira. 
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4.7.5. The Introduction of Grain Mill 

On the basis of the request of Abba Tiiklii Maryam, Emperor Haileselassie had provided a grain 

mill to the monastery of Diiqii Estifanos Diiqii Maryam in 1965. Due to that, the monk moved 

back to Dangur and ordered his "soul son, Abba Giibrii Maryam" to take that grain mill. Abba 

Giibrii Maryam, the young monk, with the support of the people and the goverrunent workers of 

the wdrdda, transported the grain mill to Dangur wdrdda (see appendix, xxix.)72 Then, Abba 

Tiiklii Maryam planted the grain mill at Dangur Mika'el in 1965. As a result, the mill provided 

services to the community of the monastery as well as to the "surrounding people with a 

minimum cost". Then, the grain mill generated income for the monastery for about thirty years . 

But now it has stopped its service due to some technical problems. Therefore, it is clear that the 

monastery contributed a lot for the "introduction of modem technology" to Dangur wdrdda (see 

d· )73 appen IX, XXX. 

4.7.6. The Establishment of Finance Office 

In Dangur wdrdda, before the beginning of the modem system of taxation like using receipts as 

well as making the balance of income and expenditure, the people paid tribute to the government 

both in kind and in cash. Tax was collected by the wdrdda administrators through their 

representative ,iqdsums. The ,iqdsums were "a village head man" who represented the state for 

the purpose of tribute collection to the government in the imperial period. For instance, when the 

72 Ahadu, pp. 40-41 ; Cala~~w, p. 29; A letter written from Ethioian Orthodox Patriarchate to D,ijijzma~ 
Dar~.ii~ M~konn~n (Gojam Province) Yakatit 17, 1955 E.C., (the Monastery of Daq~ Estifa Daq~ Maryam Church), 
no Folder number no File number; Informants: Abba Etbar~k, Priest Girum and Priest Tagafta Ambay~. 

73 fbid. , p. 41; Cala~~w, p. 29; A letter written from KabbMa Neguse to D~q~ Estifa Daq~ Maryam 
Community, Sane I, 1965 E.C., (the Monastery of D~qa Estifa D~q~ Maryam Church), no Folder number no File 
number; Informants: Priest Sisay, Abba Abel and Abba Ayi~ilw. 
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4.7.5. The Introduction of Grain Mill 

On the basis of the request of Abba Takla Maryam, Emperor Haileselassie had provided a grain 

mill to the monastery of Daqa Estifanos Daqa Maryam in 1965. Due to that, the monk moved 

back to Dangur and ordered his "soul son, Abba Gabra Maryam" to take that grain mill. Abba 

Gabra Maryam, the young monk, with the support of the people and the government workers of 

the warada, transported the grain mill to Dangur warada (see appendix, xxix.)72 Then, Abba 

Tiikla Maryam planted the grain mill at Dangur Mika'el in 1965. As a result, the mill provided 

services to the community of the monastery as well as to the "surrounding people with a 

minimum cost". Then, the grain mill generated income for the monastery for about thirty years. 

But now it has stopped its service due to some technical problems. Therefore, it is clear that the 

monastery cont.ributed a lot for the "introduction of modern technology" to Dangur warada (see 

d· )73 appen IX, xxx. 

4.7.6. The Establishment of Finance Office 

In Dangur warada, before the beginning of the modern system of taxation like using receipts as 

well as making the balance of income and expenditure, the people paid tribute to the government 

both in kind and in cash. Tax was collected by the warada administrators through their 

representative r;iqasums. The r;iqasums were "a village head man" who represented the state for 

the purpose of tribute collection to the government in the imperial period. For instance, when the 

72 Ahadu, pp. 40-41 ; Cala~'w, p. 29; A letter written from Ethioian Orthodox Patriarchate to Diijjjzma~ 
Diir'Vii M'konniin (Gojam Province) Ylikatit 17, 1955 E.C., (the Monastery of Diiqii Estifa Diiqii Maryam Church), 
no Folder number no File number; Infomlants: Abba Etbariik, Priest Girum and Priest Tagiiilii Ambayii. 

73 Ibid, p. 41 ; CalaMw, p. 29; A letter written from Kiibbiida Neguse to Diiqii Estifa Diiqii Maryam 
Communi ty, Slim! I, 1965 E.C., (the Monastery of Diiqii Estifa Diiqii Maryam Church), no Folder number no File 
number; Informants: Priest Sisay, Abba Abel and Abba Ayi~i1w. 
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center of the wdrdda was at Balaya at Neguse Dawit, the people paid their tribute to the 

concerned government representatives.74 

In 1950 following the shift of the center from BaJaya to Dangur Mika'el , the wdrdda officials 

tried to improve the system of tax collection in to well organized system in order to increase the 

government revenue. Then, in 1954 "Yd Dangur Wdrdda Gemejabet" ("the Dangur Wdrdda 

Finance office") was established. After that, the system of tribute collection was implemented 

by using a modem system of giving receipts to the tax payers and the tax collectors applied the 

balance of income and expenditures. The tribute was collected by the r;:iqasums and the wdrdda 

received the tribute and transferred it to the concerned offices at the awrajja and provincial 

levels. When somebody was unable to pay his tribute, he was captured by the ndr;:labas or 

territorial army and imprisoned until he paid his tribute. 75 

The financial office also continued its duties during the military regIme by increasing the 

revenue and improving the former taxation system. However, contrary to the previous period, 

during the military regime the tax collectors were not r;:qdsums. Instead, the new govenunent 

employed financial officers who could collect tribute and other tax payments from the people 

and handed them over to the financial office of the government. 76 Now, in this government, this 

office provided 58 job opportunities in Dangur wdrdda alone. Now the main responsibility of 

this office has become to manage the property of the government based on the rules and 

regulations of the financial administration of the Government, and also to collect different 

incomes and to manage the annual budget of the wdrdda and so on77 

74 Solomon, pp. 31-32; L:alaMw, p. 29; John Markakis, Ethiopia: Anatomy o/Traditional Polity, (Oxford: 
Oxford University Press, 1975), pp. 3 12-31 3. 

" Ibid.; Informants: Ato Ageraw Warku, Ato Hailu Zagaya and Ato Hawazabirhan Makonnan. 

76 Infomlants: Alo Bambaya Garato, Ato Aragawi Gabra Madhin and Ato Samana Fayisa. 
77 Solomon, p. 32; Informants: Ato Kulnero Sanbata, Ato Ej igu Balay and Alo Marga Namara. 
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4.7.7. The Opening of Police Station 

Before 1950, when the center of Dangur warada was at Balaya Neguse Dawit and later, since 

1950 at Dangur Mika'el , in both cases the administrators performed their duties by using the 

nar;labases like today's police. During these periods, the nar;labas had the responsibility of 

protecting crime by capturing criminals and giving them to justice. Moreover, in 1950 corporal 

Warku Nagas was assigned as the commander of the police force and was sent from Dabra 

Margos with 16 policemen to the center of Dangur Mika'el to control criminals and to keep 

peace and stability in Dangur warada.78 As a result, since that period, the police station had been 

established at Dangur Mika'el and it began to protect crimes. However, in 1971 when the center 

was shifted from Dangur Mika'el to Manbuk town, the police office was also transferred to 

Manbuk and continued its duties in Manbuk town.79 

Later, during the period of the military regime, some of the police men of the warada were 

transferred to military force. The remaining police men were not needed by the people. Because, 

some of the responsibilities of the police force was done by the local militias. But, after the 

downfall of the Derg, the regional states got opportunity to establish their own police forces. In 

that case, the office of the police forces performing its duties until now in this warada at its 

center of Manbuk. In addition, there was also a police station at Gublak qabale 8 0 

78 Solomon, p. 33; Calataw, p. 30; Infonnants: Ato Hawaza Birhan MHkonnan, and Sergeant Adama BabiSo. 
79 Solomon, p. 33; Calataw, p. 30; Infonnants: Sergeant Adama BabiSo and Ala Hawaza Birhan Makonnan . 
80 Solomon, p. 34; Calataw, p. 30; Informants: Ala Hailu Zagaya and Ala Hawazairhan Makonnan. 
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4.7.8. The Court 

As Dangur wtirtida, there were different mechanisms to solve conflicts and disagreements among 

the people. Conflict was solved by the local arbitrators (simagltis) which was an important means 

of peaceful conflict resolution. Based on the means of legal justice, when the center of the 

wtirtida was at Balaya, the A!ebia Dafifias performed the responsibility of the court.8
! When the 

center of the wtirtida was at Dangur Mika'el, court was established and it provided services to 

the people. Later, when the center was shifted to Manbuk town, the office of the court was also 

shifted to the new center and continued to give its services. During the imperial period, the 

higher level criminal cases were sent to the court of Mattiikal awrajja. Moreover, when acriminal 

case was of a higher level like murder, it was sent to the provincial court of Gojjam at Dabra 

Markos.82 During the period of the Derg, the office of the court was well organized in a new 

form and provided its services to the people based on the rules and regulations of the military 

regime. The court performed its services as an independent organ. Recently, it has been 

recognized as an independent office and provides its service to the people based on the rules and 

regulations of the 1995 constitution.83 

Other infrastructural services such as electric power generation was established only recently by 

the present regime, and at Manbuk town and Gublack qabales alone. The supply of tap water and 

Commercial Bank of Ethiopia (since 2014), were also established very recently, at Manbuk 

town. During the Military regime, there was only one wireless telephone office. However, now 

there is a 24 hour service of mobile telephone, which began in 2009. In general, most of these 

above mentioned infrastructures were established during the present government. 84 

" Calataw, p. 30; Informants: AID Hawazliirhan Makonniin and Sergeant Adamii Babgo. 
" Solomon, p. 36; Calataw, p. 30; Informants: AID Hawazlibirhan Makonniin and Adama Babi~o. 
83 SO/Oil/on, p. 36; Informants: AID Hailu Zagaya, AID Tiisfaya Akalu and AlO Hawaziibirhan Miikonniin. 
84 Informants: AlO Ageraw Wiirku, Alo Biru Miikuriaw, AID Kulnero Siinbiita and Priest Girum Enyaw. 
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Municipality in Manbuk town was also established recently according to the new civil service 

proclamation No. 211995 E.C. of Ethiopian constitution. Before that the responsibility was done 

by the qabale council. 85 

85 Solomon, p. 37; Infonnants: Ala Kulnero Sanbata, Ala Aragawi Gabra Madhin, Ala Warqnah Dasse, 

Sheikh Abdala Hassan and Abba Abel. 
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Conclusion 

The study focuses on explaining the history of Dangur Wdrdda from 1905-1991. It tried to 

reconstruct the history of the Wdrdda using both primary and secondary sources. The study tries 

to show a comprehensive history of Dangur Wdrdda during the period under discussion. 

Dangur Wdrdda is found in Benisangul-Gumuz National Regional State. It is one of the seven 

Wdrdda in Miitakiil administrative Zone. A history of Dangur Wdrdda is part of the history of 

Miitiikiil which was known mainly with ethnic integrations and interactions. There are different 

ethnic groups in the Wdrdda. The Gumuz were suffered from slave raiding both from Christian 

highland of Ethiopia and the Muslim of Sudan for long period of time. So, the people were 

pushed out of their original home land. They were forced to leave in the lowland of Miitakiil area 

which is not hospitable to live because of unfavorable climate and malaria epidemic. 

During the Italian rule (1936-1941) in Ethiopia in general and in Dangur in particular the 

patriots resisted the Italians. The patriots of the Wdrdda supported HiiiliiSelliise to go through 

from the Sudan to Addis Ababa. Among the main patriotic leaders in Dangur Wd/'dda were, 

Miingiisa Jiimbiire, who was the main supporter of the emperor. The post liberation period in 

Dangur was characterized by favoring of the individual who were loyal to Emperor Hailii

Sellase. As in other parts of the country, the Emperor rewarded his proponents in Dangur. 

The commg of the revolution in 1974 had changed the political structure of the area. The 

peasants were organized in different organizations and associations. The most important was 

Peasant associations (PAS). The establishment of PAS was aimed to organize cooperative 

services for societies which were defined in the proclamation No. 138 of 1978 for development. 
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The military government policy of increasing productivity through producer cooperative and 

service cooperatives were not successful to achieve their goals. 

The villagization program that launched at national scale was started in Dangur Wiiriida in 1985. 

The major aim of villagization in Dangur Wiiriida was the promotion of social services, 

improving village security and increasing productivity through the introduction of modem 

techniques of production. However, villagization in Dangur did not bring significant socio

economic developments. The other development in Dangur during the Derg period was the 

resettlement program that was caused by the famine in Ethiopia. During the period Dangur 

Wtiriida receives settlers from Tigray, Sawa and Wollo which were severely affected by drought 

and from Kambata and Hadiya that also affect by a shortage of land. 

One of the most successful plans of the Dtirg period in Dangur was the literacy campaign and 

establishment of adult training center mainly at Manbuk. In Dangur, literacy campaign program 

was begun in 197R. This program was taken as testing program of literacy campaign in the 

Wtirtida. This led many female and male peasants to have basic skill of writing and reading. It 

was one of the biggest successes of the Derg regime in the country in general and in the Wiirtida 

in particular. 
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Glossary 

Abba Father, a title given especially to a Monk or priest 

Aliiqa Head of a Church 

Asir Aliiqa Corporal or the Commander of ten 

Ala A civil title offered to ordinary people equivalent to Mr. 

Awrajja Sub-province, above Wiiriida 

Biijrand Royal Treasurer 

Balabat Hereditary owner of rest land 

Balambaras A military title below Gerazmac 

Birr Ethiopian currency 

(:eqasum Village Chief assigned to collect tribute during the Imperial regime 

Diiga Cold climatic zone 

Diijjazmac A military title below Ras (commander ofthe gate) 

Derg The military regime or Ruling Committee (1974-1991) of Ethiopia 

Fitawrari A military title below Diijjazmac, a leader ofthe vanguard force 

Gerazmac Commander of left, a political based military title 

Giibbars Landless tenants or tribute paying peasants 
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Gult 

HamsaAlaqa 

Lam 

Lam faj 

Lej 

Liqa kahinat 

MatoAlaqa 

Mesltine 

Micu 

Mijim 

Nar,:labas 

Neguse 

Qabale 

Qafillazmc 

Qes 

Qolla 

Ras 

Rest 

Non hereditary rights of nobility or the clergy to collect tribute from peasants 

Sergeant or the Commander of fifty 

Culti vated land 

Semi cultivated land 

"Child" a title used by sons of nobility and royal family. 

Head of priests 

The Commander of hundred. 

The administrative division below warada during Imperial regime. 

Friendship in Oromo Language 

A Gumuz word which means best friend 

Local military, Militia or territorial army during the imperial period .. 

King 

The Lowest Administrative Unit below warada since the Derg regime. 

Commander of the right. 

Priest 

The hot climatic zone 

Head, highest political and military title 

the hereditary birth right of the lineage on their land 
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Sheikh The Muslim religious cleric 

Smiya An Agaw word which means my man or our man 

Tabot Replica of the ark of the covenant 

TtiJ Uncultivated land 

Ttiqlay Gezat KeJeltihagtir (Province) 

Wtidaji An Amharic term that indicates friendship 

Wtiiztiro A civil title offered to ordinary women equivalent to Mss. 

Wtirtida District or an Administrative unit (structure) below awrajja 

Wtiyna Dtiga Moderate climatic zone 

Ztimaca Campaign 

Zone An Administrative structure below the national regiona state ofEthioia 
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List of Oral Informants 

S 
No. Name of e A Place of Date of Occupati Remarks 

informant x ge interview interview on 

Abba Abel He lived at Balaya for many years and 
(Monk) M 80 Pawi 05104/20 15 Church remembers more about the expansion of 

I servant Christianity in Dangur wdrtida. 
Abba AyCaw He was chairman of Manbuk qabale. He 

2 (Abba) M 60 Manbuk 13/0312015 Fanner knows about the administration of Dangur 
warada. 

Church He was in Manbuk since 1974 to 1985. He 
3 Abba Etebarak M 75 Pawi 05104/2015 servant is more knowledgeable about the expansion 

of Christ ianity in Dangur wdrdda. 

Abba Sisay Church He knows more about Christianity in 
4 ( Priest) M 65 Manbuk 10/03 /20 15 servant Dangur wdrtida. 

5 AbaraC Barihun She knows about the establishment of 
(Wlo) F 42 Manbuk 13/03/20 15 Teacher schools in Dangur. 

He was Islamic religion leader in Dangur 
6 AbediUa Hassan M 90 Manbuk 10/03/2015 Farmer He knows about the establishment of 

(Sheikh) Anwar Mosque in Manbuk. 
He is the first person among the Sinasa who 

7 Adama Babiso M 78 Manbuk 0110412015 Fanner got the tile of hamsa a/dqo during the 
(Sergeant) Imperial period. He has a good memory 

about the administration of Dangur wdrddo. 
He is a native of Balaya Agaw. He came to 

8 AgerawWarku Manbuk in 1982. He was a chairman in 
(Ala) M 53 Manbuk 12/02/20 15 Farmer Manbuk qabale during the military regime. 

He has a good memory about the history of 
Dangur wiiriida. 

Alan Sitliraw M 65 Manbuk 13/0312015 Merchant He knows about trade activities in th is 
9 (Ala) wdriida under the period of discussion. 

10 Aragawi Gabra M 54 Manbuk 17/02/20 15 Merchant He has been living in Manbuk since 
Madhin (Ala) 1950. He was a kijliihizeb during the 

introduction of EPRDF. He Memorized 
more the administration of thi s wiiriido. 

II Balbindi Liqu He has a good memory about the clans of 
(Ala) M 70 Kitili 15103/2015 Fanner the Gumuz of the study area. 

He was a chairman during the Darg regime 
12 Bambaya M 60 Manbuk 14/0312015 Farmer and he knows more about that period. 

GaraCo (Ala) 
Bare He remembers about the traditional system 

13 EndMaw (Ala) M 70 Kitili 15103 /2015 Farmer of farming in the Gumuz areas of Dangur. 

Formerly, he was an elephant hunter and 
14 Biru Makuriaw M 54 Manbuk 16/02/20 15 Merchant native Agaw in Balaya. He has a good 

(Ala) memory about the administration systems 
of Dangur wdrdda. 

Ebrahim Dawd M 40 Manbuk 14/03 /20 15 Farmer He has a good knowledge about the 
15 (Ala) peaceful relations among Muslims and 

Christians in Dangur. 
16 Ejigu Balay He has a good memory about the 

(Ala) M 67 Manbuk 17/031201 5 Merchant establishment of Manbuk town. 
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F 54 Manbuk 17/03 /2015 Fanner She tell me about the former administration 
17 G~layH Akalu systems of Dangur. 

(Wlo) 

18 Getat~w Abata M 38 Manjari 10103120 15 Teacher. He is a Gumuz, who remembers about the 
(Ala) establishment of schools in Dangur. 
Girma Bakin 

19 (A la) M 89 Kitili 15/03/2015 Farmer He is an indigenous Gumuz, who told me 
about fann ing in the Gumuz areas. 

20 Girum EnyHw Guard of He has more information about the 
(Priest) M 68 Manbuk 20/0312015 the bank establishment of churches in Dangur. 

2 1 Go~u Balay He was the leader of one brigade of the 
(Ala) M 50 Pawi 20/03120 15 Merchant EPRP, in Dangur. 

Guard in He is a native of Dangur Sinasa, who came 
22 Hailu Zagaya Manbuk to Manbuk in 1980. He has a good memory 

(Ala) M 60 Manbuk 12/02/2015 high about the administration and trade activities 
school . in Dangur \Varada. 

23 Hass~n Isa M 45 Manbuk 20/03 /2015 Religious Now he is the leader of Anwar Mosque in 
(Sheikh) leader . Manbuk. He is knowledgeable about the 

introduction of Islam in Dangur wdrada. 
Hawaza birhan He was the secretary of an albia donna in 

24 M~konnan Banhudi and Manbuk. He has a const-
(Ala) M 88 Manbuk 25/03120 15 Farmer ructive memory about the history of the 

court and pol ice station of the \Varada. 
Iyasu Gaga He was in Dangur Micha'!!I, in 1998 he 

25 (A la) M 70 Manbuk 25/03 /2015 Fanner came to Manbuk. He knows the movement 
of the Sina~a people. 

Kulnero Health He tells me the development of health 
26 Sanbata (A la) M 42 Manbuk 26/03120 15 officer infrastructure in the district. 

Mamur Tanqa He is a chairman of the qabal<!. He knows 
27 (Ato) M 55 Manjari 26103/20 15 Farmer about the administration of the Gumuz of 

the study area. 

He is the head of health office in Dangur. 
28 Marga N~m~ra M 55 Manbuk 16/02/2015 Heath He told me about the establishment of 

(A la) officer health institutions in Dangur \V/iriida. 
29 MaryH Yimam He remembers about the coming ofIslam in 

(Ala) M 45 Manbuk 28/03/2015 Fanner Dangur. 

30 Metek!! Virga F 44 Pawi 0510412015 Merchant She is one of the resenlers, she has a good 
(Wlo) memory about resettlement. 

3 1 Formerly he served as a chairman and now 
Meteku M 58 Pawi 17/07/20 15 Farmer he is an arbitrator (simagle) He tell me 
Habtamu (Ala) about administration and resettlement. 

32 Mogas He has a good memory about 
Mawdadu (Ala) M 45 Pawi 06/04/20 15 Farmer resettlement in Da!1gur and PawL 
Mohamad Akal M 4 1 Manbuk 28/03/2015 Merchant He has a good memory about trade and 

33 (Ala) settlement of Islam in Manbuk. 
He remember about the introduction of 

34 M 60 Manbuk 30/03 /2015 Fanner Islam in Dangur and their farming. 
Mohamad 
Hasan (Ata) 
MohamHd Sikur Formerly he was Islamic religious leader in 

35 (Sheikh) M 50 Manbuk 30/03/201 5 Farmer Manbuk. He has a good memory about that 
religion in Dangur warada. 
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36 Mulu Aschalti F 40 Manbuk 30/0312015 Teacher She has a good memory about the 
(Wlo) establishment of schools in Dangur. 

Nti~antit 
She is the woman of Mtikuriaw Bizuntih, 

37 F 45 Pawi 05/04/2015 Teacher the former deputy administrator of Dangur 
Makuriaw (wlo) Warada. She knows about the former 

admin istration of the wtirtida. 
38 Stimana Faysa He is a native Sina~a, who remembers 

(Ala) M 56 Kitili 151032015 Farmer more about the establ ishment of Manbuk. 
He knows more about the corning of Islam 

39 Sheikh Sofian M 70 Manbuk 12/0312015 Farmer in Dangur wtirtida. 
Taflira Huri He has a good memory about the relat ion of 

40 (Ala) M 55 Manbuk 01/0412015 Farmer the Gumuz and the rest societies of 
Dangur. 

41 Tagafifta He has a good memory about the expansion 
Ambaya M 75 Manbuk 01/0412015 Priest of Christianity in Dangur wtirtida. 
(Priest) 
Tasfaya Akalu He is a supervisor, who is knowledgeable 

42 (Ala) M 35 Manbuk 0 1/0412015 Supervi- about the establishment of different schools 
Sor. in Dangur wtirtida. 

Warqnah Dase He is a good informant who tells me about 
43 (Ala) M 50 Pawi 06/04/2015 Guard ressetlement. 

Valaw Birhan He is one of the resettlers, he has a good 
44 (Ato) M 60 Pawi 06/04/20 15 Farmer memory about resettlement. 

Vakaba Balata F 45 Pawi 07/0412015 Farmer She is one of the resettlers in Pawi since 
45 (Wlo) 1985, she knows about resettlement. 
46 Vawbedar F 65 Manbuk 01/04/2015 Farmer She has a good memory about the 

Bayana (Wlo) development of infrastructures in Dangur. 
47 Vibas Tasara He remembers about the farming and trade 

(Ala) M 69 Burji 10/04/2015 Farmer activities of Dangur areas. 
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